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PREFACE 

Itm always tempted to refer to Ken Friedman aa "Kundalin111 Ken sinc:e 

I always think of him and his work as having an affinity with Kundalini, 

one of the most important of the Oriental doctrines. 

We know. for instance, that the highest ~reaktbrougbs in the West, 

and the recognition of a transpersonal, metapsycbological dimension have 

always been reaerved for our mfStics, poets, and artists. 

Ron Friedman, in talking about what constitutes an important work of 

art, speaks of it being possessed of a telling power, moving •. like a snake . . . 

·.to_ ra~se. its head and s~rike ~t the right momenta 

· · ·.This· concept. ·~n it~elf·, is· ~ot unlike the serpent goddess of. the 
~ 

tundalini, moving upward within the yogi's spine~ traveling along a 

~e~tral channel, one known to_ be rich in ~ppiness and highly blessed• 
. ' 

Ken seems to be able, very· naturally and ·honestly, to provoke the snake 

and to soothe it all at once, and here a faculty of the human mind comes 

into play-~-a faculty Which modern man has virtually neglected or almost 

completely forgotten. I refer to the profound insight and forces of our' 

depth ~onsciousness, sueb as intuitive perception. The ancients, as we 

kno.w, .. lmt~ .c;J!l!f;~. ~.ble to evoke theoe mysterious insights through trance-like 
. . . . ·- - . - ·-· .... 

states~ or through meditation, religious rituals and divine oracles. 

In those instances, the individual consciousness was extinguished in 

favor of a greater, more universal consciousness. I don't mean to compere 

Ken Priedm~n to an ancient seer, but merely to offer a kind of reading on 

what he seems to be about, and further, what the body of hi$ work, as 

prolific as it is, seems to encompass. 
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We all have ~iddeo tendencies of the human mind that are present but 

perhaps locked up %ather tightly. The best artists and the beat artwork 

&ttempta.to raise these hidden learnings into the light of conscious aware

ness in order to give the individual at least a glimpse of the numerous 

possibilities before him~ In this way, we all have a chance to choose the 

best course of action, according to our circumstances. 

The above may appear dangerous to those who desperately eliug to the 

idea that only the changeless is eternal and wortb striving ·for. But we 

are transformed by what we accept just'as we transform what we have accepted 

in the process of assimilating 1~. 
I o 

Rea speaks of ~r~ at its root~as bei~ the"deepest fprm of therapy, of 

religion, of inner exploration and of the whole of artistic experience be-

ing a spiritual order of communication. In this sense we can begin to 

reflect then,- on those occasi~nal moments of insight when something pre-

sented to our sense of imagination will, from its own nature~ or, perhaps 

from some undefined 1 exalted mood of our own, seem like a perfect and cam-

pletely comprehended universe in miniature. This seems to be t4hat the ·. 

greatest of artists only experience in their most creati~e moFsnts, while 

the great mysticn are able to dwell mere or less continuously in that state. 

And so even though artists may not be mystics -(aithough "some certainly· seeaf 

to be) they do understand that the co~limentary powers of time and timeless-

ness. and of spiritual ascent lie within each of us and they seek to ir.terpret 

these highest states-

i'h'll Kundalini aims to aJ:"ouse the serpent tsnc:l to bring her up, through 

a series ·of seven "ehakras•• on levels~ Most people remain in the threP.; 
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lower levels, as they correspond to man's life in his naive state, turned 

outward upon the world. 

But if you've ever seen Ken's painted angels, hovering and flying 

through cosmic dust storms and meteor showers, you'd know that they're 

rapidly rising up through those seven levels looking for the crown of 

the head, the thousand peealed lotus, and Ken Friedman, e~asing them 

wildly through the dancing night, is hot on their heels • 

. Come on in and let 1·8 find out what tt•s all about. 

TJHlhc 

Thomas J •. Hew, III, Ph. D. 
~t Berl"J'~ Georgia, 1976 
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THE tiORLD THAT IS 'lO BE.-

A painted and engraved bison was once emblazoned high on the ceiling . 

of a cave in Altamira, Spain"' Sometime during the long Paleolithic period• 

an artist bad worked this image on a natural boss nodule of the c.ave.. He 

left other indications of his presence and life events as well. 

An elegant. ivory bead of exquisite symmetry and presence was 

fashioned by a Benin sculptor sometime in centuries past. And t~ay in 

Africa, the well-oiled and masterfully painted body of the Nuba ~le must 

be attended daily. 

: Spontaneoti.s dramatic perfo?Rncep by·. young R!W Guinea men. using 
• . . . . 

maskS 21 exaggerated: II)OVementS • feathers, .. ads and. other a'CCOUDtermeots 

e'!!lerg:e as paradigms. of social satire -· perhaps of some representative of 

western culture. Or a ritual battle is eoact(!d by painted men who act as 

totemic birds engaged in life•death s:trugglea. 

A wooden carved ~d painted t~ansformation mask, its inner face that 

of a killer whale, and the outer face that of a sea monster, is worn by 

an initiate. in the Kwakiutl Winter Dance. 

~be mornins of the Great Frayer celebreti.on luta dawned. ribeta.n 

la~~- ~ay~a_ !J.~':'~P.t~~--~ -~o~~r~~g c-~~~-. ~f delieate symbols and portrayals 
. ~- . .. . .. .. -·. . . . .. - ·-

of the Buddha's incarnations in hardened butter. Each pa.rt bas been 

worked with precision and painted with taste. Tbey will all be destroyed 

immediately after the celebration. 

There is an image emblazoned on the inner eye of consciousness when 

excited by the haiku: In the depths of the 

flames I saw how a peony 

crumbles to pieces~ 
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Each of these events or phenomena stands outside of the sphere of 

daily life, yet relates directly to it. Each example mentioned must have 

excited ~tad occurrences of that special complex of qualities ~ilich W$ 

relate to the aesthetic experience. Each one is therefore an example of 

art. Haw can they be compared? In what context are we able to place them 

in order to understand their meaningt aesthetic function and quality1 

In our Western tradition, we are accustomed to think of art &s the 

province of objects, and of the aesthetic experience as the province of 

those who were somehow capable to appreciating ~aintiugs and sculptures 

of museum caliber. These presuppositions _and cultural habits of thought 

have often rendered- a:rt historian~ ·and soc;at scient-ists incapable of•. 

supplanting their traditional views to include a trul.y wide sphere of 

artwqrlr;;s and phenomena.- Yet there is evidetlce that this attitude is 

·changing. :t,n a recent -book, tbe anthropologist Warren d'Az,vedo _has 

et:ate-d the following re~ssessment: 

As long as art is conceived only in terms of its r~Gults, no 
encial theory of artistry is po!sible. Artistry is no more 
the exclusive p~operty of "a-rt objects'' than religiosity is 
of ritual or of sacred emblems. If a phenomenon such as nart11 

exists at all, it comprises a sector of sociocultural behavior 
in which observable acts 1 ideas and products cluster in such 
a way as to be distinguishable from other behavio~s •••• (It is 

· · prop-ol'ed'}--to ·-viett·-·e-r-t-as-.a.· -way- -of-.-doinJh--4-."L'\)Lo.f .. be!mv.ing_ c-~-
a member of society, having as its primary goal the creation 
of a product or effect of a particula:::- kind. This mea.as gi.v-
ing emphasis to persons 4nd events rather than to artif3etual 
cbjects ~batracted either from the processes of production or 
consumption _(d'~cvedo 1974a:6·7j. 

Fo~ a long period, it seemed tbat in spite of thei~ concerted effo~ts 

to remain objective 2nd ~eletivistic in their views, even anth~op~1ogigtg 

suffered.from the tunnel vision engendered by the patterned perceptual 



and learning experiences of their own cultures. Somehow an awareness of 

the wider range of exciting works and phenomena which man bas enact~d 

and shaped tbrough his long history should have deotroyed the prolifera-

tion of theories which could only account for a limited number of objects 

as acceptable to Western artistic canons. · In actuality, it took the con• 

certed work of contemporary artists to break down the traditional 

bo!lndaries between art and life, objects and acts, and words and even-ts. 

Artistry refo~lated these into tnte~edia fields of stimuli which could 

function as occasions ,for the aesthetic experience. Freed from the burden 

of overly rigid definitions of acceptable cOmposition, form~ colo~ and 
' . 

. ·t~chniq~, contemj,Ora~y artists· have innovat~d. a, panorama of .erea~io~s 
' 

whieh exhibit tbe vital· signa of nOV-elty, complexity~ virt~sity and 

grace. 
. . . 

A perusal.of the most recent books publ~shed in the field of con-

temporary art show that a significant nU!Ilber of critics are very much 

alive to the proliferations in artist's activities to include a number of 

media and materials which were outside of the boundaries of fine art until 

recently. It would seem that this recent approach to the visual arta is 

more consistent with the function and meaning of art in tbe history of man. 
--····- ---·------ ·-··-- --~------. ····-·-· 

'- •-· • - - - •-•• r" o• -- o,, .. '''""' -- oo L ..... '' ,, _ _,, • •••• 

This catalogue will consist of an introductory statetnPnt. cr .essay- .. in . 

which the artworks of Ken Friedman will be' placed. in an anthropological 

frameworit. !n r:loing this, it is hoped that three things will be ace om-

plinhe~~ Fir.Gt to relate the great range and variety of Ken Friedman 1 o 

projects e.nd work to the structural patte-rns which characterf.~e th~ }.~;~t~ 

history of human aesthetic eraationa. Secondly, to shed some furthor 
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light on the context and accomplishments of conceptual and intermedia art, 

and of the Fluxus group for which Friedman has served as ~Jes.teoast 

Executive Director for &he past nine years. Thirdly, to clarify a 

theoretical position which is uniquely anthropologic~l in its conceptual 

and methodological implications. The latter is ·consistent with and able 

to handle the amazing versatility displayed in man's artworks, 

When we wish to understand the general and essential cbaracteri~tics 

of any human activity pattern, anthropology directs us not to look at 

evidence from our own or similar.cultures, but rather to utilize the cQ~· 

parative method; ~t. is, to no~ releV&Dt exa~les across Sf many $0Ci

. eties and time pc!;a:-iOds as. is possible. If we g~ through this exercise 
' 

uith r:::3·iuact to art, we find that the ae!tthetic experience is a eult~.Iral 

o:tniv-ersal. There are .no soci,eties in wh,ich the aesthetic experience or 

modality of expre~ston seems absent~ 

Any attempt to define the perametera of the classification 'art' 

tnrough loe;i,£ is doomed to failure.. M:lay tbin!ters have tried to de.~ine 

art. but the philosopher Wittgenstein has clarified the reasons for tbelr 

failures in applying logic to this category ~1ttgenstein 1953:30e - 38c). 

Art embraces so ~ny complex attributes and situations that to define it~ 
-· ..... ---- -······-··-·-·--------- .. ... . . --- -· -- ·- -- - ·- -- - - -- ~ ... __ -~ ... - -- - ·-· ··- -- - --------- --. ~- .... - .... - . -·"' 

necessary and euff:tc.ient properties would be an endless task. !n i~is 

~~~igati£P~, therefore, Wittgenstein describes art as An tapen coneeptr~ 

If -~rP. leak-. nt ew_.~::: . .:-!.::al examples of what is characterized e.s •art', 

we flnJ th~.;.•': t.b.ey sh;:;.r-= no logically common set of phenome~:r~;l properties 

s.s such; rather they share wha.t coul.d be termed functioDz.l siml.:,;..:i.t:.·~:~ .. 

To know that art is, therefore, is to look at the context of t:lte llDl!ge of - . 
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the term, and to note these phenomena by their family resemblances or 

funeJ;..i£.1UJf sim1.1arit.ies. Paradigms, but not logical sets, can be given for 

such categories as 'art'. The usual procedure in art history and 

anthropology has been to select a class of samples (o.ften of personal in• 

terest and taste) for which one can offer a phenamenologically verifiable 

deseript1on of common properties. This artificially closed (i.e •• cultur• 

ally defftted) art taxon~ is then construed as the verified definition of 

the entire aph~re of art. 

John Dewey's insistence on instrumentalism enabled him to emphasize 
t • • I 

the biological functi~ns and origins of' man,. s adap:tations to h:ls environ• · . 

. ~t.. ln his thiUking about art~ he linked the con~inuum of -the aes=thetic 
. " 

experie~ee with that of ordina~ life and perceptions (Dewey 1934)o ~ng 

p~ilosophers, Da;rey is. foremost in helpitm ~\S in our quest for a ge!leral 

understanding of the aesthetic· experience.· · · 
. . 

A detailed examination of many interesting works in Psychology would 

P.et us som.e further understanding of the aesthet:ic experience; but mu.c.'h 

experimentation has been limited to discovery procedures confined to tS.e 

laboratory. Psychoanalytic. theory • Gestalt theo:ey, and modern experi ... 

mental psychology have all contributed some segment of information as to 
-- ·-- ----~--------..... __ ··- ~------...- ....... ··-·-----·-------- ---- ··-- --~----- ----·--------~·-------~ .~ ...... ------- ........ --- --·-- -- .... ·- ~ -·-

the for.mal qualities of aesthetic fields of stimuli, or the modal perscn• 

alities of those who either make or especially appreciate artworks. 

Yet, we cannot directly compare states of consciousness., nor can 't-t~ 

verify cros~·cultural differences in what we call 'personalit.Y' ty~es 

beyond qtlestion. Nevertheless 1 art is universally present aero:;~, c~.:::: t';t~t·~~s~ 

and certain phenomena are appreciated or preferred for culbt.rally defined 
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and therefore varying reasons. to understand tbe general phenomenal or 

definable aspec~s related to the aesthetic experience, we must turn co 

empirical properties which repeatedly occur 1n the production, percep~ion 

and appreciation of aesthetic stimuli. to achieve a better understanding 

of our universal subject 'art•, we should perhaps approach it from ebe 

standpoint of that which all men share: their common evolutiona~ heritage. 

Evolution has structured all human response capabilities and limita• 

tif?DS• In spite of cultural and climatic differences., man is one species · 

which was shaped by stmil~r selective pressures and problems~ T.he holistic 

approach of .ant:~ropology dlrect.s us·, even when investigating some element. . . . . 

of sociocultural activity, _to r~aitze that all·numBn·be~vior ultimately 
•• 0 •• • • 

de~ends on biological processes. Further, all behavior is structured by 

two minimal me~hanisms which define it as essentially adaptive: (1) che 

2ros~dq£a} principle which structures bo~ly and psycbobiolagieal pattern~ 

throughout organism-environment interactions, and, (2) Jearnin&3 or any 

behavior resultant from sp4cific reaction to the immediate environm~t 

(B-erlyne 1971: 6·8). 

Rumen behavior depends heavily on anatomical structures suCh as the 

human nervous system, which was selected for and evolved during literally 
... _ _. __ - --------

millions . "()£. yoo:;s·.,"·. we'' assume that-·theiie --anatomlcal·-sys'fcms "were -advacf"s.---

geous to successful competition for subsistence and safety. Physical 

anthropologists propose that in a very reel sense, 11our (human) intellect, 

interest, emotions, and basic social life - are all evolutionary products 

of the success of the hunting adaptation OJashbur.n and Lancaster 1968~293)n 

The cruc)al formative evolution of man took place during the time he was 
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d huuter. The presence of agriculture is limited. roughly to the last eight 

to elevt"n thouaand years, and archeological eVidence defineB this t-·eriod 

as Uaa~companied by further baste biological chang2s in manv 

IIu.nting is a complex of sequence•hebavior patterns usually commencing 

in childhood, and which comprise a _waz. of li~e rather than an intermittent 

enterprise. The amount of planning, skill, cooperation and cOIIIEIIUnicat:ioa 

:tnvolved in hunting is di_rect:ly related to the enormous and complex 

neurological development which occurr!!d while me.u was a hunter. ThP- si~e 

~f the brain doubled during the.development of bunting patterns 1 conca.mi• 

Laut with the intensive.eelactive forces'~hich were at work. hu~ting, wtth 
' , . . . . 

it~ c~nicy ori~ntation and tool-using· practices, pla~as a selective 

pr~mium ~n tha 'capaci~ to plan and rsneDber. 'that is, it ·favors eff.l~ieut 

luan,i~ (Pfeiffer 1~69:133-134; Laughlin 1968:309ff.). 
. . 

. 1-Iunting is an aetiYe way of lif~ which places loc=:>l!lotor adeptne.sd ~no 

s~nso~· dlrectedness as central in importance to the evolutionari h~rita~e 

r.~i ruB.:.lo Pro&,ramming t:he neophyte h!In.ter:. scanning t~&e .au·v·irOtm'Sllt, colle~t-

ins tbe information in the eco .. system, stalking the game, and the k:Lll~.ng 

and retrieval of anlmal(s) are but brief references to the important and 

complex beha'"J"ior sequences 'tfbich relate to hunting. As such, this activ;;~ty 

well as for the locomotor and chemicoglandular systems. Hunting sequences 

A~ao structured motiv&tions and the affective behavi0r patteras related to 

the cognitive aspects of enacting plans for survival. Learning and moti• 

v-atiOi.l are interrelated in the h~n systen. 

All of this complexity of patterning and brain developme~~ was 
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SYI!!If:QiQ.!I."Ciea1.1y ACl'.oUip8nied by sensoz:y and ntotor proliferations. Scann:lr.g 

and observing, attending to subtleties of color~ form and motion are im-

perative for a good hunter. The evolutionary development of accommodative 

vision in man made even greater interaction and ~bility tn the environ~ 

men:t possible for man. 'lhe eyes we:r:e established as the leading sense. 

It was precisely this pattern of visual development which made further 

supervision of the hands possible. This capability structured man's tool• 

making propensities; these stand at the base of his ability to mOdify his 

environment significantly Clasbburn 1963, 1968) • 
. 

Man 1s bipedal posture enabled btm to bTing objects up closer to his 

_e3:es and: to the· o~gan of ·smell~ Sight,. texture ~nd smell were _interr~lated,. 
... 

and the principal environmental adaptation patterns travelled along or warE'! 

processed by this eye_-arm•baud axisa The res.ultant rich input of senso1.7. 

data to the brain fostered the .devel~t-of. the associative areas used 

for the &torage and retrieval of experience; and ehese fo~ed the 

neurological mechanisma which structure comparison and decision·making) 

The use of tools interjected a new enviromnent of material eultur!'! 

between the natural environment and the human organism. Touch and the 

visual experience of space are interrelated as channels of info~tion by 
·- .. ·-· -. ·- . - -----..-· -·-- __________ ....._ __ ~ ·-----·- ~- ... --- .... --- .. __ ... ___ ._.._....., ----- ·----- -- .._ __ "'""'--~ --- -· --- -·-··· ··-·-- ... ~~ ... ·-' ____ ........___ .. --- ...... -' 

which the individual scans his environment. Touch is ~portant in relating 

man inti111B.tely to his environment. Visual," tactile and kinesthetic systems 

were thus interrelated during human evolution, and they comprise inter

sensory systems today as well. The appreciation o£ fo~, texture,. motion 

and color are interconnected, and can otructure tbe possibili~ for a 

cross-modality or synaesthetic modali~ of perception. 
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lt was in t:be eontezt of the hunting way of life that DJJn developed 

into a chipper of pebbles and arranger of twigs. He became 1!!?.!!2 .f.-.ab;;.;r....,i_,c..,.a._,n..-s, 

and launched on his unending technological journey of altering his environ• 

ment, of bettering, destroying. rebuilding or making it more functional or 

pleasing. 

Even ~e other primates, to Whom we are biologically related, spend 

much of their time doing actions which have no other function than to bring 

their sense organs into contact with stimuli of particular kinds. Much of 

what the higher animals and man do .through selective perception constantly 

restructures their on-going environments. :Primates 1!18-nipulate and change 
• • 

~ . 
~eir internal and ~xternal stimulus situatioqs; oftent~'s without appar~ 

ent goals in mind. This kind of jl~trinsic ~loratort beha~i2E is what the 

author would posit·as the kind of situation that evolved coeval to the 

aesthetic expe~ience itself. Beightened·a~areness without· goal-directed 

or utilitarian activity characterizes much of man's attempts to secure access 

to certain stimuli which are apparently biologically neutral. This ie a 

witness to the need for excitation and exercise which man's complex ne~row 

logical system apparently requires for its operation. 

Ae~thetic experience also bas cognitive elements, and it is importa~t 
- ~ . -· ... ------- ·-
to under a ta~d-h~w -and. Tn--whicii.--ways·-tliese- re lat£Cf()' pe·r-c::~pti-on-;- ,_ Si.nee-· --- -

World War II, a substantial amount of reseerch in psychology has been dOt.;.e 

to help define the roles of inference and categorization in perception and 

cognition. Experimentation and ensueing theoretical refinements have e~-

tended the analysis of perceptual processes to include the textu~e at~ 

patterning of expectations which individua.ls hold about the predictability 
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of events in their environments (Bruner et al 1956: Bruner et al 1966)o 
._,~ ..._ ......... 

Numerous psychological and anthropological studies have demonstrated 

the influence of cultural factors on perception. The ~onstruct of 

functional salience in perception is important, since adaptive character~ 

1stics structure both the perception of and response to the environment. 

By now it seems appropriate to maintain that in the articulation of the 

individual with his environment, percept and concept are conjoiaed 

(Campbell 1961; Price-Williams 1969;·Tafjel 1968). 

The field space surrounding .each human organism is differentially 

endowed with diver~e meanings due to past'life experiences; therefore. each 
• • t • 

individual apprehends ''schemata of cariable significancen in any envir~n-. . 

sea~ ominently consis~ant with the evolutionary context of selective 

pressures defined as operating on early man the hunter. ., 

' ' . 
there seems to be a consensus of agreement among neurologists and 

psychologists that the process of perception is s highly adaptive one, 

although the actual mechanisms by which it operates are not entirely un~er-

stood or interpreted with unantmity (Gibson 1970: 205-105; Piaget 1961). 

The outcome of all the sub-processes of perception whi~h permit com-

__ -~-direction,_ correction, and so on,. is to acquire information which 
---------------------'-~---"-.....__. ___ ___._ ___ -------------~. -·~~ -- ., 

the organism needs for selection of any course of action. The context and 

circumstances of the aesthetic experience as such do not change the eetua.~ 

~rocesses of perceptionG It must be concluded that the perceptual mecba-

nism and processes used both in aesthetic and non-aesthetic nctiv:J.tiea .at·e 
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the same. The difference between what is art and what is non-art aust lie 

elsewhere than in ~ immediate perceptual responses to any field of 

stimuli. 

Although we do not have the space to detail all_ the arguments here. 

it seems clear that the perceptual process is complex and structured by 

many sociocultural. and therefore emotional factors. The history of 

aesthetic theory bas often been concerned with defining the characteristics 

of art, or what is aestliet1cally · pleas :log. "rhis bis·tory is also full of 

contradictions. since such 1 exp~natioas' usually represent the distilla

tio~s of specific sets of p~eference and taste without ~eference to· tha 
. . . 

$OC1ocult~al conte1Ct. The universal pre:eence. of ·atyle alone should. dis-
..... 

suade us from defining the aesthetic by reference to any specific set of 

formal or phenomenal characteristics. Tbe dynamics of change constantly 
. ' 

operate to redefine mQdal patterns of what is phenomenally considered to 

be artful at any time. 

Meny definitions of visual art commence with the observation that the 

aesthetically pleasing seems to have no purpose except to be enjoyed «~ an 

end-in-itself (Newton 1950). Some familiar corollaries of this view 

characterized. the waves of Romanticism apparent in this country ns late as 
- - ~- - -- - ·--------- --- --... ----- -- ... _~......_ 

the .late forties.. Th~se are ... epitOid.zediEi-tlie"aedlcatory-·pb--ra-s~-!.!!:-i~:a1=_i;i-, 
artis. ~te ideology supporting this rather idealistic definition relates 

to the bi&torieal context: of European and luneriean tradition-s, in which ar~ 

was consciously disassociated from the practical concerns of lifew The 

eategcry 1 fine art' was also disassociated from those wbooe lifestyles ~er~ 

necessaTily preoccupied with survival and economic limitation. ATt objec~s 

.· .. 
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were accordingly placed in isolated environments (museums), or out of busy 

pathway (on walls or plinths).. They became decorative eleDJents to be 

adroired from afar .. 

Por reasons already outlined in this study, it is not likely that the 

category 'aesthetic' should depend· so heavily on a disassociation from tbe 

nonMutilitarian for its uniqueness in definition or function. ~he Bauhaus 

movement alone should dissuade us from such categorizations. rh~ perceptual 

processes involved in the aesthetic eXperience are not different from tb~se 

involved in the perception of the n~aeothetic. It is conceivable, never• 

tbeless, that additional sources of arousa't are related to. the unique 
........ ........ J 

· Eft terns of sti,_lf!U t~pped. in ~motional and. conceptual encounters with 

aesthetic experience-inducing phenomena, than are involved in potentially 

non-~estbetic sets •. The actual configurations of eacb.are defined l~rgaly 

by the circ~mstances of previous experience an~ cultural co~dlti~ning. · 

Modern experimental psychology suggests, howe9er, that there nre cer-

tain !~.tt:uctqr.!!~rJL~_!!ics which seem to have an inl:rinsiec'llly pleal!tU:t:• 

able effect on the nervous system. The immediate and phenomenal E,2D~}! of 

such characteristics are shaped again through experience. These formal c~ 

structural cha-racteristics have bP..en called "collative stimulus properties" 

- -- - -· -by--Dan1;1Der1Yne~-beC.S:us-;they-- operate through the proces-ses ·c;-f-·compi'!:'fs,jn-·· ·-· ---

or collation (Berlyne 1971:69-70). 

It seems that such eollative stimuli bctors as complexity, novelt~,r, 

surprise and ambiguity are able themselves to incite arousal; whereas unity, 

repetition and order tend to lower arousal (Bet:lyne 1971:128-130}. EtT.pi;:·:i ... 

cal evidence seems to confirm that for vision to be possj.bJ.e, neitl:v~r a 
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ateady flow nor an unpatterned random flax of stimuli can be perceived and 

organized into experience (Gregory 1973). 

The role of stimulus field patterns as well as the change of patterns 

seem to indicate that our response system deaands bot~ new iftformstton in 

the form of novelty. and at the same time. needs• patterns and regularity 

(Platt 1961; Riggs ~ ~ 1954). TVo decades of sensory deprivation studies 

have also taught us about the extreme caaes of understimulation of the 

sensory organs and central ne~ous system. Perhaps the best summation to 

offer in such a short essay is to say that the human org~nism seems to act 

in such a way as to maximize th~ amo~:~nt .of info;rqJation offered to it. That 
... 

_is, it acts to in~rease information complexity ~nd·meaning~ It is at the 

same time coded to increase the orderlineas of its experience in order to 

control excessive a.r.ousal. 

Familiar stimuli lower arousal· and interest as· doefl repetition, for · 

these aTe closely linked. Research indicates that the variables which do 

tend to raise the arousal level of the cognitive-perceptual system are 

precisely such collative variables as: complexity~ surpriset novelty and 

incongruity in the stimulus field. What is perceived as •novel' or as 

'surprising' depends of course on what one bas previously experienced. and 
~- ·-· ......... _ ___, -----··----

------~-....._._ .... ............_._.......___~ ------------ -------~--- -- ·----- ~-
~ ··- ·- _., __ ---------------- .... -~-

in which natural or cultural contexts these occurred.· 

We might ask why such structural characteristics as incongruity and 

novelty are not discomforting in their power to arouse. Sue~ variables c~n 

be too extreme for aesthetic enjoyment were it not for the fact that they 

occur in relatively insulated environments or situations in which s~~ b'~t. 

not all of the cues marking novelty are evoked. The pc~ceiver recognizes 
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that tbe aesthetic situation is a model of 'as if' , in wbicb an overt 

decision or action is neither calle4 for nor appropriate in the same way 

it wouLd. be in a non-insulated situation (Peckham 1965). 

Aesthetic situations must arouse awareness, but they are not to be 

totally confused with the •real' world. It is my opinion that in this 

~espect • as well aa in some others • art and games~ or &Tt and ritual 

share many structural and functional characteristics. the senso~ conflict 

experienced through arousal due to tbe.collative variables thould not be so 

extreme aa to be psychologically unresolvable, or the percipient will have 

pananent:ly coafuaed art with reality in a· eerious way. Modern minimal art 
' . . 

. ' 
operates on the edg~ of this kind .. of awareness~ 

MUch of the history of modern art could be described as the aystematie 

manipulation of such collative variables aa surprise, novelty, incongruity· 

and complexity. This is not the case because artists have consciously 

emulated. the model suggested in this theory. but because one of the ess~nn 

tlal eharaeteristics of arti~tie creativity is preeisely to innovate along 

these structural lines. Art styles or expressive systems always chang~, 

even in non-literate societiesf although the rates and direction of such 

changes ~re to be understood in the context in which they evolve. 

······- --- -.Wttenthe depic-ted content-of-a-vc) ... rk-Of--are--et:s-a-s·-a-"Btgn--or--symbol- -- -- -- ·--. ·-

of meaning for something in the •real world 1
, it does so througb learned 

associations which are culturally constructede These symbols or signs, if 

powerfully executed, can evoke some of the associations or emotional aure 

geneTated by pre~ious experience in daily life. In fact, artworks mu3C 

have some relationship to previous experience or they will commuoic~te 
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nothing and therefore be meaningless. Art.objects furnish oppcrtunities 

for·substitute or displacement satisfactions, due to inbuilt contrasts an1 

insular situations, even when the original referents in the reel world ~,uld 

incite strong deterrent motivations or frustration. 

The work of several contemporary artists, Ken Friedman among them, 

frequently rests on. the innovative manipulation of the most familiar 

symbols. the most common social situations, or of well-known technological 

devices. But these are utilized in such incongruous or novel ways that 

their meaning has been totally removed from the pedes~rian. This dialec• 

tical j\Utapos'J_tioning of the familiar with the novel should help us to 
• • # • . 

unqerstand vhy Friedman•s works:c:omprise sucb.ex~iting models or paradigms .. .. 
of that w~cb is meaningf~l t~· our daily lives. 

What have we accomplished so far by outlining a psychobiological thecry 

of aesthetic experience in suc::h a terse and· rather superficial way? Ar1=, . . . 

artists, and the aesthetic experience should not only be related to the 

history of their own immediate precedents, although their content and deN 

velopment a~e certainly to be understood in this complex. A theoreti~~l 

platform has been constructed in this essay from which it is possible to 

view the wider varie~y of human artworks across space and_ time. We hope t~ 

phenomena in their aun environments, Again, since art trends and styl~s 

change, it is perhaps from this more theoretical sphere that such empiri· 

cally observable stylistic patterning can be explained. 

Changes in art styles simply reflect changes in the b~havior of 

artists. Art trends ean actually be viewed as innovative behavior on th0 
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part of the artist (Peckham 1965). We still do not undel:'stand with any 

clarity wbat it is about life events or intelligence Which enables some 

individuals to develop the kind of adaptive flexibility to their own en

vtronments &nd experiences that they are able to envision and create works 

of a~t. It should be clea~ on the basis-of our previous discussion how our 

sensory and cognitive systems were st:tuctured by a long evolutionary jour ... 

ney to be activated by and appreciative of the subtletie~ of aesthetic 

phenomena. From this standpoint, the importance of the arts has been to 

delimited in the past when they were relegated to the position of the 

graeiou~ but non•utilitarian idealtatic real~ • . . . ... - . . .. 
, Innovati~e art exqites our seneqry and ~ogni~ive interest .because of 

. 
some of the factors already mentioned. Suc:h arousal can result either in 

withdrawal from the stimulus situation. or a series of tentative reexposur~s 

might be cooaidered. The latter are 4n410gous to motivated prob~em-soiving. 

but in the relatively ins~lated set of the aefttbetic situation~ Aesthetic 

apprac:i.ation. it has been noted, has a high degree of responsive yet con-

templ4tive awareness about it. Such a state is uniquely sqited to leerni~g. 

and to the revitalizing effect of pleasurable contemplation. T.bese poten

tially therapeutic aspects of the aesthetic experience suggest how eduenti~~ 
---~ - ---~-- ·----·-----

might utilize the moti;.rtio~1i;-ctors peeuliar totheun11Jue--aw1:eness---·- --- ... -- ------·. 

characteristic of art appreciation. Gregory Battcock has been espaeially 

alert to the interrelationship of learning and the aesthetic experience 

(Battcock 1973). We shall develop these ideas when we turn to the disc~s~ 

sion of the various aspects of Ken Friedman's art. 

With· this general information and theoretical framework to furnish 
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the intellectual setting, we shall move ou to consider some aspects of the 

life t.md times of Ken Friedman, whose own innovative artworks are our focus 

of interest in this catalogue. 

The essential reasons for stylistic change are. to be sought in the. 

information which psychologists have given us about the need for perceptual 

change. We know that signs and symbols fail to communicate when the environ

ment in which they were generated is no longer relevant, or when their 

repetition and omnipresence has rendered them boring. The specific patterns 

or charaeteris~ics of any shift-in art style are to be sought in the socio

cultural environment of the artists who b:riDg about these changes. This ·ia 
II • I .• ' 

. . 
· ·not to· ~Y tbat'.we ~o. not apprec~te an Attic ura, or an African fetish be .. 

cause we do not share common enviroomenta of origin. Our appreciation of 

.them arid of the meaaiog they convey to .us will be different from that of .. . . . . . 
. . . 

their o~i$1nal peteipients. Not more nor lees, better or worse; it will 

simply be different. 

The specific events which define the enormous upheaval present in the 

art world of the late fifties and the sixties in the united States ar~ 

copious enough to fill many ~lumes of art history, and have actually cone 

so. For the purposes of this catalogue, let us rather refer to an essay 
-· ·- --- ....._ ___ .....__ ______ _ 

terizes his perception of modern art history. From this point on in this 

essayt the artist will be speaking for himself as often as possible, and 

the commentary surrounding each excerpt. will place them in a wider anth~o~· 

pologic&l context. 

Although Ken Friedman 1s essay, entitled The Social Reslit~ o~ the A~~ 
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World cr Power and Politi~s ·in the Kingdom of the Moon, cOIIIIDences with an 

earlier historical period 1 let us select to quote the portion which is 

entitled 'An Explosion in the Shingle Factory •••• The Shingles are Still 

Flying': 

Ducbamp transfigured art from a known quantity into an unknown 
quality, which is known only by its definition and that an artist 
claims it as his or her work. 

4. If Art is Anyc:htns an Artist Sap is Art:, iho is an Artistt 
. . 

I I MY SON, mE ,WITCH DOCTOR II It seems now that art bad become. not so 

much a eraft1 skill or technique as once again, part of a p~ocess of magic 

and naming. ·-rbe 'priest, the sha~n~ of the ~itaa.tion were those people who 

had. ·the right to decla~e other people to be artists. ' This process .bappeO:s. 
.. . . . 

. . 

essentially today in two ways. the first~ and generally-accepted way" to 

became an artist, is to go to college, unive~sity or art school prog~am, and 

to acquire either the B.s. or M.A. wlth·-·major in art, or the rprof~saiQnal' . . . . . 

degrees •••• the older priests, known as teachers or professors, put the 

student through various ritual experiences and rites •••• and thus create e 

new generation_of priests for the sacred torch of the arts •• ~. //APPRE~ICE 

PUNK, JOURNB'i'MAN BOHO II The second method for becoming an arti~t is le"s 

popular and much more difficult. Jn this process, an individual discoveTS 
.. -- ·-·--·- __ ,__ ___ _ 

an artist and to practice art, gaining skill and reputation through exper~ 

ience and work in the field. Due to the nature of the art scene, it iB a 

difficult route: lack of "professional'• background and the friendship ci 

already established members of the priesthood, the suspicion of unprofe?.;.· 

sionalism. always hovers about the bead of the ••• .self-made artist ..... 
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One* an artist baa a signicant reputation1 he is ectually sought afte~ in 

a greater preference over artists with the academie backgroundeo•o 

·II NO'MORE stmBS AND NO MORE TITS, NO MOU TBACBIRS DDft CR.ITS.// fbe 

traditional process of ar~ education ia iMbued with several major f~etso 

These f.t\volve the homage t:o the pasts the learning of specific techniques 

and the religious attitude toward the sacred craft. In the a~ea of tred!• 

tion, one is exposed to the art of the past and is- either given the oppor• 

tunity or the order to learn certain· traditional. skills- ·such as human 

figure dl:awio.g and anatomy. 'l'his is, in today' s art World au. an~hron:f.sm 

for many people • fb:t wbo111 the·.hUUllU\ f:l.s\tre play.a tto partl f:a. theiJ: a~t ...... ! 
' ' 

. !he mastery of tech~cal skills,· such as the -proper use' and manipulation 

of the lithography press~ sculpture equipment, plastics and foundry tech• 

nology and so forth is .one_ of the few hard skills and useful learnings 

available in tba institution for later professional succes, ••••• The final 

phase of the process !s the molding of the will of the student. •••• the 

student lea~• what is improper by vlolatins boundaries and by receiving 

negative criticism or occasional proper •••• praise. In this processf· thil 

priesthood tries to assure continuity of the priesthood and its traditicns 

and values.o.eThe only constant value I have seen almost entirely stann 

dardized from school to school is the supremacy of the male ln the art ------ --~---

world .... // SURE YOU LIKE XO PAINT, BUT YOU'LL NJWER BE AN ARTIST: THE 

FIRST LAW OP SBXISM II The predominant majority of art teachers are male~ 

and of the upper levels of tenured professo~sbip and administr.ation the 

fema~e is a positive rarity .... .,.,For the artist, a major factor is tL£ 11:~le 

teacher. A commonly-reported scene takes place where the male artist 
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teacher says to a promising female student, 1 Sure you like to paint. but 

you'll never be an artist. You're going to get married and settled and 

then youtll forget all about art. I want to spend my time with students 

who -.re Berious about art~ 1 In this situation. t~e female receives less 

attention., bas fewer opportun1ti.es 11 ,.much of this has to do w:l.th the to,l&h 

'machot .hnagery 'which was standard to the arts for many years. II BE 

DRINKS HARD, ncms. AND G.IUS UIO A ID.r, BUT BE SOU IS SACBID: THE 

mB OF TB& ~ ART· BDO • II Tied to . the d:f.acr:lmtnstiOD asaf.nst ~ 

in the uts :l.s the 1IJ'th. of th• tough, bard•liviu,g• bard-fighting, hard .. 

drinking, hard-loving male artist who ia .. a real bohemian adventurer ••• ~ . 
. 

. the artist is almost: always viewed as .a sacred warrlo~king and pt:iest,.. 
. . . ... 

•••• Where the arts heighten cet'tain common human traits • however, is in the 

direct manipulation. of reality. // MB AND MY MTmOS.. II remaps because 

at:t is the c1:eation of reality 1 and bec;au~e the art World ancJ th~ inte:r• · 

action of art and society are the competition of differeut creations of 

reality~ the life of the a~tlst caa •••• be seen aod directed ln terms of 

myth •••• !bus, the appearance of an ar~ist jA the artist, the choice of an 

artist as t.o what is art is art, and our view of the art - being our ehoice 

of whieh real!t:y to see ... is the art as well •••• 

5. ~ockins at tliePilace Gate ----·-------~ -------·------""--~ --

II THE KEYS~ THE KINGDOM // Once embarking on a career in the realm 

of the arts, it is natural to wish entree to the world of achievement and 

auceesse.. •• /I CRitiC, COLLECTOR, CURATOR, KING: THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF 

THE APOCALYPSE. // As it ia in most professions, once admitted into U:c-. 

field by the priests of initiation, the first rite of passage, one must 
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~ee ~a truly powerful hierarchy who serve as the bishops, cardinal and 

popel1 of the. professional religion...... one submits to their judgment and 

rule an( thus succeeds or fails •••• These definers. purebaser, exhibitors 

and mol~ers of art world reality spell for an artist PeStilence~ famine~ 

and the death of the career ••• or rebirth into the Kingdom of the Elect. 

II PAYING YOUR DUES. OR: YOU'VB GOT TO BUY A UNION SUIT TO SEE TBB 

EMPEBOB. 'S CID'rltES. II .•..• (the artist) must learn the mores and IDDdes of 

action which win eate$ or bring dissrace, along with the refined •mows ' 

of p'tofesstonal behavior work." ••• The innocence of childhood is past, and 

no longer able to see the naked ruler, professional conditioning is com-
.. •' 

.plete for the arrived profeasio~ls.to feel safe in acknowledgement of the 
. 

newcomer •••• // WE ARE CLDmiNG JACOB 1 S LADDER, UPWARD MOBILITY FOR THE 

SAL'f OF THE EARrH. II This point in the. arts professions is apparentlY . 

. just a slow series Of upward moves,. ca·reful culminatiOn$ of .negotl.tiono, 

shows, cementing of alliances, •• , /I SEA.TBD :BELOW THE SALT~ PARAl'BRASE.D 

TO MEAN, MONEY IS STILL THE SPICE OP LIFE. . // In a society of human be .. 

ings, value and importance 1s defined ln one way or another and thus given 

power. In the arts. critical acclaim is the beginning, but the firAl. 

judgment is rendered in money ..... // WHEN YOU WALK 1'HAT WALK, WHEN lOU TAt.K 

--- - -----THAT TA.Lic..-i I -It seems apparent -that the arta not only create a realTty~ -- .. -· ·--·· 

but a~e dependent upon a reality of situations and traditions •••• By appe~r~ 

ing to be a successful artist, one becomes a successful artist, though a 

good deal of time and money are required to achieve the true and polished 

continuity ..... // YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE A PEER .. GROUP TO SIT IN THE aoug:g 0~· 

PEERS~ // The artist has won his "CVay into a selected and elite peer-gr.t•~~p, 
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tbe group Which through ·relatively small within a small sesment of the 

entire society, dete~ines and controls the major poTtion of the.~ •. world 

of arts .. 

Art historians and cTities of contemporary American art have detailed 

some of the activities Friedman outlined i~ bls Social Reality of the Art 

World, and it is ·apparent tbat the last two decades have been a time of 

almost constant cbanse and fermeat for art. 

One of . the changes which has occurred is that the difference between 

tbe work of a 'fine • an~ a 'c!'mmercial' artist baa been diDlinished. Today_, 

artists move back and forth freely between the media traditionally re-.· 
• I • .. • 

stricted to one field. ~e discovery-of new"ways of using media is a hall~ 
•• t I . . 

• • I \ 

mark of their aeti.vf.ties. · TbiDk· for a few morneots of Pop art· imagery,- or 

o~ the Dedia employed to depict these icons. and this statement will be 

cl~rified. The positive aspect. of_ail thiljJ creative experimentation ~s 

tbot artists· began to use several media together. and. to move freely be-

tween words and forms, eolors and print, technological products and the 

discarded objects of the natural and cultural worlds. the critic Harold 

Rosenberg has been concerned with this shift and has commented Baying: 

••• 6art bas.become part of 'language', it is a writing of sorts 
•••• art bas become a question to itself •••• As the painting is 

· ·--- - ---- -- - --- ~--s~ra11-owed-up--i.-n-tneerpretia-t-i-ons--o.f--it~-the_dis_pa_r.i1;y between 
its physical reality and its published image vanishes. 

---------------- -· ._ ___ _ 

· (aosenberg 1966:199-200) 

Linguistic phenomena have increasingly replaced or beea joined to 

other visual components to create cross~aensory fields of stimulation 

which are often. characteri2ed by parody or metaphor. Oth-ers have dc~cu·· 

mented the recent process of increased dematerialization of the art obje.:•t. 
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Although the term 'dematerialization' as used by Lucy Lippard bas been 

critieized as not literally true. the ae~e of her meaning is clear. Some 

artiste have introduced chance into their ar~orks, and others are concerned 

with allowing their materials to detemine the form of their sculptures. 

This leads to a gradual deemphasis on sculptur~lly formal concerns. and an 

increased awareness on the pbeDCJmenological aspects of the aesthetic ex ... 

perienee (Lippard 1973: S-6 2nd eassim). 

Both P9P art aDd concept~l art patterns have attempted to break dom1 

·the traditional dichotomy separating the aTtist and art from interrelating 
. ' . 

with 'the world of everyday objects a~d.pa~terns. One might receive art 
' .. . . 

• ~ ' J - • • 

in the marning.matl delivery, or perhaps on 'the TV screen, or even on the 
. ' ' . . . . ' 

st'teet corner where a Happening was taking place.. Artists frequently 

struct~ed situations or communication networks instead of objects. 

Aecompanylng this ahlf~ing in med~ and cat~gori,.es, there bas oceuTred · 

a series of changes ia the status and role structures of the art world. 

The meaniag of the art enterprise is not the same as it ~s in the forties 

and fifties. 'Artists' may also be lecturers or work in no~art p~o!es

sions. Dealers may function as critlc;s- Museum peT.sonnel write a~ art 

historians, and/or function ae advisers to art collectors. Artists them-
- ··--· -· ·- ·~-- ·---------·~~--

selves may function as art critica~ey mayarra·age-""tbei-r---owa-exlti-bi-t.i.o.us~----... _ 

thus functioning as their own curato~s.· This list could be enlarged, but 

these statements will be adequate to serve us as o~ientation to the dis-

cussion of the artist with whom we are dealing. 

Ken Friedman is an excellent example of the role of the modern a.t·tist 

as we bave described it, but also in the original human meaning of the 
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term. fhat is. Friedman has been in the vanguard of contemporary American 

and international art. Be bas been involved in the creation and experi• 

mental use of intermedial techniques ranging from xerox to music, snd from 

poetry to sculpture. Friedman defines his life and his art in a way that 

his interaction with his society is multifarious. Be serves multifunc-

tional roles and statutes, much as the artist bas traditionally done for 

his society throughout history. 

We shall discuss some of·these.media and techniques, sod describe how 

Friedman visualizes and defines.his activities as man and artist.· One 

might well be curious aboat t~e backgro~d of an artist like Friedman who. 
. ' ~ ,. 

writes, sculpts,·· ciraws, paints. lecturis, .studies,. and. publi~hes. 

Ken Friedman's involvement with the restructuring of his environment 

commenced when be wa• ·still· a child. As a boy. in New Euglattd 1 he often 

construct~· giant environmen~s in which to play1 and invented dramatic 

interludes some of which also incorporated music in their performance. As 

be grew older. he also spent a great amount of time just walking around 

and througb old houses. streets and graveyards. He became aware of 'the 

kintis of images New England fostered aDd harbored. and how it felt to ex-

perietice them. -· -..... ____ ·-·- -· .,.........._. _______ ··------~_ ..... __ ......__..____..,_ _____________ - ... _ .... ~-

-~~-----------· -------·-·~·----·------ --
Friedman was always an avid reader, and spent many hours reading to 

satisfy his curiosity for knowledge. He also enjoyed the wit and satire 

of cartoon anthologies or in the New Yorker. He has said that there was 

very little in his early environment of New London, Connecticut, which 

could be classified as artistic stimulation in the traditional sensP- Gt 

visual arts. Picasso was a rarity •. Such artists as John Cage or 
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Dick Higgins, who were eventually influential in his life, were yet unknown 

to Ken Friedman. Christo 1s name was only reported in the media as an exam-

ple of the oddity of contemporary art world behavior. Friedman made occa-

sional visits to local museums to see a Van Gogh, Da Vinci or Picasso 1 

because these were his favorites. Yet there ~s no concerted stimulation 

fr_om either his physical or social environment to shape his education or 

trainins in the traditional channels of the visual arts. 

By 1956, even before Friedman and his family bad moved to California, 

he had produced what was essentially his first public event entitled Sc~ 

Piece. ·This consisted of cleaning a public monument on a.New England spring 

As a. child with ~n overde~eloped curiosity about" the vorl4 of knowl-

edge, Friedman was judged to be a bookworm by his peers~ He had fe~ peer 
. . 

group playtnates. and thus int;ensified.bis i~ediat~ relationships with'bi~· 

family •. These latter ties have always 'been close and meaningful· to him. 

Before Friedman moved to California in 1959, be walked into a little 

shop on Green Street which was devoted to Japanese art and objects. This 

first encounter with the Orient was to influence his subsequent· thinking 

and work in many ways. He bought a scroll from thtl shop which became the 

···----~ -- -s.ub.j.ec.t__f.ar._one of his first and still on-going pieces. The Green Street ----· ·-------· ---- ~---·----·---.. --~--- -- ~ 
project consists of his keeping the blank scroll in his possession for ten 

years~ then passing it on to someone with his name, stamp and date inscribed 

on it. ~he next owner is to perform the same task. The scroll moves from 

owner to owner, gaining in meaning and texture as the decades pass. §r.~ 

Street is exemplary of how Friedman had commenced to seleet attitt~des a,.~.1 

configurations fr~m his social and natural environments, and to transform 

and metamorphi~e them into artworks. 
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Friedman's interes·t in the Orient continued, and has been nurturad by 

his learning about Zen, Buddhist literature and concepts, and Japanese art 

and architecture~ Reflections of these themes form recurrent patterns in 

many of his artworks. 

In California, Ken Friedman •s orie'ntation to doing and learning blos .. 

somed into a stream of events which redefined his relationship to his soc·i-. 

ety, About this time Friedman developed a critical faculty about his own 

social environment, and moved toward the mainstream of the beat~existential~ 

ist lifestyles. Frtedman entered the uniYersity and continued to study 
. . 

liteTary crit~cism, psychology, and a variety of other subje~ts. Friedman 1s 
. . 

spirttual interests bad led him to se~k an Active relationship with the · 
I . 

. Unitarian Univers•ltst .movame~t, to which he ba~ devoted a considerable 

amount of energy and devotion. He considers that this involvement influ-

eneed his work from about 1963/4 onwards. 

During tbia period1 Friedman was involved in the production of a radio 

show as well as the,publication of an avant garde magazinee Through theae 

activities he met Dick Higgins, became aware of the Something Else PresD, 
' 

and then of the Fluxus Group. We shall detail more ·of Friedman's relation-

ship to Fluxus later in this catalogue, since it is of singular importance 

to his WOTk • 
. --- --·- .. _ -- -----~---------'----·--·------·--'"'-·-·------ --·---- ...... --~·-----------.......___·---~---.-.----~........_ --------... -----~---------

By 1966, Ken Friedman was invited to teach in the adjunct Experi~ental 

College associated with San Francisco State College. He decided that his 

student's and his own interests would be best served by a foray into t!1e 

dual traditions of Dadaism and Surrealism. He continued to teach, and e~oo 

developed the Suttes.list Researah Center in the Bay area. His oTt.-:n artt-~01:ks 

were proliferating, with an importan~ emphasis on performance pieces. 

In the end it was FTiedman 1s introduction to Dadaism, through a bock 
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by Hans Richter, which excited him as a heritage or orientation with which 

he felt comfortable. Friedman also notes that Christo's work has influ-

enced his thinking. He feels this influence is directly reflected in his 

tendency to package, to modularize~ and to form sets and sub-sets of data 

and environments. 

These were the kinds of ideas and persons which were influential and 

interesting to Friedman. Although be was not yet defining his activities 

as doing 1art 1
, Friedman had begun to realize a series of events in public 

and in private places. Be characterizes these as meditational and poetic 

in his own mind. Since many· events were alien to the lifestyles and ideol

ogies wh:l:ch surrounded him, they. spo~ to him of a "migrati~n and new· 
• 

·spiritual ref?idencyn. Fried·man entitled these little events _XDmifP:'ation 

· Aets,.and they often remained as enigmatic and unrecorded interludes done -
between 1961 and 196~ (Friedman 1972a:39)~ 

. . 
Ill an essay e·ntitled "Creativity,· Conscience and Art", Friedman. dis-

cusses in a schematic way the role of the artist as he sees it. In order 

that this catalogue be truly reflective of the artist's views, the rest of 

this essay will have as its organizational principle this breakdown ~f the 

role of the contemporary artist as it is described by Friedman. The in-

troductory statement is the following: 

- - -·- ---.. - ----- ·-------- The- arti.s t in the role ofan-artistnas not-only .. -p-ro·------- -- --- .... 

fessional and commercial relationship to the world about, but a 

spiritual or cultural relationship. New investigations of these 

relationships are emerging at last, and new movements toward de-

fining and strengthening the meaning and effect of these rel~tion-

ships both to the artist and to the wo~ld at large • 

•••• I feel it time to present here my own plan. of 
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aetivity and the reasons for my planning which will shed light 

on the broader issues and make clear my future work. This is to 

be considered my contr~bution to the current discussions around 

the world. For me, however, action is the speech of trut~, so 

more than an intellectual presentation, by these statements I 

will work and live in my future activities as an artist 

(Priedmno. 1'972a: SO). 

Friedman has always been interested in the creation and maintenance 

of a More £ree and open art market. He affirms that the artist is essen-

tially artist-in-society, and therefore bas more than a commercial rela~ 

tionship to his culture. Since Friadmari·bas erased many of the character.-
... . . . . 

isti~s meant to define the artist as ap4rt fr.om-his society, he m~st ass~~. 
' 

the same responsibl1"1t1es any citizen does with respect to the public t 

This stance will pick up meaning as we proceed and see how Ken Friedman 
• ' ' I ' • 

sorts out and defines the various aspects.of the-role of the artist. In 

each case, Friedman describes a specific kind of role which is to be played, 

and then defines the rights, duties and obligations which accrue to that 

position in society. He does this much in the manner of a social scientiot 

who is outlining a taxonomy of social types. Firat, this is the way in .. 
which Friedman defines the role of the artist as artist: 

. ~ -· - -~- - -· --~-- ----------·-----------·-----........... --~----------------·-------- -- ------~--··--......._., - --- -- -~ 

1. The Artist 

An artist is esaent"ially a coumtunicator. In whatever 

medium, activities of art are a transmissi~n of one sort or another 

of experiential or aesthetic data. 

The artist· is primarily recognized by society in hie 

role as an aeathetician~ and beyond that as even an aesthetic commodity. 

This is not entirely accurate. An artist is as well a teacher of 
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experience, a communications systems, a resource bank, a living state-

ment of the possibility of vision. As such, the artist is a prophet, 

~ therapist, a teacher, a natural resource and a public servant. In 

~ own case, both by training and inclination, I find myself literally 

an educator and social scientist, a mlnister and resource person, 

literally by way of professional activity. Others under different 

career-roles. have similar experiences. 

The artist, the~, has several sets of rights and 

responsibilities in tbeae roles. I propose here to discuss these 

roles, the rights and repponsibilit~es of these roles~ and my 
. I 

• t • ' 

future relations to them. (Fr_iedman 197~8.:50-51) .. 

The ph~ase .. An artist is essentially a communicator" is a key one 

fo1: understanding Ken Friedman's work. This aspect of.FriedlDS.n 1s work as 
. . 

communica~or can be diacerned in two distinct but related approaches to 

his work. First, the work in which aesthetic material and/or experiences 

are directly trang~itted as information or messages to the percipient• 

perceiver who is present at the occasion~ Secondly, Friedman's exten~ive 

use of public networks systems, such as national or international postal 

and/or publications systems, to maintain a farflung COillll1unication ne.two-rk 

- -among acommuiiity"f5f-l.nteresf"ea-·-g--rtsup-s·--and---individual-s-.----- - .. ~-- ·- ···-. --·- .. -· --- --- .. -- .... 

The range and media in which F~iedmsn embodies his aesthetic mesaages 

is sizeable. Aside from the more traditional elements of drawing and 

painting, he has done a considerable amount of sculptute. Friedman's 

sculptures are often themselves comprised of communications, or their 
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surface is enhanced with verbal symbola. This contributes a kind of 

double identity of structural semantics to the actual morphology of the 

sculpture. A$ examples of this point, two sculptural artworks should in 

particular be mentioned. 

The OJDaha Flow Sxsteptt project, which actually grew out of previous 

shows and commitments, effloresced in the Joselyn Art Museum between 

April 1 aDd 2411 1973 •. Although Ken Friedman was the •artist' who convened 

this sbow. he bas eaq)hasized that many other artists, inst:l.:tutions~ :l.ndi-

viduals, businesses. $dd .. of COL\rse""" the postal system were all directly 

involved :l.n the ·undertaking. ·. 
. . 

o;naha Flow ·sa~e'ID$ essentially corrsisted of an. international exchange 

of artWorks sent from all over tbe world to Omaha.. 2,000 invitational 

posters went out from the museum askiag for contributions to the Flaw 
' . . . 

show.. 'lbe concept which ties the postal exchange of items and ~nformaticn 

together is that of &baring created information and/or other artifacts of 

one 1s manufa.cture or choosing. Children from local schools,. eht.~rch 

groups, as well as private citizens interested in the museum, enjoyed and 

aided the show. These people were often responsible for logging in and 

describing the entries or received items which were ultimately exhibited 
-------·~·--~ -·-~~--~·-~~~---·--'-·-- -- -- -- 0 --N-- ----- ••-··-· ~~~-----~ ~-- •-·-• ·-·•- "'"•o 

to the public .. 

During the ~tow ~yste~, a large number of related activities took 

place in the Ocaba area. These events included lectures, demonstrations 

for Creighton University, a seminar for a class at the University of 

Neb~aka, Potluk and Benefit dinners at the Firat Unitarian Church in 

Omaha, and a Celebration of the Arts in cooperation with other local 
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churches. In spite of problems (i.e., the postal system did not always 

measure up to its essential function and task), several thousand people 

from many countries touched and were touched in a ehain of correspondence 

and exchange of artworks.. For many~ who had not previously beard much 

about contemporary art or the communication and conceptual art movements, 

OmaJta F_lpw !Jatems was an important 1first• in their lives. 

In general enthusiasm was high, and one artist, Giner from France, 

sent one work everyday for t~e duration of the sbov. len Friedman sees 

b:l.s particular contribution - his art .. to· the show as: 11the c.reation of 

t1:te idea aDd. the systems. an~ afte~ some time 9f drawing up the proposals, 
, . .... . . 

. ideas a~d plans·:t -aad getting t:bem accepted ·by the Board of the Musewn, 
- . 

1my1 art • the systems itself • w.a doae, and the Omaha Flow Systems it-

self began" (Friedman 1973t6). 

The Omaha Plow Systems ~ the first exhibition of its kind for the 

area and for the Joselyn Art MUseum. The local television. FM radio 

station and the press responded with great interest~ the former sponsored 

both interviews and two one-half hour specials on the abow and its content .. 

The number of.people whose lives and conscious awareness of their 

environment were cbange.d or at least jogged "by this event is unknown. B'.i.t 
-· -- ·- -· •.. ·- --- ------·-.-.----------.-.----~~-...._ _______ _ 

.. 

- ~ .......... _ -------
by the second week of the show, the teams of projeC'tworters-·aot"ea-t.nat·u;p·· - - · 

to 4,000 items had been received. Friedman stated in a presa interview 

that the "whole purpose of this (:I.. e. • the Flow Systems) is to generate 

eommunicat:lon that gives people a good time and broadens their hori"-o:ls.•i 

Anothe~ exhibition Whieb displays Friedman's interest in eo~tnieation 

as' an exchange with creative potential was the Fluxprojec~s .shaw. 
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F1!!fro1ecta took place in the Malcol• A. LOve Library at San Diego State 

University in October, 1973. Consistent with his belief that the sharing 

of life and proeeas itself is intrinsic to the art enterprise, Friedman 

organized a gigantic five-story high participant sculpture entitled "All's 

Well That Hangs Well'l• This s.culpture occupied the entire stair•well of 

the library. It grew during the duration of the exhibition as interested 

persona (school children as well as university students and other adults) 

prepared and added their contributions of bangables to the sculpture~ 

. Ken Priec;lman, ·as artist, conceived, planned, and engiDee.:r:ed this communi· 
.. ' 

cation encounter in sculpture. He also contributed as series of projects 
. . ' 

·~hic:h focused on ·social· and· intellectual involvement·. Tbese were ·collaged 

and painted artworks Wbtcb were hung OD adjac~nt Walls for the eXhibition. 

Aguin we see the interest in intermedia a~d communication aa meaningful 

and aesthetic exchange consistent with Friedman's concept of the ar~iat 

as communicator. 

Another chapter of Ken Friedman's role as artist-communicator muat 

be read through his relationship to the P'lu.xus group. Friedman has :been 

among tbe notable practicioners of Communication art since the middle 

sixties. Although this kind of art is also termed 'Mail Art,• 'J\mk 
... ·-- - ---- ·-· ·-- -~----- ------------- --.~.-- ......... 

Mail' and 'Correspond~-~,;e-Art1-;Fried.maii' prefe-.:-s to-be-ltnown·· oy-tlie- ·- --- ·- · - - -

general terms 'Communications artist •. We shall define Fluxu.S as an in-· 

cipient art movement in greater detail later; but here we should note 

tbnt one of the most important cbaracteTistics of the Fluxus groups i~ 

that it comprises the nexus for widespread correspondence art network~ 

(Poinsot 1972) .. 
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Kan Friedman became a member of the P'luxua src:;up ira August of 1966, 

but before and since that time has been consistently engaged in doing 

Communication art. Pluxus maintains itself as a q~~zt-orgaaization 

principally through ita framework for the exchanse of information, for 

publications, and for occasional collaboration in collective 1Flugfests' 

or the production of multiples. Fluxfest event's were printed on little 

cards and exchanged among the group and/or vith interested non-Fluxists, 

who were in touch with and sympathetic to the activities of the group. . . 

. Sometime.s Friedman's · correspondences took the shape of semi ... pranks, 

such as his Sock-of-the-Month Club,.thro~gh which he periodically sent~· 
. . . 

sock· to .various people on his correspondence list. Such communi.cati~ns 
: ' I . I 

- .are meant to "explore the p~tential of the postal· system as an artistic . . ' 

mediumu, Friedman baa a ta.ted (Albright 1972). 

One of FriediDan '.8 Events entitled 10.000 is, for example 111 the following: 

Mail to friends. people chosen by random processes, 
etc., 10,000 objects, papers, events~ etc., over 
the span of a predetermined time. 

rAhich recipients are to receive which items and 
on what dates may also be selected at random. 
First performed in 1971 over the span of one year.} 

Contained in a series of notes for a lecture entitled "Principles of 

Action" are several statements which link both Fluxus and ICeu P'riedroan's 
--- -----·----~~ -----~-----..----.......-. ..._ ........ ________________ _. ____ -- ---····- ............... __. 

. ___ ......__.__~--.....---_._.--~------ .. ---·--.- ___ .. _ -------

philosophy of art as communicationp Among them a::r:e the following: · 

We are witnessing today in the world of museums, art journals, etc.~ 

a breakdown of traditional modes of aesthetic communication, often 

due to the fact that much contemporary even more older work is 

stmply not emotionally or physically accessible to enough people •••• 

My work has been to re-interpret art from art-as-art mode (designed 
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primarily or solely for wall or pedestal into art-as-human (educational, 

social, eommunicative, transactional) process·. I have treated my work~ 

both in the Fluxus tradition and in other areas, not only as a 7ehicle 

for aesthetic pleasure, but for social action and public participation. 

We must forge alliances be~~ea artists and non•artista in the 

service of society.. I use Fluxus. material for educational, publishing~ 

religious and other groups to demonstra~e bow art knowledge can enhance 

psychology, learning, s~iritual experience, etc. The~e is a close . 

relationship between my aesthetic production and the work of humanistic 

psychologists and the futurists (futurism of future-studies sociology. 

not the art-futurism of the early 1900s) .. . . ., . . . . ' 
·We must ·extend 'memb~rsbip 1 in art.tatry, both -through 'formal' 

links, such as Fluxus West, working and training those who have not 

_ been in~olve~ in the arts, and through informal pr~cesses and projects, 
. . 

One project of this nature includes The International Contact List of 

the Arts first published in 1966 as an address-list, and now including 

over 4,000 names and addresses of people all over the world, a pure 

information system enabling any person to contact any listed person for 

direct and immediate contact. In 1966, when we began this work at 

Fluxus West, people were tremendously reluctant to give out other 
. ·-- -- -·-·- .. ~---------------··~-----------·----~------ ------- _______________ _._ ________________ ~------- ---·-----.---·- ---- - ........ . 

people 1 s names and addresses - this information was a classified 

'weapon' of the political strategy of the artworld: we changed it int.o 

a tool for access and communication. 

Another means of extending '~mbership' in our community of tae 

arts, is the method of constructing systems whieh invite and o~en re~ 

quire the participation of the previously passive viewer •••• Qther 

projects which I conceived or developed to meet similar needt: in 
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different ways included the outreach programs of Fluxus West, includ~~ 

Fluxus West in England •s Pluxshoe; the One-Inch Art Show - now beiWJ 

used in New Zealand - ; the New York Correspond,nce School ~ekly Bre~de! 

magazine; and the international Sources magazine/catalogue/exhibition. 

Ori all of these projects, tbe original project was able to be taken by 

other people and restructured to meet their needs, or to be used in a 

new situation, or completed cooperatively, thu$ fulfilling the original 

g~l •••• 

We must help to kindle a sense of vision as to the models tbat·can 

exist for personal ,nd social interaction. We ean provide free and . . 

flexible models through art activity. 

In a letter ~o·Dick Biggins. a valu.d friend, p~~ and F.luxus contribu-

tor. Friedman continues his dialogue on the artist as communicator in the 

following way: 

l see 'my work as· a· taoist guerrilla: ·the creation ~f 

an entire system ·of connections and linkages. As chairman Mao says, 

the guerrilla must be able to move through the countryside· as a fish 

through water, drawing support and sustenance from the environment· ••.• 

While I do not agree with everything the chairman says, his strategic 

overview is essentially correct, and I apply it to my career with a 
--- ·- - ·-- -- ··- -- ----·----~_.. ____________ ,..___._._ ______ ~--------- ____ ,.., _____ -- ---- .. ·-----·--

different end in mind ••• I realize that unless I can create-ev:e·r,ywhere·-- · ·-· ··· ·· 

around me an environment of understanding for that which I seek to do 

as a social service for the arts; my work can only be interpreted as 

art, and therefore I can either succeed or fail as an artist~ but not 

as a human being. 

Unlike most artists, Ken Friedman often accompanies his exhibitions, 

acting as his _own curator, and thereby elaborates the communication 
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· che.r.r..els to include lectures, informal conversations with int:erested 

sp.,.!'!t:ators , and the on-tbe ... spot use of whatever media resoun~es are 

av;1llable locally. 

Since 1967, Ken Priedman has been a member and participant in the 

New York Correspondence School. In this capacity, he bas periodically 

functioned as the editor of The ~eklX Breed~r, the collage-newspaper 'of 

the New York Cot-respondence School. Friedms.n bas. acted like a research 

artist and expanded the communicative possibilities of new media and 

messages. He bas innovated new e~siments in multiples and graphic 

t.ecbniques •. In a one•man exhibition at the Phoenix Gallery· in Sa~ 
. 

Francis~o, in S~ptember, 197~,:viewers ... Were.·· abl~ to see Gxamples o~ 
. .. 

Friedman• s meat-printing process, incl"uding the Meat Print and I,eaJJ?!tt 

series for clothiug. 

Other giant proce·ss o~ coumunications pr~jects include the Inter• 

nationai Contact List of the Arts ·(previously mentioned) which Friedman 

edited, and which served as tbe base for auch subsequent projects as the 

FileMagazine International Artist4a Di~ectory, or Davi Det Hompson's. 

£IcloR~ia ~ Friedman serves as one o£ the trustees of the International 

Artist•s Cooperation in Germany, and as one of Milan Knicak 1s collabo• 

- .. - --· · · -- rlltorg-·-tn- tbe·-annua-1-~eepi-nrtogether--Ma-tr.t-f-es-tation.-- --·-·----· ·--- ··--· ____ ... _______ _ 

Since the function of cowmunieation is so basic to Ken Friedman's 

concept of art and being as an artist. he bas clearly selected to work 

in several media rather than the one or two wbich are traditional to th~ 

visual arts. Language is perhaps his basic code. and aside from 

Friedmanrs high involvement in the form and functions of general 
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communication processes. he uses the morphology aDd syntax of diverse 

styles to accomplish his ends. 

Friedman may operate as artist•poet on occasion and phrase his 

lnsig~ta and visions in versa. The following is an example from one 

section of The Aesthetics entitled uCbants and Poems": 

down: 

1 dance the singing chasm: 

the feast complete, 
pursued by whining furies. 

moxb19 vacancies, 
present in a shak1og so~itW:~e; 

the hour· is .~omprised 
of sixty laughing adnutes. . 

sit a While lohger at this· table, 
demon. 

"sit a while longer at the table." 
(Friedman 1972a:l9) 

or again, the text of a 'poetic dream1 which Friedman later wr.ote 

sbs.dowa in the kingdom. 

1. 

art is hatd science while the edges are still soft. 
the blurred boundaries sti"ffen. 
··-· ··· ----··fill -in,.-exp&nd·•---- --- ....... _ ... __ ... ... .. -·" .... _ ···- . ________ ... _ ...... -···· 

&n£1 art moves on. 

2. 

i am alone. 
my shadOw stretches out toward heaven. 
my shadow twins and triples beneath the light. 
science claims me in the shadow of the night. 

i am suornoned to judgment= 
called out by the voice of prophecy: 

1 am alone. 



3. 

the emperor has called an audience. 
the cou.rtiers appear, clressed in all finery, 

dressed in all fine rags. 
they approach the throne: 

the throne ia eq,ty .. 

f.n the courtyard. the emperor dancaiJ, naked. 
later. he will valk in the streets. 
later, he will dress in s~lest white garments. 

the courtius Will mill about, 
fondling their silks and jewels, 

to bow before the vacant throne-. 
I 

politics is the orchest~a~ion of ~~lity~ 
art • "' ,. • the imperial g$me ~ . 

the. empe_ror stands in 'white beneath" ·a bridge,. 
his shadow ~n~d, and quadrupled' in the ~yia.g light .. 

he will sleep beneath the bridge tonight. 
his courtiers will wait before tbe throne 

. 1n ~ty silence. , 

38 

(from a letter to Cecile, April• 1975) 

In ndd1tion to·poetry, Rea friedman uses a variety of other 

literary forms, some of which have furnished the sources for our 

selections·in this catalogue~ They range from critical essays. lecture 

texts, sermons, letters to friends and the public, journalistic articles, 

- .catalo.guamate.riah, __ and __ .@~F~.~~~!¥. studies with problem orientations, te 
•- -------.,·--·- ··-·-----• .... r-_,,_.._ _____ •- •~••• .. •••--•··--···-- -·····~ -·••• ''•• 

collage broadsides. 

Ken Friedman's concern with the visual properties of the printed o~ 

collaged word and its aTrangement ott objects as well as paper, bringG 

sculptural coneerns into the realm of verbal communication. One ie abJe 

to .move back an.d forth between physical or geographical spe.ce t:o cogn:f.tive 
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space through the use of semantic sy.mbols. Sueh symbols are at the same 

time integers of the geometry by which we perceive the locations and 

str~ture of objects in our environment, The conjunction or juxtaposition 

of two distinct realities, that of physical spac~ Bnd that of mental 

taxonomy, are structured by the artist to enable the percipient to re-

ceive messages with multiple connotations. 

To imbue the world of verbal imagery with tactile physical texture 

is· a sculptural concern and feat. ·.For example, note Fr~edman's follO".f-

ing statement: 

"The distance from this sentence to your eye 111 my sculpture" 
. ~ 

' . (The Events, Ken F~ied~n)., 

Here the visual and the cognitive properties of communication are inter~ 

related through a synaes~hetic functiona 
' 

The.' Sighti'¥!, projeet represents .this conjunction of aes:th:et.ic, 

sculptu~al and social-communicacion concerns with clarity~ Sigbti~zs. 

consists of recording the topographical information regarding events 

which are related to the specific environments in which Xen Friedmp 

will travel tn the next few years. Friedman, in conjunction with 

Dr. 'Thomas :Radford, will con~retize and communicate tbe events and the 

·- -u - - - u ·structures-Whicn··e&aracterfze--the·-g-eogr.aph:Lcall.oca:tions_ __ in_:phicb . __ -...... 

Friedman travels. In this way, 'geographical locations' gain existential 

and connotative aspects which define them as 111fe situations' in the 

mind of the viewer. The vehicle for this space-mind sculpture will 

utilize the standard visual signs and symbols which are used in c.s.rto~ ... 

rapby and its illustration. Actual maps, photographs, pinpointed 
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.itineraries, collaged comments and the actual presence of the artist in 

lectures and conversation will comprise the total package of the 

.§j.sh~io&! project. Friedmu has written s~ 1Notea' which define his 

reason for approaching the concretization of his events attd actiYities 

in this way. The following is from 'Notes•: 

My work bas always been a response to people and to situations. 

Even in its most refined ~erebral gestures, I have always been 

singing~ auto~iogra~hy and mapping tbe distances •••• 

SIGIUINGS ls a process of ·being in situations, being in plac.ealr. 

alone and with others. Iu these situations. there is chanting, 

·there· is·dancing·and·~erformane~. There~~ d~awing, a~ there ·is 

drawing-out. Portions of the projects are given over to exhibi· 

tion formats, using past and prese~t materials, in particular 

preseriptive motions ~hich otbe~ people can use, as ~ti.as 
~pping sequences which trace and format my awn explorationa. 

The creation of objects is often involved. In short, ie is 

like m, life, a s~ a series, of interfacese Some will per• · 

ceive it as an opportunity to meet and to be ~~t. Others will 

.. -· ··- __ ··- __ -· know it as sculpture or painting. Some will knQW it as all 
"'o•-··-·---~---·-~----·-••K-•o. ---orr-~------· _ _. 0 ~--

·----~~-------- ... -----......!..,..._ _________ ~.--... ~---- -----·· ------------· 

these things and more (Thomas 19.74:4). 

By overlaying the texture of the physical objectified world with 

that of verbal connotation and denotation,. Ieen Friedman multiplies the 

levels and meaning of his messages as well as the channels througb which 

they are transmitted and received. In this thrust, he is in the inte~-

~dial tradition of some of tbe Dadaist and Surrealist artists. I am 
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reminded of Max Ernst's commentary on the properties and aesthetic 

sttmulus of the eollaae: 

What is collaget •••• It is something like visual alche~,~~~I . 
am tempted to see it as the exploitation of the fortuitous 
encounter of ~o distant realities in an unfamiliar plane •••• 
One day •••• I was struck by an illustrated catalogue containing 
objects for anthropological, microscopic~ psyChological. mdn• 
eralogical and paleontological demonstr.ations •••• Tbese images 
called up new levels for the'r meanings •••• Tben it suffieed 
simply to add to these catalogue pages, by painting or 
draw1ns, and thus only docilely reproducing what was visible 
Xitbin me • a color, a pencil line, a landscape foreign to 
the reprss.ented· objects •••• to tra~sform iu.to dramas revealing 
my most secret desires that which bad been nothing more than 
banal pages of advertising (ErnAt 1920:126-128). 

. ' 

The Wo't'd as a basic unit of c::ommunication is close to the actual 

·structure of our thinking. Anthropol~gls~ have long grappled with the 
• 4 I . • • . 

' . 
knowledge that without learning the language of a people, one is unable 

to share the taxonomies and cognitive categories by which they structure 

their uorld of experience and meaniu$• In- te:arning, the ra'W data. of' e:t·• 

perience is subsumed into sets and become events and situ&tions·to ~1ich 

we assign words and· conceptual values. Meaning and language are inter:r~ · 

lated paradigms of cultural or learned patterning. 

Ken Friedman as artist•communicator has selected an intermedial ep~ 

proach which is both traditional to human artistry, and which is sophis•=-

·· t"tcatell·- i:n---that ·-1--t- ine-1-udes----the- .use.. of_modern t.e~llnolQ_g!_~_l ~:y:stems {like 
-~ _,__ ··-·-·--·- -··----····-· 

Xerox, offset printing3 photography. postal systems, publications~ etc.} 

all of which are relatively recent in their elaboration. . 

As an artist who is basically concerned with the aeBthetic qualities 

of the visual stimuli which he and other artists. construct, Ke~ Friedman 

has been concerned to function as a critic to help maintain the high 
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stand:t.rds of creativity and workmanship which characterize genuine 

artistic communication. In his correspondence with other aTtists, and 

through journal articles and lectures. Friedman exorts his fellow· 

artists not to be beguiled by the facility of some of our printing 

techniques, but to maintain high standards of personal criticism and 

to share their time in the personalization of printed ·correspondence 

material to the best of their financial and time limitations. Friedman 

baa composed an essay capaulating some of his ideas regarding the 

-Bt_ructtrre· of art as cOmnoniM.tion. ~ shall quote from these statements 

in a. sumnary fashio-n: 

· :We ar~. 'circ~scrib~d in plJt'ely. verbal. cOJI!DlunicatiQn by .. the -sequ~n

tial and ordered necessities of language. This process is far removed 

~rom the reality ~£ a non-sequential (sima~taneous), illogical unive~s~ 

of life-pr~cesses.. In trying to· communicate reality, or a pereeption o·': 

reality, therefore, we stand out of relationship to that which we. try to 

apprehend. 

The gift of verbal communication and the related abtlit,y to b*nd 

time through vords is not only a major human achievement, but as well the 

trap of human consciousness... To bind time is to be caught in the sta.si~ 
·---·-·n ~-- ••••~ """'-'····-·- --~,··~- ''" -·~-' •• _.,' 

thus created ••• , 
-----··· ... -···-- --- ·--- ---· -- . 

In our effort to communicate with words~ we are bound by our words~ 

and can progress only in sequence, using the mind to store bits with 

which to form a total pattern or gestalt, This pattern is dictated by 

the fall and pattern of the words, and usually cannot even begi~ to ap-

proximate the true nature of reality •••• The acts of speech and ~~iting 
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which are at the root of human achievement become the stum~ling blo~~ to 

the fullest realization of human potential. In allegory, the ~ b:ring3 

order (creation) out of chaos (raw energy), but at the same time createe 

a stasis which. in effect, stops that flow of raw eaergy wbieb is the 

absolute fundament of creation •••• 

In an effort to bridge the futile gap between reality and communi-, 

cation, I have-chosen here to attempt the creation of a communication 

structure which will more closely approximate the reality out of that 

creative-energy Which is at the root of things than mere ordered dis-. 
course can effect •••• 

It is iny hope that by pre~ettting ~he sets (bits' ll{lits, pieces, _

itema) c~rising my universe of consciousness, the reader can di~est 
I 

them to recreate internally a similar universe: From that internal 

simulation, I hope that ~ mode of consciousness .in which I work and haYe 
- . . my being~ .Thus the reade~ will. bette~ be able_to ~pprehend my-meaning 

tba~ by more conventional methods. 

(Friedman here refeTs to his special method of poetic and literary 

exposition and continues) •••• This universe of consciousness will l~ope··· 

fully make itself and its putpose known to you from within as en ir..te:t.-

nally-guided Pilgrimage, rather than an externally delineated pastage~ 

-·An -experimental ~-meflioa--·ol·ct5mmutrteatton -which--p-laees a--majo.:r.-res_pcui.B.i_~ 

bility on the reader as co-co~icant can be expected to prove more 

difficult~ than the usual transmission, but will hopefully offer a 

clearer and meTe pr:ecise cornmunic:ati.on and a universe of sets unique!.;r 

co~ereated by the reading participant as moDt suitable to per&onal needs 

and activities (Friedman 1972a: 61-64). 
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Another medium in which Friedman baa selected to communicate is that 

of musie. His approach to music is avant garde, and be refers to his 

relationship to the field of music in the following way: 

Zen and worship (at"e) the root of my musical experience and 

training; I consider the calligr.apby and visuality of a written 

score as beautiful as it sounds; I consider not melody but sound-

formation and have as great an interest in rhythm as I do in 

melodic llne •• ~.In 1967 I quit r~4ding and writing standard 

notation altogether and devoted m,aelf to configurations of 

s~und (Vinto~ 1974). 
l 

Ken Friedmatt has coatributed several compositio~ to contemporary ... -. . . 

music (see Vinton 1574)* and acted as guest Editor with Stan Luaetta) 

of Issue number 11 of Source magazine in 1974 • 
. 

It .is a .rather safe assumpti~ tQ say that while· art reflects the 

values and interests of individuals in a culture through its media and 

icons, it.also serves social and psychobiological needs and functions. 

As an universally encountered aspect of human organization, art mu~t 

perform • it would seem .. enough functional operations of social sign:l.fi-

canee to perdure •. To regard art as a form of c011m1unieation f.s therefor'l 
...... -----,. 

a logical" ancf "aoe!o~·roglca1. . c·on:c1us-ton··· - ---- ... ·- -· . - -·- ·- ·--- ... . ...... ·- . 

When we consider art as communication~ and as therefore playing a 

potenxially significant role in the ongoing processes of social organi&a• 

tion, a variety of new perspectives and problems emerges. The recipients 

of the message, the structure and characteristics of the message~ the 

meaning and significance of the medium, the didactic or emotional 
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components of the art-work, the processing and control of the dissemina• 

t1~n of the artistic method: these and many more are areas for interpre• 

tation and even research. 

Without hypostasiziog art as communication into a rigid concept, 

man bas intuitively realized this function. Aesthetic phenomena in the 

service of the ritual, the learning situaeion, the therapeutic relation~ 

ship, or the rite of paseage are familiar to the anthropologist. Sophia• 

'ticeted theoreticians have more recent~y formulated the idea· of art S.fi 

communication in the. language of cybernetic systems theory OKoles 1966)~ 
. . . 

~ther or DQt. art is isomorphic or identical w1tb coumunication, 

'it is! form pf eommuniea~~~n to tbe.extent that the degree of ·~haredM 

ness 1 or the ground for understanding messages as received l.s basic to 

the perpetuation of the code as such. 
. 

The "'aesthetic bundle" is comP,rised of stimuli received from a · · 

perceptual field; and their synthesis somewhere between the retina and 

the visual cortex (for visual arts). They have already been modified to 

provide information that is eatbected to a learned response; this occurs . \ 

partly in real space and partly in psychological space. Evidently what 

reaches the cerebral cortex is simply evoked by the external 1world 1 , but 

is ~~dly .. ;_ ~~f,-i:i~a· -o£ -it -·(Ravicz -i974i399;.400;-Pr:r:brutr t-96'9);; -&\-s .. -£P.r·--atJ- .. 

we know, 'real' and 'concept~al' objects (subjects) are therefore appre-

ciated by analogous processes. 

What are the relative advantages of selected innovative and interw 

media techniques for aesthetic c~unication? The three basic categories 

of human comiDUnieation involve the communicator, the conveyed message ~nd 
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the &udience. One asaumes that in successful communication (i~e., one 

which elicits intended audience response), a compatible relationship 

between these tbree categories is attained (Pierce 1965; Manheim 1964). 

In ordinary eommnnieatioo.. the lexicon, syntax, and se.manttcs 

(symbols, their arTangement and meao1og) are recognized and accepted in_ 

a stmilar fashion both by the senders and the receivers of any cammunicaQ 

tion. If dhe actual form and content of aesthetic message& were uaiver-

sally valid, the range of the social gtoup who share the same rules for 

the manipulation of these communication symbols wDuld have to coincide 

with universal uankind (Et~korn 1974:355). A cross-culaural perusal of 
; . .. . .. 

art forms show~ that this ia• clearly ~ot .the ease, and f.·t seems that 

aesthetic eommunications are often characterized by their restricted code. 

Although t\r.tworks from other cultures may be apprec;l.ated, t~ fund of 

experieuce·and lack of familiarity and experience with the systems cf 

iconography may not be analogous to that of the creator's expressive 

intent. 

Pragmatic communication impact depends on the social experience and 

cultural viewpoints of the viewers, and on their ability to recognize 

and appreciate the foriD and meaning of the art style. By abandoning the 
- -.. -. . . .. -~ ... -· - -----· ·- ·-' ------- ........ --~- ..... --

more restrictive .codes and forms ·c;-f-·tradftionaT· art··coliiDiUiiica:tton-s; 

Ken Friedman adopted a new, broader and more existentially relevant 

multi-channel set of communication media. Such an approach to the pro~ 

duction of artworks should speak with meaning to a wider audience than 

ever before. 

Having described Ken Friedman 1 s defini~ion of his role as artist 
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and comldUnicator, we shall turn to the second segment of his conception 

of. the role of the artist: the artist as Worker. 

2. The Worker 

The arttat, in his role as worker, no matter what particular 

career ... identification he may undertake, bas the right: to work and 

earn an honest living. The present system of art P&rketing and 

access to public realms constrains the right of the art worker 
. 

in all but a few prominent cases. The artist is treated as a 

cODJlOdity, and t:hus is · dehumnlzed, denied the ·right of any work

ing person, and further. - even if successful .. liable to the . .· .. . . . ... 

. . . .. . . 
~~est .vaga~y of fashion or of ttl practice at the bauds of the 

·marketeer. 

I propose that henceforth I will regard ~self not as a 

c~dtty, but as a professional. As such, rather than selling 

art works, I ~ill only sell my professional services. 

ntis sale will take place in two dimensionss 

1.. For t:hosa who wish to hire my services on a salaTied.' 

basis, I am avail~le by fairly negotiated contract. Such a eon-

tract ~ould apply to consulting and administrative jobs, to teach-
......... ·-· ..... _ . ·····-· . -- . ~ ·-·-. ~-

ing jobs, and to any jc)i)' 'taklng··a:·· determined iipatr of· tf.me .. for· a- . 

particular employer. 

2. For those who wish to purchase a certain amount of 

limited service, such as a lecture, a consultation, or a work of 

art itself, »will be available on an bourly•fee basis. This 

will include my research and development time, and the physical 
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e~p~nses of the project or work. but other than this, no f~e will 

be =ldded or charged for the "'artistic" value of the work itself. 

Cherges will be made only for ttme expended 4nd for materials 

ua~d. If materials are supplied, only ttme·will be cbarg£d and 

nothing else. 

In th~s way, I assert my rights 6$ a worker and my dignity 

as a human being and a professio~l person. · Further, I believe 

that if enough artists unde~take this mode of acti~ity, the re

sults in the a~ market.w111 .be far-reaching.~ •• More money will 

·be greed into the system; more artists will be able to earn~ 

-liying, more work will f,~ expoae·d. - . 
I' • 

'" I 

•••• ~o protect the artist and the public against the possible 

abuse of these lowe~ eosts, all artists should have the right to 

a fair percentage of works re•sold wbich increase in ~lue. thle 

will both discourage profiteering and add income to the-artist 

When fair resale does take place. Work on this particular idea 

is already in progress. I understand such agreements to be 

available alld suggeEJt that anyone interested in this organ:J.zed 

endeavor aontact those responsible (Friedman 1!72a~51•52). 

-Ken iriedmn-· proposes- tnat ··artis-t-s---see-- their pr.ofess.iQnal_ ser~~~o- __ 

as such 1 and not deal with their relationship to ths public through 

intermediary. institutions. Many middle-men patterns commercialize the 

e~onomic transaction of ar~orks in a way unacceptable to artists. As 

the distinctions between l!fe and artworld are being ab~ogat~d by inter-

medla and design practices, eo the social position of the artist must 
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also change from one who occupies the fringe roles of society. to one 

who occupies a central position in the·expressive decision-making realm 

in any culture. 

The multifunctional role whiCh many contemporary artists occupy 

wlth respect to their work necessitates a revision in the basic patterns 

of art world economics. The latter represent the distillation of an 

era on the wane. Institutionalized ways of organtzln~ and dispensing 

goods and services often perdure beyond the ttmes and conditions which 

originally struc~ured them. It is precisely the dysfunctional operation 
1 

of over rigid pase-orientb~ systems 1n relationship to emerge~t social 

realities which stimulate discontent in 'individuals confined to their 

conte~t. 

Few con~emporary ai-t:is_ts in tbe United States would ace~pt without 

criticism the gallery-crttic•muse~collector syndrome as tt now exists. 

In a recent study in which the author either interviewed or eorr.esponded 

with a sample of one-hundred and twenty professional artists or advanced 

art students, not one accepted the economic practices of the ert world 

without some criticism. The display of discontent includea a b~oad 

·spee-t.r-um 'ranging .. fr.om specific. .sugges..t!QM.... ~Q reformulate artist-galle:!·\" 
--..-..- ·- -~ . . . -- . ~ '. ... .. . ~-- . . ~ -· --·- . . _ .. --

contractual practices, to the angry denial of the entire pattern of. art 

world economic exchange practices as tbey exist. 

The ramifications of maintaining as devalued citizens categori~s 

of professionals - such as artists and teachers ~ who are uniquely i~ 

portant to the transmission of cultural values and expertise to subse• 

quent generations ~ have not yet been realized in the mind of the public. 
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The mark of value in ~ur culture is directly linked to high financial 

reward. While few contemporary artists or teachers would persist in 

affir.ming that their services should be among those receiving unusually 

high financial reward, both receive much less recompense than peer group 

professionals whose training and hours spent in labor may be minimal by 

comparison. 

What Xen Priedman proposes in his description of the rights and 

~bligati~ns of the artist as worker, is not more than ~ rearrangement 

of wage scale p~actices, consonant with the valuable work performed by 

the artist:." The right of any .art~st tq maqa~e and dea-l With his OW, 

· p%dfeasionat· skiils without constriction by the manipulative propensities 
o ~ I ' I ' I • ' • .J' ~ • 

• I I .. ' ' 0 

of contemporary art world practices should be clarified through increased 

public debate. The point which Ken Friedman underlines is that without 
' 

the support and securJty-~f an.aeceptable inc~, ~he,abi~ity to giye 

fr~ly of one's creative energies is severely hampered. 

If we accept the basic premise of this essay, i.e., that art is not 

aneilla~ to but rather comprises an essential avenue by which th~ 

qualitX of our human existence is enbaaced and our conscious awareneos 

·of our social'and physical environments successfully aroused, then ir. 

is OUr-~g_ood .. for·f:une ·t:o···live ""itt an~·er-4 ·When--& .. r.eappr.Ai~al p~ these ideP.S 
,.. ~-- ·-·· -~- ·- ~--·· ···-··· -- . 

is emerging. The shift in orientation from the quantitative aspects of 

life to those of a qualitative nature is slat~ in coming on our unevenly 

developed globe; but the insistent urgings from a new generation of 

world citizens must not be denied. The new world artiot will serva this 

better-world community. 
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lten Friedman, as an individual artist, as a member of the Fluxus 

group, aad _as a propoaent of the conceptual art tradition, bas lectured 

aQd written about this matter in many places. He does not stand alone 

in his aseessments. the following excerpt is from an article by 

Ken Friedman which appeared in Art and Artists in O~tober, 1972: 

thus it is that most of the early eoncept artists are 

rather like the new men of the ltenaf.ssanc::e. skilled ia many 

fields. Through many media and through the intermedia we found 

our paths: arch~tecture1 film" video, anthropology. painting. 

sc~lp~re, collage, deeollage, theatrics~- packaging,. the ·neo-baiku 

at~s, m1~1lsti~ ar~,.; ~nc:e:t ~ppeaings-· .tb.a new·music, prac

tical jokes. Zen, relislon, sociology. political science, mathe

matl~a, theology, street theatre. guerrilla theatre. publishing, 

design. manufacture of many assQrted wares. festiVals," pu~~lesJ 

games, cooperatives • worship, commuatcattona, biological sciences, 

and more. 

~ ••• In eveTy way possible, we have tried to bring the en~ire 

range of human understanding and experience to bear upon art: 

psycho.logy1 design, environmental design, the behavioral sciences • 

social science, learning theory, theology, and others named and 

to-be-named • 

• • ... • We deal with human concerns. We refuse limitations, but 

choose to explore the full range of forms and attitudes. For some 

there is no choice involved: it is impossible to choose not to 

. do so (Friedman 1972b: 50 .. 52). 
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To make art not sfmply somethiag of purchase and possession. but 

something which is necessarily to be experienced, learned, and emotion

ally cathected. structures the motivations of many artists, Ken Friedman 

among them. The artist as worker can approach his job with this viel.,. .. 

point.. See also (Lippard 1973:8 .. 9); Meyer 1972: xvii; Levine :tn 

Battcock 1968:26-27) .. 

John Cage baa commented with reference to art and artists~ "We are • I 

getting rid of owa.ersh:lp, substituting use". It appears that artist's. 

new attitudes tONSTd the materi,ls ot art are shaped by the attitudes 

toward materialit1 generally·· held i~ their·· c'uttur~'F The intractability 
. . . 

of materia~s generated by modern tecbnoera~ies and the.btgh.rate of 

turnover characteristic of ownership patterns, have begun to pose 

serious probl.ems :in our society.. These pr<;Jblems range from socio

political questionS about the legitimacy of elitest consumption pat-

terns in the face of widespread human need, to problems in the logistics 

of disposal of the sheer waste in the relics of our insatiable appetite 

for consumption. 

Ken Friedman tries to raise our level of awarenes& about these 

PfQQle.~. ~n~ by doing so~ Is plafiD$ an important role in our society. 

Much of the art in the future may pass from the sphere of the precior~ 

object to the sphere of aesthetic service. A reappraisal of recompense 

in terms of service and contractual agreements is also more consistent 

with some of the newer approaches to service rendered by men like 

Ken Friedman. 
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The third role which Friedman proposes that he fill within the 

paradigm of the artist and intermedial creatort is that of the Public 

Servant .. 

3.. Tbe Public Servant 

The artist is a public servant in the sense tbat an artist 

proposes to renew of change the public and the culture., Such 

change, of course, incr~es his value as an artist as it . 
leans in his direction. and makes more work available to him, 

thus enhancing both career and personal enjoyment. 

I feel that since this is the case. tbe artie~ has a 

reaponstblllty to the· public& Thu~.- I V.""· that· for eveey ar~ 
' 

work Which I p~oduce fox sale or for m, private benefit, I 

will produe~ an ar_twtttk fot' eale to the benefit of another . . 

oi for gift. Any work sold to the ~nefit.of another will be 

· subject to different financial arrangements than those above: 

since wcxks for benefit are best used to gain maximum financial 

advantage, such works will not be conotricted by the time-plue-

materials- ethic which I tfill enforce on private sale. Those 

who benefit from such sale will. however, take the place of 

the artist as beneficiary of the re•sale~pereent&ge agreements. 

I vow further to make my time available generally co public 

service or non-profit cause for expenses only on a short-te~ 

or emergency basis, or at fees negotiated according to their 

ability to pay for long•ter.m bases tbat would conflict with 

my other possible employment (Friedman 1972a~52). 
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In his role as public servant, according to XeD Friedman, the 

artist bas a responsibility to the public wh~ch reaches beyond the 

traditional one of producing artworks. Inasmuch as the kind of art 

which Friedman produces is meant to initiate changes :l.n the soeial 

system, or in our ways of perceiving it, the artist assumes some ad• 

ditional responsibility for his activist role. What Ken Pr1edman 

means by 'changing societY' is clarified in the following escerpt 

from a typescript essay entitled Event and Environment: 

At the heart of our concarn with the environment is the 

role that we. as human beings~.can play, not only ~n living in 
~ . 

. '.... . . . 
·and within our world and its ~ltip~e systems, and realities 

but the roles we can take in restoring and improving the world 

environment which is now dra~tically showing the results of 

thousands cf years ·of human intervelltion in the natura!' order .. 

A majo~ function of tbe particulaT ealling of the artist 

is to demonstrate, define and clarify tbat role. 

Several obvious points of departure have been t'1:f.tnessed.' 

in the arts through the millenia: 

Our relationship tQ the world, our interaction with nature 

and its meaning iD terms of our life and society& We see this 

first in the cave paintings of the hunt, and - in a more refined 

way ~ in ceremonial portrayals of our interaction in the form 

of religious and social rituals. 

The world itself, nature, the pastoral, the juxtapositicn 

of mao. as part of the situation. We see this in art ranging 
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from landscape and still-life, to organ landscape and n~ even 

the urbaa mural projects seeking to rekindle the city through 

the e:rt farm. 

The world that is, and the world-that-is-to-be become 

a third important focus of art as a sense of utopian vision. 

The around broken by the urban mural is fully explored in 

realist and surrealist portrayals of plaeea aad planets that 

. never existed, or that could exist here, or that: show in the 

romantic visions a pas.t perhaps we bad - but just as possibly 

a· past we wish we had, a~ a token of longing for the future ·- . 

we h~ to see~' · 
' 

The area of my work is touched perhaps by all of these 

in one common meeting.point: .the involvement of the human 
' . . . 

• ' • t 

sense of vision. hope, despair;· dealre. 'Beyond that~ tb~ 

work in which I am involved moves directly into areas of our 

interactions with each other, in the context of our plPnetary 

environs, and offers both ~diate suggestions for our enYi~on• 

mental interactions and a greater series of brackets for the 

P-~~ibl~ms 9f our lives aad ways of living in the planetary 

eonte:~tt, 

As an artist, it bas been my deepest goal to inti~tely 

involve the spectator in my work as an immediate participant 

and beyond this, as a participant who can ta.ke from my Wf;lrk 

some quality and perception which can serve as a tool in the 

personal life. As a human being. conceroed about the roany 
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environmental crises which face us, I have been concerned 

with problems such as waste• energy, use of space, improve ... 

ment of ·social interaction and with the uplifting of the 

spcial creative process known as civilization but Which can 

as easily be considered the manifest product of the public 

imagination (Event and Enviropmtnt:l•2). 

As public servant, Ken Friedman offers suggestions and makes 

innovations in the art world which are consistent with tbe·respon-

si~ility whieh the artist bears to hls society. Rather than ~enigrate 

the fallible institution of the.mu~eum as ~ny have done, Friedman . . . 
• 

has t"~ied to: make- concrete. ~ugg~atipne and plans for nev exhibitions, 

and for ne.w systems of 4't"!JU8ing vbito~ participation -R.a<l :l.ntere~t. 

One of Ken Friedman's suggestions has borne fruit in a variety of 

settings.. In his capacity as Executive Director of Fl~s West, 

and as individual artist, Friedman has planned a nu~ber of 

travelling projects and exhibitions which are able to travel ex-

eensively at a low cpst. These also fill many of the aesthetic · 

preTequisites for a good creative dialogue with the public. Note 

the fQll9W~~ fr~m Event and Environment: 

From process detailed and clarified in (previous) shows, 

I foun4 it possible to create exhibitions which were able to 

travel extensively at low cost while fulfilling many of the 

same purposes and goals as these major exhibitions but at a 

fraction of the cost. While these smaller shows were naturally 

not as extensive or comprehensive as the others, successful 

.. . ~ 
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projects of this second nature included ~cuments __ a&d Xmases 

(Eastern Washington Gallery of Art)~ Eastern Washington State 

College, Cheney, 1973, !'J.~iect.!, (The Galleries, Malcolm 

Love Library, San Diego State University, 1973). and 

!!n Frjedman:_ Collages·and Drawini! (Daner Galleriet, 

Copenhagen, 1973). Several of these shows were able to use 

traditional media in ways rendered less expensive and more inM 

volving by the application of technologies created in the major, 

exPerimental exhibitions. 

In the fall of 1973, working on a series of ~hese events 

for publication, I was offered a one•man show of my work.. . In .. 
one of those leaps of intuition whteh often prove fruitful when 

followed up by app~ied effort, I began to see that these simple 

pages not only could convey an idea.o£ a piece, but might them-

selves serve as the physical body of an exhibition. Thus was 

born ~ show, Events: A Pefspective EXhibition. After a suc

cessful sh~7ing at the Nelson I. C. Gallery7 at the University 

of California at Davis, I realized that the show could as 

easily tour without me as with me, and could be transported 

and installed at any location in the world for under $10.00 in 

its original form - perhaps the lowest cost of any exhibition 

ever created for physical use in a showing space (Event and 

Environ~nt:2•3). 

Another of Friedman's statements is useful in this respect: 

..... I see the conflicts museums have much in the light c:l: 
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my problems with elitism: underbudgeted, understaffed, every 

curator has 1,000 artists wbo want his or her time., and many 

of these artists produce pretty poor stuff. They have to 

exercise taste~ and the servant~ of the people! Are they to 

interpret this as educate the public and give them paople like 

Pilliou, or me, or are they to interpret this as meet the pub• 

lie taste with bigge~ and better sb~wings of Norman ~ockwell 

(who is, after all, possibly the most popular and representa-

tive artist in America-today)? 

·In my work, I'm ~rring t~ not ~nl~ help museums to fiad 
. .. . . . . 

.. . ' ' . 
new pat~s ,- but to stir -up public interest; and support to help 

' I • 

these museums find new paths. 

Museums have.to stand up and be counted, have a little . . 
. . . 

less historicity and a little more' push. But it is hard, and 

I do not_kno~ one museum professional who has as many hours in 

the day as needed, nor as much staff as necessary •• ~.A good 

curator is an a.Ttist of a very special sort, .and many people' 

ideally suited to being directors of museums won't even think 

of such a job {Albright 1973:22-23). 
. . 

One of the very important roles which Ken Friedman proposes be 

a part of his activity as aTtist is that of Prophet. He character-

izes this role in the following way: 

4. The Frophet 

Art is in a sense a visionary, prophetic or culture-

ehanging activity. ·As· such, it is subject to the foremost 
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requirements of vision and prophecy: 

of information. 

h~nesty and availability 

I vow~ therefore, to make all informations about myself 

or my work or other requested information about work in which 

I take part fully available to anyone at all times. If such 

information requires extensive doc~entation, the requesting 

party will be obliged only to pay documentary costs. Further, 

to legitimate causes or non~profit endeavors, I.will grant 

copyright clearance on any work whatsoever for use or repro• 

duction 1 and bind any recipient.of beneficial or.gifted works 
- ' . - ' 

. ' .. ' 

·to agree to make such works availo9;ble in the _s-ame way,· The. 

only information which may be legitimately excluded from this· 

is work privately.owned outright by another and thus unavailable 

to my ·restriction ·in this matter, or information of a· ·confiden-

tial nature which I come by as an &Ttist, confident, or in any 

helping or therapeutic relationship to another (Friedman 1972a: 

Inasmuch as Ken Friedman visualizes art to be a culture-changing 

and visionary activity, the artist must be willing freely to share 

with his public his unique insight into human realities. This shar~ 

ing relationship is not to be bounded by or defined as the produc-

tion of artifacts only, but as a sharing on-going relationship to 

a participant public who learn by the creative efforts of the artist* 

Should we regard this statement as idiosyncrati~ or unusual for 

an artist? Viewing it through the lens of anthropology may again 
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· pe'l:'form. a mediating function. The role of the artist as visicoary 

or prophet is probably coeval in human history witb aesthetic mani• 

pulation itself, and exists widely across different cultures y~t 
. . 

today. This view of the role of the artist is infrequently found 

in the contemporary art world, however~ since artists seldom address 

themselves to problems of semantic or existential syntax. If the 

role of the creativ~ artist is defined as producer of culture•chan.ging 

visions~ the artistic product acquires its special qualities not only 

from its perceivabl~ configurations, but also from the noetic validity 
: I 1 . 

of its message. To apeak tn this vein is deliberat6ly to cloud the 
• • 

boundaries b~tween what w~·have learned to classify as pragmatic 

knowledge and gnostic illumination. 

In non•Weate~n cultures, artists frequently perform mediumietip · . -
' 

or prophetic functions. two examples come to mind whieh might 

clarify the wider humanist~c tradition of artist as prophet. Among 

the Fang peoples cf Equatorial Africa, artists are involved in a 

variety of activities~ the maintenance of ritual and political 

systems among them. The good artist is one who is ab~e to change 

successfully certain ri~ual procedures because of his mediumistic and 

expressive capabilities •. The following is a statement by anthro

pologist who has worked with the Faa31 

Both of these men (artists) justify these continual 
modifications in the ritual procedure as emanating 
from their capacity to probe the supernatural •••• 
(the artist) is able to explore the beyond and develop 
those visions which he communicates •••• These visions 
•••• produce creative results in the eyes of the member
ship ...... FiD&lly. we. reach the very high rank and 

...... 
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charismatic nature of the cult leader who creates ~tb 
and ritual to hold his membership in orderly s~cred 
activity and uses the ~J$iSoMaesthetic accomplishments 
to impose order in their secular affairs (.Fernandez 
1974:212 ff., emphasis supplied). 

Another example is the role of the artist among the Cola of 

Liberia, which is in part defined by the symbolic attribution of 

special knowledge and powers to those Who ensage in artistic 

activities. 

• 
The most fertile source of information about artists 
is artists themselves~ ••• Tbey are persons for whom 
artistry"ie a way of life. who have formulated an 
ideoloay of supportive concepts and who seem to be· 
as m~ch concerc'd with th~ pres~ntation of self as 
an object of ae&thetic ~valua~ion·as they are with 

- tb~ completion of-specifiC artistic products •••• The 
arcliet.JPical Gola. ·artist l.s one who 'dreams 1 ,. and · 
whose creative inspiration is supported by a very 
special telationship with a tutelary •••• The artist's 
product is seen, from the point of view of tho 
~rchetypa, as an objeet1f1cation.of a way of life 
and the embodiment of specifi~ values as ~nipul~ted 
by him under spiritual guidance (d'Azevedo 1974ti: 
335-336) .. 

From the myriad examples which. could have been selected, these 

are of interest because they underline one traditional function of 

the artist: that is~ the artist as prophetic 9isionary who serves 

to reinterpret for the community their normative status. Or they 

may seek to arouse the consciousness of a dormant society with 

respect to their own implicit motivations. Such artists are 

exemplars of prophets who share in the maintenance of the adap-

tive functions of cultural institutions by helping to keep them 

relevant. 

In our own culture, we are more. accustomed to think of poets 
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as vistonart1 • or as possessed by a 'divine madness•. rather than 

aeeording that; status to visual artists. Among contemporary :~rt 

histo~ians and thinkers, tbe idea of the artist as shaman is in-

creasingly mentioned (Burnham 1974; Lommel 1967; Douglas 1970). 

In tima• of social crisis or change. the work of the artist as 

prophet often ,urfaces. The artist as medium (a rather extreme form 

of the vision•rY function) was embraced in a limited way by the 

Dadaists, and in an important way by the Surrealists~ Marcel Janco· 

in 1917. and 1P19 commented in tbe follawi~ way about the function 
. 

of. the Dada artist: 

·out ,xperiences·, our new style of expres-sion through 
. autnmatism and the "discovery of the game of chance, 

faith in the instinct of art and the power of the 
subconscious gave us new confidence. Tne word Dada 
:l.tldlf alt"eady bad a new meaning for us: a synonym 
~ot pure, childlike, di~e~t, pr1~1 (1917). 

For us it was no longer true that Dada 'tita8 again£it· 
everyone and everything. We ourselves bad gone 
beyond negation and no longer needed aggression and 
scandal to pursue our positive course. We bad put 
out courage into our work, finding a new meaning for 
art tn society. We had stressed the creative values, 
fra•dom in art, the freshness and vitality of the 
sub~onscious, direct expression. Art was born like 
tba tingernail from the flesh, said Arp (1919, Janco 
in r.tppard 1971:36·37). 

Marc~l Duchamp expressed this concepe-in a lec~ur~ entitled 

nThe Creativa A.ct" delivered to the American Federation of Art in 

1957. 

To ~11 appearances the artist acts like a mediumistic 
baLna, who, from the labyrinth beyond time and space 
sea~• his way out to a clearing. In the creative aet~ 
tha artist goes from intention to realization throtlgh 
a CJh&in of totally subjective reactions. His struggle 
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toward the realization is a series of efforts~ pains, 
satisfactions, refusals, decisions, which also cannot 
and must not be fully aelf•conscious, at least on the 
eethetie plane •••• All in all, the creative act is not 
perfor,med by the artists alone; the spectator brings 
the work in contact with tb~ external world by deci• 
phering and interpreting its inner qualifications and 
tbus adds to his contribution to the creative act 
(Duchamp in Lippard 1970:112~113). 

So both in exotic and in our own Western modern art tradition, 

we find prefigurations of the cont:eblporary idea of the ar-tist as 

prophet .. 

It is consistent with the anthro~ological view of this. essay ·. 

that the biological arid ·the cultural ~volution of man and his being 

in society'has s4feguarded the roie of the artist in this respect. 

Artists, early and late, are precisely those individuals who are 

pecul14rly sensitive to• the s~ructure ·and meaning_ of their physical 

and social environments (See Levine 1957:949•964). 

The artist is able to interpret his insigh~s into exteriorized 

phenomena, structured so that the percipient becomes aware of these 

stimuli in such a way that his own being and its·eontext is enr~nced, 

reaffirmed· and reevaluated. Such activity characterizes the paradigm 

of artistic· c-reati-vity. 1'hat such-- functions are .s ome.t:imes .al_s.D.: 

didactic or religious is an additioQal possibility which will be dis~ 

cussed later in this essay. Even such 1nter1oristic .art forms as 

Abstract Expressionism) or the taut perceptual creations of the 

Minimalist artists, function on the level of the sensory system like 

exercises in phenomenological self-investigation on the·very ecge of 

consciousness. 
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Ken P'riedman 1s pe-ripatetic joumeys through geographical space 

and multifunctional social roles comprises a virtual compendium of 

prophetic excursions. From artist .. tbeoretician (Xbe Aestbetic,s; 

Fluxus), to Soeial Scientist (~ha Flow Systems, Sightings, 

The ~ne Fo~est: .fs.n jbtistential Approacb.t"to ,Education) 1 and :l.n 

his capacity aa artist-lecturer, Xen Friedman seems intent to 

clarify his insights into phenomenal and/or conceptual precipitates. 

He seeks to share these with multiple audiences via multimedia cam-

munication systems. 

Artists such as len Fried~n excel in the conve~sion function • .. . 
of packagi~ the raw data"which c~rac~~.:rizes our ·ecological ni~hes 

into logico-aesthetically manageable sets~ If our environment is 

that of rural or d·ese"t"t dimensions, the quiet essentially hieratic 
. . . 

activity of lCen Friedman's !,ep~icat!ons might be most e·ffective. 

~11~ were a series of pri~ate events whose goal was to "do 

a piece of art that leaves something ss it was on one's arrivat.•• 

On an area of roadway in New ~xico, Ken Friedman painted over ~he 

white stripes to leave them as they were.· On a plot of ground out-

side a friend's house, Friedman carefully r~rranged the dirt and 

leaves to approximate their state before his arrival. Such cryptic 

exercises are formulated almost as private rituals to challenge the 

casual acceptance of the idea that the environment is elways better 

once modified by man. or that it can be endlessly utilized with 

impunity .. 

In March, 1972, Friedman constructed a sculpture entitled 
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The Winter Wall in Saskatchewan, canada, which consiseed of an ex-

tended environmental construction. Visitors were invited to view 

this project. and after April 15, to take away portions of the wall 

which particularly pleased them as reminders of a shared experience. 

Such a project as The Winter Wall evokes memories of the paycholog---
ical and social implications of walls and boundaries. Physical walls 

are often invested with unique ceremonial values and much substance 

and expertise is spent in their construction. Walls are shared by 
.. . 

commun'ities or groups and appreciate4 foJ; the privacy,. safety and . . . 
s.eeurity which they symbolically -:nd realistically afford. Wailing 

• I ' o. • • 
walls., prayer walls, or Mane walls auzoag Himalayan Buddhists, 8,11 are 

~ . ~ . . . 

precipitates of cultural values and express the longing and need of 

a spiritual order. The walls of cita·dels and fortresses meander over 

many .countrysides and hilltops, remindiug us of the a.part~e·ss and power 

which segments of society have often maintained with respect to thei~ 

fellow men. Ken Friedman's The Winter Wall symbolized both the 

unifying and the separating function of walls; and it terminated with 

a positive act of sharing which essentially destroy~d the possibil~ 

~1;~~~ o£: ~paTt~ss. By constructing, then destroying and sharing the 

substance of the sculptural-wall, the artist makes us awnro of his 

insight into the fund of meanings our symbolic use of space and 

architecture signify. If we are moved by such a sculpture, ~~ mayy 

wish to carry this insight into an on•going appraisal of our own eo-

vironment. Such an apprai~al would clarify the functions which our 

interaction with tbe social and natural environments is in reality 

perfonn:Lng .. 
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A fifth designation of the role of artist as Ken Friedman con-

ceives it refers to the artist as Natural Resource. Regarding this 

·role Friedman states the following: 

S. Natural Resource 

The artist as a natural resource shares in the responsi-

bilities above mentioned. He has, further, some rights which 

1 feel might be considered by the public and by those in the 

art professions. 

There is no way to define or to enforce these rights, so 

here I merely suggeet some a~eas of thought. • 
' . . . .. . 

. .. ' ... . . . . .. . 
Frqa other art professio~l,, a sense of candid discussion 

of work, principles of activity. and honest feelings a~e due: 

between each artist, curator, dealer, publi~her, critic, 

galle~y owner, public appreciator, buyer. etc~, and bett7een 

each of th~se and any of the others~ It is the least they owe 

to each other as human beings. 

From the governments, a greater devotion of resources,. 

financial and material, to the arts. benefitting both the 

artists and their workJ and the public which benefits from 

such work. 

Too much dishonesty now prevails between art professionals, 

too much secrecy, jealousy, underhanded activity, and in general 

a way of life detrimental to all as humans and professionals. 

This must be remedied if we are to function fully with and 

among each other •. either as persons. or as profess~onals. I 
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pledge this honesty and candor, and expect it of those with 

whom I have Telatlonship. I will not participate in denunc!a~ 

tiona. but will definitely remove myself from any arena in the 

future in which I am made aware of any dishonesty or unethical 

activity whatsoever. 

Too much ignorance aftd paltry action prevails on the parts 

of most governments. We know too well what must be done by way 

of increased support: I pledge tnySelf to help without stint 

anyone wbp needs. my assistance in gaining such support$ and to 
I • . . f 

be available free•of cbarse·to any endeavor Qf educat~on or 

information which will lead to the remaking of-governmental at-

titudes toward the arts (Friedman 1972a:S3-54). 

The artis·t is a ·natural +esource ptimarily because of his . . 

activities on behalf of the public for whom he acts as interpreter· 

stimulator. For Ken Friedman, art is a way for man to come to know 

more about man. The artist is also the prophetic guide and resource 

for the planning of ongoing and future orientations. 

If the labor of artist is valued by those who profit from it, 

then a gr.eater. pol:'t.ion Q.f f~~.nci:al and lbS.t~:r~~l resources should be 

~ouchsafed to them. If the people ~hemselves who profit from the 

p~oducts of artist's labors could help to support these creative 

people through the government, as is the case in a number of indtts"' 

trialized countries, such aid would change the characteristics and 

practices of the art world. More security should work to eliminate 

some of the destructive and negative practices of art world politics 

and exchange systems. 
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Freedom of expression and an openness and candor among artists 

is the ideal state for creative experimentation. Models of expe~i-

mer.1:ation from which soc:.iety can learn and incorporate the most 

a~Lptive aspects are important. A consci~us decision should be made 

to nurture such activities. As an anthropologist it is interest!Dg 

to note ~hat through history artists have often been involved with 

religio~s and political institutions as interpreters of necessary or 

suggested change. Whether such artists base their claims in privi

ieged communicatioo with the spi;its ! as in the case of the Fang 

p~ople des~r1becl ... or upon their training a:nd insight:~ ~aries· by 
I 

cultural pattern. 
. . . .. . . 

Friedman and the Fluxus group· bend their energies 

to act in the direction of awareness and social change. In this . . 

sense they comprise a n~tional reso~rce for development. . . 
This discussion of the artist as natural resource leads us 

easily and reasonably to the next or sixth topic: that of the role 

of the artist as Teaeher. Regarding this role~ Friedman bas written 

the following passage: 

6. The Teacher 

···The role of the. teach~r,. ancl Qf ~~~ a.:r~ist as_ t_~acher 

specifically, should be subjec·t to the ethical demands of 

education~ It is too rarely the case. 

I believe that a teacher's duty is to bring to fruition 

the desires and needs of the student, to encourage and assist 

the student in entering full professional status, in remo~ng 

the obstacles and·barriers presented to the newcomer in any 
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activity, which bear no relationship t·o quality of work but 

only of influence or private connection, and to be a true helping 

person. This • both in the academies, and f.n other. relationships 

which may be characterized as teaching., This I have always 

done, and pledge my continued acti"Tity to this ertd. 

A true teacher helps the student to eventually surpass his 

or her own teachings~ to move into an individual flowering. It 

is a great dishonor to allow an~ concern of dubious nature pre-. 

vent or hinder this flowering, and a great error for a teacher 

to fail to listen to what the student has to o~~er. I always 

wonder· ·if l am fail'ing in this regard, and •. :by nature· of ~eing 
'. 

human • usually do, to some extent. 1 expect to be offeTed 

advice and c~iticism in these regards, and require of mJSelf 
'. . 

·cQ~tinual introspection that the quality of my own offerings 

continually improve (Friedman 1972a:54)~ 

The role of the artist as teacher bas been implicit in several 

of the references and descriptions already mentioned in this text • . 
Now we shall consider Ken Friedman's activities as teacher more 

explicitly. Before we proceed to talk of teaching, it might be in-

teresting to thirik.about the psychological praeesses most ge3:'mane 

to learning .. 

How is it that we can posit a connection between art and learn-

ing, perceptual and conceptual experience? These are often cbarac-

terized as belonging to two distinct orders of mental processeo. lf 

the artist is to teach, he must construct messages which are percep~ 

tually and conceptually exciting and meaningful. 
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Pereept1ou ts p~erequisite to tht awareness of the aesthetic 

phenomenon or object. Perception includes more than the immediate 

processes by Which information from external events. or from such 

· internal activities as proprioception, is received, analyzed. and 

synthesized in the nervous system. It is now accepted that perception 

and cognition are simply two ends of a continuum. The bulk of post 

World War II exp~rimental psychology supports tbe view that perception 

is complex. It involves such subsidiary elements as selective rejec• 

tion of information, and t~e mergins of ~ew information within the 
. . 

organism with internally held information already patterned by learn• 

ing and past exper.ience· ·(Bruner l957; Kilpatric-k 1961:2•6). · 

The complexity and flexibility of thJ nervous system as it 

developed through t;Volution is evide.nced in minima~ly t~o ~ys dqri~g 
. . 

perception. Firat, the information in any pre$ent stimulu8 situation 

is unlikely to be sufficient or useful. For this reason, decisions 

and orientations to action may depend on past~ future, or even distant 

events not immediately reflected in the stimuli activs.ting the ilense 

at one time. For this reason, information receiveq as stimulation 

is s.t.c.r.erl with t_bat p:r~~E!nt _in the or~a~ism through past learnin.g. 

Secondly, muCh of the information coming from internal and external 

en~ironments must be discarded as irrelevant to the most 'efficient 

or adaptive behavior. Only a minute portion of the information com-

ing in from the envi~onment can be •selected 1 for processing through 

the limited channel capabilities of one nervous system (Gregory 197~1 

210ff .. ). 
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Perceptual processes, the~efore, serve to reject much of the 

information whiCh experience has coded the organism to discard as 

ir'l:'eleva.nt to adaptive efficiency. Perception :l.s a 1~directive•s::ate11 

(named by Allport), which posits a mediation model of the processing 

of stimuli in advance of conscious response levels- This view has 

gained increasing support in subsequent work in brain physiology. 

It was men~toned earlier that the higher mammals, and especially 

man from among the pr~tes, spend much of their time performing 

actions which have no other function than to bring the sen~e organs 

into contact with stimu~i of ._par.ticular. ~inds s That is, they essen-
' . . -

ti~lly perc~ive•create their en~tro~ts by structuring their 

reception of preferred stimuli. In many instanees, exploratory 

aetivities are accomplished to secure access to st~uli which do 
·. 

not d1!ectlX influence subsequent goal-directed activity of the 

organism. Such activities can be designated as 'intrinsic explor-

atory behavior' (Berlyne 1971: 99). Although a detailed case cannot 

be made for it in this essay, it is my opinion that much of wh&t we 

ordinarily designate as aesthetic behavior consists of intrinsic 

. ~~_p_l~t~t;!>ry behavior (Raviez 1974: 69·ff). 
··-- -·· - -~ . . . - - --- . - -··- ... 

Since abstraction and selective attention characterize·percep-

tion, it is apparent that learning structures the modification of 

attention itselfe This implies, then, that cultural conditioning 

characterizes such patterned responses as learning and adaptation to 

specific environments. ~uis 1learning 1 takes place at the most basic 

levels of stimuli reception.·- It is·· a·t this level, therefore, where 
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the relative acceptance or rejection of stimulus patterns as more 

or less pleasing commences. It is here too where aesthetic prefer• 

ences initially commence their patterning. 

A substantial amount of research has been done to define the 

roles of inference and categorization in perception and cognition, 

since these relate to learning (Bruner~ al 1956; Bruner !1!! 1966). 

These experiments and their theoretical implications bsve extended 

the analysis of percep~~l processes to include the texture and 

patterning of expectations·wbich individuals maintain about the. 
. I • 

·regularity and the predictability· of ev~nts in their own social and . . . 
physical environments (Ittelson and Cantril l954s Tagiuri 1966) •. · 

Most psychological and anthropological studies regarding the 

influence of. sociocultural factors on ·perception and categorization 
. . . 

are based on the idea of functional salience as that whtch struc• 

tures percept and response to en?ironment (Tafjel 1968; Maccoby and 

Modiano 1966). It seems quite correct to maintain, therefore, that 

in the articulation of the individual witb his environment, percept 

and concept are conjoined (Greenfield· 1969; Price-Williams 1969) • 

. ~P.Y. s-r;_imulus field is endowed with somewhat diver Be meanings, be-
. . ·- ~ --~ -- . . - . - ' ' ·- . -- . - . - -

cause of their past experience. Experience guides them to appre-

bend "schemata of variable significance'' in environmental cues,. 

This view of perception seems eminently reasonable in the evolu-

tionary context of selective pressures which operated on the se~~ory 

systems of protohominids, and on early man the hunter (Rav!ez 1974·~ 

74ff} .. 
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So it is that perception, as the baeia of learning, is itself 

a highly adaptive process. For many learning theorists, Piaget 

among them. learning results from a continuous construction and re~ 

construction in the individual. In each tnstaqce of learning, some 

degree of past patterning and some degree ·of innovation is present. 

The adaptive func£!ons.of learnins situations acts as a base for the 

development of the individual. This permits each successive stage 

to be characterized by th~ formation of new structures in the mind 

of the percipient, and, tb~refore, in his perception of the external 

world (Piaget 1952) • 

. . ·Percep~ion ent~ils emotional 9r motivational factors ranging 
' 

from a minimal to a high degree. Perception is not !hstantaneous ~ 

although it may ~ppea~ to be· and. admits of varying degrees of . . 
emotion or affect. The ·latter· depend on the energy arousal neees• 

sa·ry to subsume perception into categories (i.e., to understand it) .. 

Some responses are selected for expressions and others are not. 

Developmental studies of infant perception have illustrated that . 

the inhibitory and selective processes commence very early in life. 

Ultimately, inhibition is based on multiple sources of both a bi~~ 

-· , .... -·· -· .. --·--

logical and psychodynamic nature (Kagan 1970:200-208). 

It was previously mentioned that the collative variables are 

those factors which seem to be relevant to the arousal vector, and 

to the positive aspects of the aesthetic experience •. The psycho-

logi~~l components of aesthetic perception are not different in ~nd 

of themselves f·rom the ·basic sub-processes of perception itself. 

.. 
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The presentation of any field of sttmuli which can evoke an 

aesthetic response experience places the individual in an unusually 

· open or receptive condition.. This is the kind of condition in 

which learning most readily and easily occurs. We have completed 

a circle of argumentation which links human evolution with the 

adaptive structure of the human nervous system. We have attempted 

briefly to pinpoint haw ~e aesthetic experience is possible on 

these psychobiological grounds. 

The compleX1 nature of all perception and of the variable signif~ 

icance of each 

perception· and 

. . 
situation as stimulus-bundle, enables us to see bow 

I 

' . ' 

the aesthetic experience are closely related·~o the 

,learn~pg proce~s, especially through such aspects as motivation and 

arousal. All o{ tb~ee statements ~ve a direct bea~ing on.the role 

of the artist as tea~heTe 

It has long been recognized that artists have an implicit if 

not explicit function which is connected with teaching. Such early 

philosophers of education as Plato recommended that the activities 

of artists and poets be severely constrained and controlled against 

subversion of student 1s motivation. That art can arouse and place 

the percipient ln·a.···auggesttb1e mood wit!h-reapect. ta the. cQnte.nt of 

their message seems apparent. In countries where a monolithic 

political system contro~s information and communication, the work 

of artists~ who manipulate cultural symbols in the context of 

emotional significance, is carefully monitored. 

It is consistent both with the broad human tradition of art, 
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and the psyChobiological presuppositions on which learning and 

aesthetics depend, that Ken Friedman proposes and accepts tho role 

of artist as teacher. The preceding analysis was meant to furnish 

the theoretical framework w1thin which the validity of relating art 

and learning is apparent. 

In looking closely at Ken Friedman's artworks and activities, 

a discernible patte~n can be detected which structures his episte• 

mologieal concerns. It_is of interest to aaalyze this briefly, as 

Friedman's educational concerns eme~ge ~rom the same compl~x. 

~pistemology'1 in this c.ontext is noj:· intended to convey the 
II ~ ' •' 

I • ~ I - . . 

same sense of the word as it is used in philosophy, where it is 

involved with the verifiability of the process of knowing. In this 

essay, 'epistemology• denotes the more dialect.ical process 
' . 

. . 

related to the gaining of knowledge, or to the noetic process itself~ 

The epistemological implications of Ken Friedman 1s work are 

pragmatic in orientation. His artworks pose epistemological ques• 

tiona, or dramatize problems in knowability which pertain to the 

real world. Friedman•s work does not confine to solving foroal or 

structural problems within a set of stretcher bars, or which apperM 

tain to t~chnique and composition. Since it relates to human situa~ 

tions, Friedman's work exists in real timea It often employs actual 

participation on the part of the spectator. That is, his locomotor 

and cerebral problem~solving projects are often related to paradigms 

of social or ecological conditions. His projects often act as mazen 

'ways contrived to .. str.ucture ... the. patb .. of experience of the 

. ' 
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participant. They are paradigms of those situations present in the 

society at large. 

The participant in Friedman's ar~orks, therefore, is placed 

in the position of gaining new knowledge through experiences Which 

are analogous to those occurring in his sociocultural milieu. They 

function as concretized teaching situations ~tb aesthetic modaliies. 

Some of Ken Friedman 1s Events, for example, operate as proppsltions 

or hypotheses regarding human experience. the properties of these 

experiences are only potential!~ knowable until they are realized or 

.revealed througb a cogni~ive ~f~ort in~~iated by the aesthetic ex-
- . 

perience. ·Since l~rning ~nd mot£vat~on are inti~tely. connected in 

the manner we defined earlier, some elements of the satisfaction exH 

pe~ieneed in·the context of these artworks appertain to the learning 

as well as to tbe aesthetic process. 

We have noted earlier bow many of Ken Friedman's works entail 

exchanges of information or the actual products of creative efforts. 

Friedman makes an attempt to create a community of shared ideals and 

interactive goals on an international scale, and which implicate 

people of varying ages and backgrounds. Such a •community• operates 

as a hypothetical or test c&se, posing questions about the possibil~ 

ity of new egalitarian communities, based on the delight and appre• 

ciation of a personal exchange matrix. Friedman describes some of 

these projects as a way of roaking manifest a part of our semiconscious 

world of ideas and habits; of making them explicit enough for us to 

accept or reject as customary behavior {.Friedman 1972a:19 ff). 
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On many occasions, Friedman selects to operate solely as an 

educator through lectures~ theoretical ~tttng, or the publication 

of articles detailing - for example • the Fluxus movement. 

Ran Friedman bas completed hls M.A. degree 1n the field of 

Educationt with a special interest in H~n Relations; therefore, 

his concern with teaching is that of an artist ~ a professional, 

Who bas theoretical expertise io his field. Friedman's Master's 

thesis, comprised of a projec~ and report, is entitled: The Stone 

Forest, Ari Existential A22roagh to Education~ The manuscript for the 
. . 

study report include:s a ··number of stat!i!mehts and insights rang-ing_ 
~ . . - . 

. I • • 

·fro~ poetry to,theorys Some of the statem~nts from Stone Fotest 

further clarify the role of the artist as teacher. 

The language and,methodologic~l approach of Tbe.Jtone F~~st 

are meditative and inspirational. Rather than appeal to the reader 

in the traditional and more pedantic manner, Friedman acts consis-

tently with his usual techniques of communication. Be frames his 

message to appeal and engage the reader on many levels: the cognip 

tive~ the ~bstract and theoretical, the personal and the emotional, 

the fully-conscious and the realm of the semiconscious. Friedma.l.!. 
. . .. ··--·-····- -~ ..... -~- ..... " , .. ·- ..... -···. ------

--. ----- ---· .... -· --- -·-. ·- - -~- ... ,. ---- .. - ····· 

uses bard scientific data, and along with them, symbols of a m~re 

primal, poetic and meditational ~rder. Friedman introduces and 

frames his enterprise in the following way: 

Education is at best a loving business. It is important 

to me to bring love and passion to the place t:hey rightft~lly 

deserve in our professional ent_erprise. This study is one 

such exploration. 

.. 
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Poets say that a poet has but one driving passion, and 

· that that one passion breaks out in a million forms. Minis• 

ters say that a minister has but one sermon, stated over 

and over again in different words. MUsicians say tbat a 

composer hears but one tune, a tune which steps forth in 

many disguises. I id~ntify with all of these professions, 

and here ctauce my dance several times to make it all the 

more clear. If I were the Buddha, and could I but sit 

on that mountaintop far a~~Y~ holding up to the light one 

perfect.flower o~ qndersta.D.ding that.woold awaken alls I 
• . -

would' do so. ll'hile sueh may· be. -my fate in another life 

within this one life, it is not now, and so I use here 

words. The similarities that I see betwee~ parts of this 

work are themes of conc~n running through it, a consts-

tency to ~ feeling and a key between my &tyles.. If each 

reader takes away from this those one or cwo important . . 

messages whieh I try to convey, I will be pleased 

(Friedman 19?1a:4). 

To make ~Y bias clear: for e real Jtudy of human 

educatiou.s.l prob:1.ems, more than St6.tist:ics are nee-•:fed;-

I have great admiration for men and women who conduct 

important tests and derive beneficial information from 

research that can be cpplied to the forging of a better 

educational tool. The sword of knowledge, however, must 

not only be a scalpel, but it must serve-as a rapier of 
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sudden discovery and the Zen-sword of enlightenment. I 

feel that everyone involved in education doe~ a certain 

Zen of swordmanship. To alleviate a lack of which many 

feel. I have honed mr .blade with joy. laughter, wit, 

sor~ow. pathos, tragedy, celebration, song, poetry and 

my full personhood as best I could present it (Friedman 

197la:9-10). 

Friedman proceeds to define education, using primary data from 

his own experience of learning. By presentiog·tbe ~eader with a 

poetie·or descrlptive p~enomenology of his own means of progress 
' . 

in.aequir~ng knowledge/Friedman ·ettdeavor.s to bring forth a similar . . 
understanding or motivation in others. 

The verbal techniques and image~ which Friedman employs.are of 

interest to us beeause they often·bave aesthetic overtones.· ·The 

narrative quality of ~baring autobiographical information to elicit 

shared emotional Tesponses, and the metaphor of the journey with 

inward as well as empirical dimensions which stands for learning ·are 

both communication devices witb aesthetic modalities. The language 

in which the exposition is couched is often frankly poetic. 
- ..... - .. -- - ...... ·-

Friedman describes his journai.:.thes:tl:f as centered ·1n t'h4· 

"experiences and feelings of an existential education" (Friedman 

197la: 15). The term 'existential' recurs with persistence in 

Friedman's artworks and com~entary. To interpret this term in ac-

cordance with some of the mo~e abstract and doctrinaire utterances 

·of philosophic existentialism would do Friedman a disservice.. Such 

. . 
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an interpretation would have the function of directing his work to 

a more limited audience of adepts. 

Through his art project, exhibitions and verbal communications, 

Friedman seems to define as 'existential' those methods and aspects 

of perceiving and learning vhich are experientially and humanisti-

cally centered. F~iedman stresses participant learning. This 

emphasizes that the essential qualities of human existence are 

gained through social p~rticipation and exploratory behavior of a 

personal nature- which leads· to a sense of identity. LearQing is 

a dialectical process which bridges the P,ersonal and the social, 
. ' . . 

the secul~r.and the sacr;d. the p~agmatie.and the idealistic~ 

Learning gives strueture and dynamism to the relationship of these 

polar continua. Another quote from The Stone Forest pertains to 

this id&.a: 

Abraham Maslow. in his contribution to Existential 

Psychology (edp Rollo May, end. Edition, Random House. 1969) 

states that to him existentialism means 

' •••• essentially a radical stress on the concept 
of identity and the experience of identity as a 
!!a! gua ~ of human nature and of any philosophy 
or science of human nature.• 

He continues to state that he bas chosen this definition 

as !h! basic definition both because it is easier to work 

with than terms such as uessence .. , 11ontologyn;, or "existence17 

and further because be feels that it is workable in an 

empirical sense. 

1 found Maslow•s definition very helpful to me. It 

. ; 
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help~d me better to understand a lot of sb~ff r•a bee~ teading, 

and redefined the reason I was reading all thab ~~~f. In A 

further sense. it clarified an experience I had several days 

later .. 

I spent an evening with a friend going through some 

therapeutic experiences to better understand myself ("!dent• 

ity''). mten I returned home, I was still very awake. I 

picked up a large ~olume on existentialism. expecting that 

pe1:haps it could help_ me ~o sleep-.. To my. amazement, ;r found 

that passages whiob I d~d not under~tand in earlier readings . . . 
. . 

~Ow ia~· transparent before me, ~8 if somehow.~ b~tter.undar-

standing of self revealed to me a better understanding of the 

world. And so it had! In t~ d~~a that followed, I was abl~ . . 
to read with very good comprehension works that had .mystified 

or bored-me prior to my growth experience • 

•••• Man is defined as the animal who defines himself. We 

are conscious, our potential arising from the tension be~qeen 

ou~ sheer existence and our ability to perceive and define our_ 

existence. We give the raw material of life meaning~ conscious 
....... '- . . . . . ... 

definition4 When we pay attention to our existence,- our- in-
dwelling desires and goalst the animal nature of our being, 

using the conscious faculties to facilitate and actu~li~e th~t 

being which is ours, we live in an authentic way (good faitb). 

'When l'1e ignore our existence, we establish a dichotomy bet~1een 

·the· vs.r-ious portions of the ·self, bringing about the problems 

of indentity that ~ha:rac.t~rize i0.4\ti1!lie.nt:t.<;:.ity (]?.~.9t f~.i-th)" 
" . •• ~· .... ....... -\l .. ·: :~ .. ·"i'.• . • ~ 

......... 1. 
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Th£ question of choosing and accepting the self is the 

basic question for man. From this choice emerges our poten· 

tial to live fully in the tensions of. being and consciousness

of•being. By avoiding the self, the individual becomes over

whelmed by the tensions that do not plague animals, and 

rootless in a world where !!!! is the o~ly lasting and in-

destructible presence, in a sense ceases to exist • 

•••• The main promise of education is that of making 

available to each individual the skills and talents necessary 

for an ~uthentic anp fru1;tful life (Friedman 1971a:22 .. 24). . ·. 
- . ·' 

.-

Alt~ougb Xen Friedman does DDt wish to address himself to the . ' 

problems of metaphysics as such, there is an ontology which struc-

tures his artworks,. as well as his attitudes toward teaching and 
. . 

performance. This view rests· on an·established and ongoing 

dialectical relationship between being and doing. The foll~iing 

ele~~nts would graphically have to be protrayed with reversible 

arrows denoting structuring activities between them: 

being ~-----.......... ~ having 
~ " ;\ If' -....~ ,.. , .......... ~ 

· · ·· -iearning-t-~--... --~)-becoming·· · 

The identity or existential uniqueness of any individual con• 

sists of the fluid center of these life-activities, and i~ con~ 

tir:.ua.lly redefined on its .frontiers. The aesthetic experience ar,d 

function can be a ~dali~ of all of these sectors and life 

:processes. 

Oo.e important corollary· of this kind of thinking is that the 
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ontological status of the a~twork is shifted from the em21~1 

object to the relational and e!Periential realm. We have defined 

these relationships and essential qualities in philosophic and 

clinical psychological terminology in this section. Yet it is of 

importance to note that these statements are consistent with the 

psychobiological paradigm of perception-cognition described in the 

previous section~ 

Although a variety of interpretations and operatf.onal defini-

tions can b~ subsumed under the explanatory function of any_ theory 
I 

(i.e. 11 let us assume 'that 'exist~ntialism~ is a. theory. a~out human 
• • I .. ' • . ,. 

existence a~d experience); no pro9f ca~ demonstrate that only one 

set of inferences about such a complex subject is valid. Consis-

' tency among converging bodies of. research and 'theory, h~wever, ars . . 

indications carrying a high order of conviction about them.. That 

is, they are p~oductive assumptions on which to think anrt to act. 

Teaching ranks high in Ken Friedman's hierarchy of activity 

orientations. It is apparent that to be a teacher implies once h~v-

ing been a student. Ken Frisdman bas selected to continue his 

education, and to remain a student until be receives his ooctorate 
. . .. - .. -- - -- - "'. 

in the fielcl of Human Behavior, with a focus on the Sociology of 

Art. Be is close to his goal at this time. 

Teaching flaws easily from Friedman's concerns and tachniq~res. 

Yet in his work he maint&ins both sculptural and traditional 

aesthetic concerns in the context of the conceptual and the dic~ctic. 

It in apparent that ... tbere. is.. an U..'lusually high conceptual 
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content in Friedman•s work. Almost all of his projects, events or 

exhibitions encapsulate the conceptual approach and content. For 

Friedman, concept art is not so much an art movement, a~ it is a 

world view or focus for activity. He defines concept art as "a 

series of thoughts or concepts, either complete in themselves as 

work(s), or leading to documentation or realization through 

external means" (Friedman 1972b:50). 

Much of the history of Friedman's involvement with conceptual 

art is related to his early activities as a youth; and to their 
; I l ; 

logical extension as a member of the Fluxus group. The Fluxus 

group, Ken Friedman a~~ng them, seeks to create a concrete art 

which is readily available to a large number of people economically 

and with easy reproducibility. 

' Henry Flynt, the man who first named concept art, defined it 

as 11first of all an art of which the material is 'concepts•, as 

for example the material of music is sound". His use of the te~m, 

incidentally the first$ was in an essay dated 1961. By 1966, in 

part through a friendship and correspondence with._Dick Higsins, 

Ken Friedman became affiliated with the Fluxus group. He b~s 

served as the Executive Director of Fluxus West since that time. 

Each of the forty to fifty members of the Fluxus group does 

his or her kind of art, but there are common grounds of agreem~nt 

among their diverse activities and opinions. ~luxus includes 

many of Friedman's associates, among whom he could count as espc~ 

cially impQrtant:. Dick Higgins, George Maciunes, Wolf Vostell, 
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1~n Vautier, Robert Filliou, Nam June Paik. Joseph Beuys and 

:lieko Shiomi. Friedman describes some of their ideas and activities 

in the following way~ 

••.• The concept artist is characterized by an intuitive outa 

standing essence in work and in living, which must be -

~hieh ~annot but be - manifested 'in particular products or 

works of a~t. It is a srace, if you will, a certain presence 

Which distinguishes the concept artist from the general realm 

of artists •••• conC$pt art is dependent upon 4 DeW vision Of 

the world, a new~sense of.DJeaning .. . . · . 
t .. -. 

e." ;,AIJ existence precedes tssence, so life precedes art' and 

concept art ..... 

The future of art, particularly of concept art, lies in 

sharing· and promoting life and well-being among the peoples 

of the ~arth, of striving toward enlightenment. Ecology, 

social action, justice~ education, the huma.n uses of 

technology •••• these things cannot be foreig~ to us. tfe all 
I 

devote some portion of our lives to the aesthetic. But th-e 

servants of the elite cannot be artists, for such servitude 

. b~eed~ vandalis-m~ -raising jacleals t1f ··the ·spiri-t.· Bey-ond art, 

there is something else again, and it is this other which 

gives deepest meaning and pleasure to that which standing 

alone is most pure and aesthetic in art, all the arts 

(Friedman 1972b:52~54). 

Friedman maintains his sculptural concerns as an artist 

through his innovative attention to materials and textures. Gne 
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of the most important physical characteristics of Friedman's work 

is a high degree of textural qualityt even when the artwork: 

entails no actual physical object. How can such an enigmatic state• 

ment be explained? Much of Friedman's work utilizes familia~ 

symbols and events placed in new and/or ambiguous contexts. The 

viewer or participant comes to the artwork bearing his own world 

of funded meanings with ~im. These meanings are then released 

into th~ aesthetic experience~ This conjunction of~bols, layered 

with personal significance, means that the participant in part. 

creates the.very text~al richness whick he experiences. The 

·artist has· structured the sculptural·concern or phenomenon which 

thus bas a highly multidimensional quality to it. 

When the artwork entails a physical object. Friedman may 

embellish it with the use of old clothes t belongbigs or. personal 

debris (e.g.,. the Vancouver show 1972, and the One-Year-One-Man 

show at the Oakland Art Museum, 1972). He msy include collages 

constructed of old trivia, or even a series of collage notebooks 

(Sheldon Art Gallery, 1973). Most of the items which Friedman 

selects ~?-~ye. "?een_ ~~ed and perm~a_ted with _th~ __ warmth of the hwrun 

touch. The quality of all objects is modified by their use, and 

the personal property of an indivi.dual becomes imbued with bia or 

her flavor as a person. It seems to be one of the insights of 

existential:i.sm to illuminate the truth that man• s being is largely 

defined by his having. The possessor and the possessed are bound 

to defineeach other's existence. 
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Maggie Haggle, of the Lincoln Evening Journal included the follow· 

ing in one of her reports in 1973: 

Friedman says he is a sculptor. He asks, 'Might we not, by . 
becoming more keenly aware of scale as an ~xistential problem~ 
use this awakening not only to .enliven our perceptj.on of the 
arts, but as a certain art of understanding the world and 
being·i~·the-world? This is for me an important dimension of 
sculpt~re, and I think that the process by wh1ch one is a 
sculptor is much bound up in this continual awareness of 
dimensionality'. 

Anather example of a gesture which is didactic and sculptural· at 

the same time, is a eonstru~tion-sculpture 1-mich F.riedman built in 

Saskatchewan, Canada. The recycling and the reuse. of fibers and-. te:c-. 
. . 

tures united into o~e plac& in an object;. are consistent with the 
' 

method and goals of Friedman's philosophy of life. The te~ture ob• 

tained througb.these collage-techniques thus bas a dual meaning. In . - . 
Saskatchewan, Ken Friedman built a sculpture out of crates laft in.the 

hall~ and incorporated this into his sculpture The Winter Wall. These 

crates were thus t'ecycled to create a hi.ghly textured aesthetic fot·m, 

which bad conceptual elements of a moralistic nAture. After the ~x-

hibition, the crates were again recyQled into their former status as 

boxes for packing. Left over fragments were offered to anyone who 

wished t:b.~~~ .... rri~d~~ sais- .. the -fo1l'owin8 aoc"it· rec~~e:1tn1t: · -

Consumability -- I am against it. I think things should be 

made to last, not just thrown away. Maybe it's my Yankee 

background• but I believe one should "use it up, wear it out. 

make it do or do withoutn. Not quite do 'itithout .. if a pen 

or tool is needed, I buy one •••• I rarely buy new clothes, 

but patch and repatch. And when things are gone beyond 
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repair, they come into my sculptural resource holdings, 

for things like traces in the "sculpture is the act of 

living with objects: seriea or other uses (Friedman in 

Albright 1973: 17). 

Many of Friedman's sculptural ·shrines come about in the same 

manner, and with the same added dimensionality of texture. From these 

examplest one can see that the philosophy, the facturing method~ the 

material and mediaJsand the aesthetic as well as the didactic functions· 

are all melded together tn one ·Set or package of.meaniog in a piece 

of sculp~ure. 
' I . 

The majority of art theore~icians strip away from the aesthetic 

experience any functionalist or cognitive significance other than that 

of disinterested meditation. The wider cross-cultural tradition of 

human artistTy has functioned as if there were firm links between 

learning, .enrichment and appreciation.. In this exposition it has been 

suggested that our human psychobiological form is such that these 

inteT~elationships are inevitable. Friedman exemplifies the pot~ntial 

role of the artist as teacher. He performs the maieutic function 

t~ward the definition of personal and educational identity. Many of 
. ·-· 

his &rtworks function as interrogations the answers to which can oniy 

be extended through participant learning. 

Friedman frequently focuses on the idea of learnio.g as becoming 

whole, or as attaining a grasp on personal identity. Since these 

processes are experientially linked, we are naturally led in a 

'developmental way to the last role delineation offered by Friedman: 

.... 

.. 
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that iet the artist as Therapist. Ken Friedman defines thia role set in 

the foll~dng way: 

7.. The Therapist 

Art is at root the deepest form of therapy, of religion, 

of inner exploration. I am yet unable to define adequately that 

role~ however. and merely try to keep it in mi~d as I live ~ 

n.y into a definit:ion.· Eventually, there will be in the arts 

a science not of critical studies, but rather an anthropology 

or psychology of the arts, and to thi~ Qnd I continue to devote 

thought and research. 
" .. 

In conclusion, I again offer that this is not a mani-

festo, but simply my course of action. I hope that it will 

provide to others a guice for the~r understanding of' me and my 
. . . 

work. Perhaps some will find it useful in constructing their 

own guidelines. 

Further, while it is basically a personal stetement, 

it is my hope that the reasoning behind it will offer some 

cogent reflection on the nature of the worlds of the artist, and 

remodeled and more humanistic world (Friedman 1972a:54·55). 

In this last role definition, we shall again use the anthropological 

lens as a theoretical method for setting Friedman's work into its human-

istic context. 

Definitions of therapy are so multiple that there se~ms to be no con~ 

sistent procedure by which we could designate one more relevant to our 
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diacussion than another. Yet the goal of therapy seems constant in its 

reference to the state of making wh9\~· 1Whole 1 seems to indicate the 

state in which the individual can function meaningfully in his or her social 

and personal env~~onment. 

Ken Friedman conjoins this idea of therapy to religion~ and inner ex-

ploration. These functions and fields frequently seem to ~rge in their 

p~oeesses and purposes. ,.The root of artistic experience is a spiritual 

,.. .. order of communics.tions11
., Xen Friedtnan concludes, therefore, that the goal 

." .~. ' 

: 

,· 

of art activities is not only to "proi;luce good art (product), nor to succeed 

in the art world (competition·and commer~e); but also to discover the maan-.. . ·. 
ing and direction_of what we do'tthe tbe~apeu~ic a~ religious)" {Friedman .. 
1972a: 2). 

In his redefinition of the role of artist and the aesthetic experience~ 

Friedman relates the function of art, en~isioned th~ough·the conceptual ap-

pxoach, as analogous to Zen p~actices. The following statement is from 

Th~ A.esthetics1: .............. ....,._ 
There exists a striking and unmistakable relationship betwee? 

concept art and Zen Buddhism. Much early concept are was comparable 

in philosophy to Zen, and in form to the teaching puz~les of Zen 
-·. -

known as Koan .. .. _ The-theatrics (if concept ·art' events were called; 

in fact, neo•baiku theatre. - -
The Four Vo!! chanted often by Buddhists are rather analogous 

to the discussions of the raison d 1etre underlying the creation and 

practice of concept art. They are: 

Tba beings are numberless: I vow to enlighten them. 
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Desires are countless: I vow to tear them down. 

Dhar~ gates are limitless: I vow to master them. 

Buddha way is highest: I vo~ to follow through. 

With a certain hesitations we see at length that art and religion 

are one. There is, in the highest p~actice, no distinction between 

the two, joined as they are by the transcendant linking value of 

a seeking after enlightenment. This is not to say that art equals 

religion as it is now seen amon$ Pr~testant,, Catholics,. Jews~ 

~uddbists~ Hindus., etc.,. save in a few rare. individual cases. 

Most ·or~antzed religio~ and:r,liglous for~s are slavisb.creati~ns 

and serve deeply anti-human causes, intentionally or not, but 

certainly in action. From religion as it is practiced to truth 

is a great distance indeed, but from much .art, as we se.e i,t,, to 

truth is perhaps as great a distance. Art and religion at root 

are one~ however the present situation may be# Concept art is the 

uncovering of a vigorous new theology. 

To create concept art is to approach the truth. This ap-

preach may be compared with the traditional approach to art as 

much as the approach of Zen was ·compared-to tlie· decaying life o.f 

Buddhist cultu~e when Zen appeared4 Concept ert is a rieh ezis~ 

tential striving after illtmitably defined spiritt a graceful 

understanding of life: if a work is not of such nature, it is 

not concept ert, but mere limitation (Friedman 1972a:45). 

', 

In .the same way that genuine learn1oa cannot occur without modifica-

tion in one's being, art cannot really occur without enlightenment. Both 
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are necessary concomitants of the therapeutic process and relationship. 

Ken Friedman acts in accordance with his assertions regarding art and 

religion as baalcally belonging to the same unity. Within the Unitarian 

Universalist movement, Ken Friedman has been a student in a un:lv~rsity set .. 

ting, and has often been called upon to communi~ate through sermons. 

Friedman was also the formulator and editor of an art folio for the 

Religious Axta Guild (Circ~lar; __ Art !&!io Rag Packet). In this Packet, 

Friedman has gathere~ together the work of several artists who were invited 

to contribute to this publication.- Their c.ollec:tive works.are conjoined 

into _a delightf~l little twenty-tt~o page. contri!:'ution: an sestbet:f.c a,nd 
. . 

religious- o.ffering'.frorn a coPJiluntty of artists~· ' 
"' I ' ' 

The relationship of the artist to therapeutic endeavors is usually in 

th~ nature of their performi~g religious Qr shamanistic functions. This 

activity pattern is virtually ·primal ·in .its implications~ There are many 

thinkers who would look for the beginning or 'source' of art in religion or 

iu religious practices (Lommel 1967), Rather than establish anothAar t~n-

verifiable priority of this nature, suffice it to reaffir~ that the tie· 

between art and religion is a firm one. The symbols and rituals which are 

important organizers ~£ meaning and ideology in any cultural group are often 

made or embellished by artists. Artists " or shaman-artists - ar.e often 

employed to tr'.anufacture, manipulate and preserve the s;!cred symbols of a 

society. 

Before proceeding in this section, it should be affirmed that what is 

meant by treligion' does not ents.il any reference to any specific system of 

cultural .thought or practice. A more producti·\Te defini.tion for our purposes 
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would be an anthropological definition, since it can include a variety of 

cross-cu~.tural practices: 

Religion is characteristically seen by anthropologists as a 
distinctive symbolic expression of human life that interprets 
man himself and his universe, providing mot1't'ea for human 
action, and also a group of associated acts which have had 
survival value for the human species (Norbeck 1974:60). 

In meny of his artworks, Ken Friedman shows a predilection toward the 

kinds of projects which involve participation or interaction with an audience, 

or which tend toward performance. Previous references to the'!veats, 

.§ightinss, Omaha Flow S):St!,.tna.• the various Fluxus activities, and a number 

of Friedman 1s other works are primary evidence for this apprai~al. Some of 
a I J ' o .. 

~ . ... . ~ 

the events· or projects which Fx-ttidtaan creates. ha'V'e a ritualistic quai:f.ty . .. . . 

about them. His shrines are an invitation to contemplative appreciation. 

This tendency to ritual performance~ or to the creation of a context for 

r.itual performance, is related to Fr~edman 1 s interest in teaching s.nd therapy .. 

In this respect, Friedman does not stand alone. He is firmly within r. 

e~ll brJt important avant garde tradition in modern art, and in the larger 

and significant cross-cultural tradition of the artist as contributor to 

ritu~l symbolism. Another member of the F1uxus group, Joseph Beuys, selects 

_i~ag~s and Symbols, animate and inanimate eleMents; he manipulates these in 

ritualistic performances which relate to cultural and btunan meanings which 

are at the same time archaic and contemporary (Rohn 1975). Jack Burnham 

a~ong contemporary art historians and critics has been especially adept at 

interpreting the relationship between art and ritual (Burnham 1974 ]!~). 

The modern roots of this tendency in art go back a.t least to Dada ar:.d 

.Surree.lism, and rnore recently to the performance aspect of the ?li!!ppenings 

.. 
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movement of the lata fifties and early sixties. It is interesting to note 

that international artists who vere initially isolated individually hit upon 

the use of enactments which are often analogous to ritual in form and mesn-

ing. They intuitively adopted one of the important humanistic functions of 

art since time immemorial, when it was not part of their contemporary tradi~ 

tion to do so. Why should this be sof 

~erbaps a brief consideration of the form and functions which rituals 

involve might be enlightening. At the most general level, rituals serve as 

organized communication devices or techniques, culturally packaged 

software-sets, ~vailable for special occasions. The performance and partici-. . . . 
' f. 

pation in ~hese sets is calculated to"arouse in the ~pectator·p~rtaker a 
* 

psychobiological readiness to engage in a specific complex of motivational 

or cognitive patterns, and/or overt behaviors. 

Rituals comprise important communic~tions systems ~hich prepare the 

human organism by mobilizing resources and motivations through the reduction 

o£ anxiety and the attendant focussing of attention. The stereotypic aspect 

of many rituals is meant to lower anxiety, especially since it often 1~-

valves the n~nipulation of familiar and predictable me~sages and symbols. 

th@ sig~ls or ordered sequencing of a ritual may trigg~r an extremely 

complex conjunction of conscious and unconscious symbols and meanings o~ a 
singular or multiple nature. w~ile stereotypy can ~educe the level of com-

plexity and disorder in ritual situations, it is also important that there 

occur the kind of learning or reaffirmation of learning which characterizes 

the ritual experience. 

The characteristics of ritual learning must be the same as those of 
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any learning process; yet, they are distinguished by the fact that rituals 

are somehow disassociated from the flow of daily events and life, The cues 

which mark the ritual as a non-ordinary occurrence are structured so that 

the attention and perception of the celebrant is channeled away from irrele~ 

vant stimuli (Ravicz 1974:379·381). 

The techniques used in ritual to structure the perception of the 

participant are varied a~d can include: a preliminary period of sensory 

dep:rivation through physical isolation. and/or the use of distracting noises; 

the ~se of drugs which interfere with the reception of previously ~aningful 

and predict~ble stimu11; the ind~~ement of' stress ~o restrict attention; the 
. 

juxtapositioning of unusual physical or SOcial contexts; the USe of 

repetitive or monotonous stimuli, or combinations of these factors 

OMallace 1966:240), 

The purpose of both sensory limitation and the narrowing of attention 

and perception ~s to enforce structured learning at the moment when a state 

of high at-:rareness combined with suggestibility is achieved. In this way, 

the cognitive message embodied in the ritual is more easily received and 

synthesized by the participant. The stimuli and/or symbols associated with 

the rituai mainta1ri motivation· at·· a high level., .Thes-e s.:t.imU !J.Od symbols 

are precisely those elements of the ritual which are created in the 

aesthetic modality. At the successful completion of a ritual, the cele-

brant is expected to act and feel in accordance with the cognitive orientaM 

tion attained in the ceremonys The celebrant should have a reinforced a£-

fectiv~ structure (.Ravicz 1974:362). 

The aesthetic modality of the rit~l process aids in engaging the aware-

ness of the participant, and directing it to ~ high state of suggestibility 
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or openness. The aesthetic experience as we have defined it has perceptunl 

and motivational as well as cognitive implications. It would seem that 

modern experimental studies in psychology and learning theory support our 

theory and interpretation. 

The therapeutic function of any religion, with its attendant sets of 

~itual activities, are implicated in this role as Ken Friedman also defines 

it. The many Shrines vhicb FriedDIS.n constructs ~re sculptural as well as 

d~votional_acts •. Shrines functios;1 an the level of aesthetic appreciation 
. . . 

and as meaitational catalysts. They are like medicine bundles, whose con• 

junction of·meaningful sy~ols aad textures· ean mobilize energies to . . . . . . "' 

therapeutic ends. 

In our contemporary _world, it is apparent that a high degree of sociel 

change, stress in assuming_new patterns and responsibilities, and a dis

illusionment with traditional attitudes toward political authority and- our 

environment are all related to the birth of a new awareness. This new aware-

ness poses questions about the need to jettison atrophied and dysfunctional 

practices for creative social reformation. It is predictable, therefore, 

that Ken Friedman would employ ritualistic elements in his artworks. The 

-view that Ken Friedman holds -regar-ding the functig_n_ Qf _ _t.:trt as ini~iat:ing a 

process of self-knowledge and social reflection can-Tesult in life-cha-nging 

growth processes which implicate both learning and therapy. 

The use of ritual in the art process incorporates the aesthetic ex-

perience in the important business of learning and motivation. Rituals, and 

the symbolic manipulations they include, are calculated to expedite a cogni-

tiveftaffective- learning process·wbich is ~atalyzed by a new awareness of the 

phyBical and social environment. 
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While preparing this essay, the author sent some forual requests for 

informatto~ to friends, acquaintancest artists and so forth who knew 

Friadmln 1s work. These requests asked for opinions on which aspects of 

FTiedman•s work the recipient judged to be_ most important, and als~ bow 

Friedman's work was personally meaningful to the' participant. 

Seventeen responses which had detailed enough answers to analyze were 

received. Of these responses, a pattern emerged regarding three aspects of 

Friedman•s work which were perceived ·to be most important and personally 

meaningful • . 
(1) The first and d0mi11ant pattern eente~ed in an ·appreciation of ·· 

. . 
r· • . · 

··Friedman as coumunicator. · Friedman's importance• as cominunicator was ;per-, . ' ' 

eeived both on the social level as information e~~hange, and on the personal 

l~vel as creating a sense of ?ommunity in .those who re~eived· and/or: 

produced comunic.ation art •. 

(2) The second theme essentially had to do with learning. These 

responses pointed out that Friedman's art~orks engaged the viewer-participant 

so that he or she actually was placed in the condition of existential ·learn-

ing- The specific areas in which Friedman effectively raised the conscious 

awareness of participants were: the social system and its accepted 

practices; self-awareness and knowledge; new awareness of alternatives in 

E.etion previously not perceived; and how thought and action were inextri-

cably interrelated in human existence. 

(3) The third pattern focused on the wit, humor and energy with whic~ 

Friedman approached his art and his life, His lively 'mud in your ay~~ • 

approach to life and situations was recognized as salutar.y and energizing _in 

its originality. 
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A number of other respondents answered with enclosures or with items 

which could only be considered as mail art or aesthetically gratifying in 

themselves. While these were not explicit answers to the 4uestioas proposed~ 

tbey embody the spirit and thrust of the best in Friedman's kind of art. 

Predictably, one supposes, there were four Who used the occasion to register 

dissenting views from Friedman's theoretical or active stances. 

the creative motivation structuring the various possibilities of the 

aesthetic· experience has always destroyed the barriers of stylistic canons 

and the academic a~titudes toward the realm of the fresh and the innovative. 

Even in nonliterate and simple so~ieties, where stylistic cha4ges appear slow . . ' . . . 
.. . . -

to the out.sider;. the 4:t="tist is quick to incorpC?tate new aspects of mater_ial 

culture and new technological symbols into his artworks ~hen the occasion 

axise,. Few researchers have documented these changes and details. This bns 

led to the p9pular idea that some art. does not ~hange, or th~t cb~~ge in· the 

direction of incorporating newly diffused traits is by definition a corrup• 

tion of a previous more authentic form of indigenous art. Both of these 

assumptions rest on chauvinistic sets of value judgments. There are a qu.mber 

of empirical cases with evidence to the contrary which should serve to invali-

date such conclusions. 

Harold Rosenberg, an important modern art historian and thinker~ bas 

criticized what he has termed the 1 de-~definition' of contemporary art. 

Rosenberg's su'l'll!DB.tion regarding his vie't\'Point on this iss1Je is the follot-7ing: 

However, it is one thing to think about art in new ways -
and another not to think about it at all, but to pass beyond 
art and become an artist in a pure state. The post"art artist 
carries the de-definition of art. to the point whe~e nothing is 
left of art but the fie~ion of the artist. 
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•••• 1What makes one an artist?' This issue is never 
raised in the post•art world, whore it is assumed that the 
artist is a primal force, a kind of first cause • and that 
~e therefore exists by self-declaration ••••• In reality, 
however, an artist is a product of art ~ I mean a particular 
art. The artist does not exist except as a personification, 
a figure-of speech that represents the sum total of art 
itself ••••• The artist without art, the beyond-art artist, is 
not an artist at all •••• The de-definition of art necessarily 
results in the dissolution of the figure of the artist. 
except as a fiction of popular nostalgia. In the end every
one becomes an artist CRosenberg 1972:12·13). 

Rosenberg summrizes his viewpoint. well. He ·is an able. spokesman for. 

those who are naither ultra-conservative nor super avant garde. Yet, the 

aesth~tic modality of the visual ar·ts is ass'9ciated with a muc~ wider 

' · spectrum of activities than woul~ bt; acceptable. under hit. _viewpoint.. Al~tists 

always innovate and interpret their experiences and environments ·in multiple 

~~ys. Some, li~~ Ken Friedman, are responding to conditions of change by 

assund.ng the work and posture charaeter~stic .of artists from a var-iety or . . 

societies some of which are quite different from our own. We should b~ 

heartened by the 'innovative experimentation of artists. 

It is certainly true that artworks are not all equally successfal. The 

gg~liti of each ar~~ork is to be judged by the critica and relevant canons 

~ch evolve with the changing art forms themse~. CriteTia and judgments 

of quality represent relaterl but separate problems with r.eapect to. the ac- . 

ceptanee or any individual as an artist or not. If the artwork were to speak 

with grace and meaning, Ken Friedman would be mo~t pleased, and Rosenberg's 

critical statement, nlln the end everyone becomes an artist", would be a happy 

verity. Instead of an indictment, such as state of general creativity ie ·::o 

be desired and sought afteret You and I shall most likely never bect>me .i..~J:. 

~rtists; but with our human heritage is given us the gift of the aesthetic 
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experience. To this extent, we all share in the art enterprise, and in this 

sharing become at one with it. We all have some capacity to structure 

events and objects with aesthetic modalities. Some from among us have this 

capacity to a profound degree, and they will always take positions of leader-
. . 

ship and insight in the world of aesth~tic experience. 

The concepts and artworks of Ken Friedman have afforded the occasion 

for proposing and rethinking these ideas. Our conclusion is that art and the 

aesthetic experienQe comp~ise psy~hobiological necessities to the ~ich and 

fulfilling human life, rather than felicitious additions ·for a few oq. 

isolated occasions. Ken Friedmants view of· art and life as Totalkunst is 
1 'lo • • p• --tt \Ia 

• . . ... ' 

exemplary of.the arti~t who operates on th~ same theoretical suppositions 

with great success. A final quotation from The Aesthetics summarizes the 

vi~wpoint and content of this essay nicely: 

In order to change the worldJ we must change the attitudes 

and lifestyles of men and women. This means that in reality we 

dontt change men and women, but change situations in order to 

allow people to choose and be free, to choose the changes most 

suitable for them by themselves. Thus) we change the human 
... 

situation. 

How do we change the human situation? By changing and 

renovating the culture - the patterns of being and interaction ~ 

in which the lives of human beings are rooted and grounded. But 

this change is slow • 

••••• culture is transmitted prtmarily from parent to child 

and peergroup to child befo~e the age of S.~ ••• the tas~ is to cTeata 
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a situation in which at least minimal change can be accomplished, and 

necessary social change in terms of ecology and justice must be ac• 

complished. Thus, the culture of the wo~ld-that-is-to-be will be 

changed slightly. And then given this momentum, _the world and eul tnre 
. . 

of the ganeration•next will be changed agai~ • 

••••• All along the way, we must be changing ourselves, experiment

ing, trying new models, livins ~ut new forms and energy flows, correct

ing what ean be corrected nmf and laying the groundwork for what we 

cannot accomplish immediately. . 

· ••••• Tbis is. the ·pilgTimage. 

' 
sometimes I write, sometimes I'm an observer, sometimes an anthropol-

cgist., All this ~nd more. As we all can l?e. The joy of it is, the . . 
message'of it is: with a·little hard·work~ and· lot· of love •n~ 

something beyond name .. we can be it all. experience the depth of all 

even within this brief time•span-

••••• Next year, 1'11 be doing something different and it will: 

be your turn to write the book. We all work together~ share the labor, 

share the profits, share the richness of our moments. When your turn 

comns to write the book, please send me a copy. 

And in the meantime, don't sleep! 

'In beauty it is finished.' 

••••• Navajo Night Chant 
(Friedman l972a: 88-90). 
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Edu~tional Television Network, Columbia, South Carolina~ 1975. 

' • ' t • I 

Tennessee Arts Commission, grant to the support of SIGHTINGS p!:Oj~ct 
a.~tivities in Tennessee~ including university visits and e:xhibf.t:J.ons ~ 
Tennessee, 1975. 

East Tennessee State University Foundation, grant to Visiting 
Professorship in Art and Art History, East Tennessee State Unt~~sity, 
Johnsen City, Tennessee, 1975. · 

National Endmnnent for the. Arts, Vbitin..~ Artist Progr!lm Grant,. .B::rr;· 
Collee;e, Mount ~~rry, Georgia., 1975. 

National Endowment for The Arts, Vis1ti~g Artist Program, Atlanta College 
of Artt Atlanta, Georgia, 1975. 



BOOKS bt KEN FRIEDMAN: 

Aesthetics, Reflection Press. Stuttgart. Germany, 1975. 
(German tra.nslat:lon by W. F. Bonin, in an edition by Dietrich 
Albrecht.) · 

'Jhe· Aesthetics, Beau Geste Press, De,oo, England, 1973. 

,!his Bre~ips Mira~!!,., Series Point Seventy, Berkeley, California, 1969. 

~nvtrstti.s;n ·with AJ."IDilq, 7he Henry Gallery. University of Wa.sblagton, 
. Seattle, 1974• (Published as a monograph for use in conjunction with 

·the Arman· retl:'oapecttve.) 

Events, F_luxus, New York, 1964, 1973. 
... . . 

J#!nta, 8cart ~11cat1ons, Qeneva, _SWitzerland, ,1975. (Pr~och-~ngll~h 
bi•lingual edttloai translated with notes by 3ohn M._ Arm!eder~) 

~tes, Edition After Band, Skraldbede, Ringkobing, Denmark, 1974. 

-~.Stone Por~st= -A~ SXiatential AQPr~cb -to ld~catio~. Inter-discipli~ry 
Studies in Education Department, School of· Ed~cation-. San Prancisc;-o S~ate 
Uaf.vers:l.ty, Limited Edition, San rranc'isco, California~ 1971. 

As Editor: 

&rt Fol_~£• Religious Arts Guild, Boston, Massachusetts; 1971 • 

• I.a,tt.r .. tyt,J;J.om.lp C,9at7!~t I.t.la.~_of the.,Art~:r !'luxus West and Image Bank, Re~ina, 
Saskatchewan and Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, 1972. 

~ern8.,r;ioJ1!1 Sourcq, t71tb Stanley Lunetta, special rmthology/catRl.Q?, 
·issue of Scurce 14agazine, Issue 11, Composer/Performer Editions,. 
Sacr~mento, California, 1974. · 

Ae Illustrator: 

Thomas Onetwo, by Ernest Robson, Something Else Press, Valeneta and ...... ~-,.,.·~~ 
New York, 1971. 



Booklets, Pamphlets. Monosraphs: 

!_be Bowery ~f t~ Mind. Ca:lr Paravel Press. Mt. Carroll. Ill:l.nois, 1966. 

Broqn Circle Haiku, Bard Press., Ventura. california. 1968. 

C001plet 

the Dreams~ Open Process, San Franclaeo .. California, 1967 .. 

A Final Primer, San Francisco S~te Collese Experimental College, 
San Francisco, California, 1968. · · 

!_ree~om .. !nsJ_Deatb, P'irat Unitarian Chureh, San Francisco, california., 1969 .. 

. fi!(.!!, Great Silence, San DiegQ, Caltfomia; _1965. 
' . . . 

ilean W;LJ:.'!£• Fluzuii West:, san Diego,· caltfom~. 1967. 

' I 

!!.J£.em 2f. Jnter.!!S• !'luxus West. San Dlego, Califotnia, 1967 • 

.Q .. K, .:[_~o~tl\,, Open Proc:e~e, San Franclnco, California, 1968. 

?ort •. fo1:!2. ·atw Music Company, Berkeley, C81ifomia, 1970. 

§kull ... aJik!_Jj;gsb!J.!s, Open Process, San Franc:l.sco, California, 1968. 

~en Visual f2e~,, Open Process, San Francisco, California, 1967 .. 



' , 

Books and Pu~lications about Ken Friedman: 

Thomas Albright, !_Dj.alogg~ with Ken Fri!a,dDJ!S, The Joslyn Art Maseum. 
Omaha Flow Systems, supported partially by grants from the Nebraska 
State Council on tbe Arts and SRL/ A Free Religious Fellowship, 1973. 
Pre-publieation edition made possible through the courtesy of Xerox 
Corporation, 1973. 

John M. Amleder. Ken Prledsna.n at Ecart, ed., with -contt"ibutions by 
Cecile N, MCCann, et. al. 1 Bcart Publications, Geneva, Switzerlnnd, 
1975. 

Allen Dodworth, ed., ,!!n Fr~Etd~, A,o:f.se Ga.lleu of.,.AIS• The Eoi9.e Gallery 
of Art:. Goiae, Idaho, . 1975. · · 

Henry Hunt, ed•, Kan ftiedmBn, Gallery of VIsual Art,. University of l~ntac.u, 
Misaotila, Montana, 1974. · · · 

.• 

B.a'dford Thomaa, ed. ~ ~n Fried~n: S:Lgl!finas. Department of Art, 
Eastern Aashington State College, Cheney, Washington, 1974. 

Radford ib.omas. ed., !,en Friedman; Stshtine. revised edition, East 
Tennessee State University. Department ·of Art, Johnson C_ity, Tennessee~ 

. 1975. ' ' 



·. 

Books and Catalogues Including teen Friedman: 

Dletrieh Albrecht, ed., ReflectionB, Reflection Press, Stuttgart, Qermsny, 
1971. 

Mats 1 1
, Fluxus1 .Coneeet & Bureq, Art Bf.sa:ory Ins~itute of Lund, 

Lund, SWeden. 1~73. 

-----:' Baker's Biograebtcal D1ctionarx, N. Slontmsky. ed., 
G. Schirmer & Sons, New York. 

Gael !ennett, Rubber St!!!Ji ,.r:t Show, Department of Art, University .of 
Colorado at Colorado Springs •. 

J o P. Bory, Once bgain, New D1rectioDS, New Yo-rk, 1968 • 

. Joseph Beuya, ~..,Ph Beun Multf.RlP.!• l(lltion Jorg Scbellmana, Muncher&, 
_ . Germany,, 1972.. ·. , 

John Cage, ed .. , Notations, Something Else Preas, New York, 1968 .. 

__ "'!"""' __ ,. D!cj:ionarx. g! Cont;e.orary Musiq,, John Vinton, ed. 1 

E. P .. Dutton and Company, New York, ·1974. 

____ ......., ____ , Dict1.s,parr of J:nternatimal Bi~SI&2,hf1 International 
Biographical Research Centre. Cambridge, England. 

-----l l!:..!!£!ctory of American Poe£!., Poets & Writers, Inc,.$ New York. .. 

Charles Dreyfus, Fluxus: Elements d'Information, Documents d'~xt 
Comtemporain~MUS~ d1Art Modarne de la Ville do PaT1s, Paris, France, 
1974. 

Wolfgang Feeliscb, S.."!Ullllllt111R P'eeliscb, Museum am Ostwall, Dortmund, Ga:rma.1.1y, 
19?0. 

Walt~r Focke 1 Qpen No~ieeJt, I.A.C./ Focke E~itioas, 1975. 

Jorge Glusberg, Arte de Sistema.s, Museum of Modern Art, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, 1971. 

IO.aua Groh, ed., Banm, I~AftC.,/Focke Editiona, Oldenburg, Germany, 1.974, 

Ktaus Grot1, ed., VisueJ.l .. Konkrett Ie~lo~! (Und, Special Issne 11/ll) 
¥~ro Yerlag, Gerstuofen, Ge~ny, 1973 • 

•• •• . _, !~t~_?:national l?J,;:~,nr_ of_t;'M_~, Deustche ZentTal 
Druckerei, Berlin, Germ~ny a~d Editions Publisol, New York. 



--~"",...-'_.. lP.t,ernational_Who • s Who in J\"t and AttJ:iSuef!., International 
8J.ograpbical Research Centre, Cambridge, England. 

J .. H. Kocman, Stame Activit%, J. H. Kocman, Bt"no, Czechoslovakia, 1973. 

Richard Kostelanetz, et. al., eds., As~embliua, Assembling Press, 
New YoTk, 1971, 1973. · 

Ricbard koatelanetz • ed. 1 Breakthrough Fict:Loneers, Something Else Press. 
Barton, Vermont, and Berlin, Germany, 1972. 

Stanley JCrippner, Ps.J'Shec!,elj.c Art, R. B •. L. Masters aDd J. Hquston, 
Grove Press, New York, 1968. 

Lucy Lippard, ~d., auth.. Six Yearai The DematerialiJ:ation of kt, 
Praeger Publication$, New York, ·1973-. 

I • 

George ~ciunas, Fluxfestsale Sheet. Fluxus, ~-York, 1966. 
. . 

George Maciunas.- P'luxfestsale Sheet f2, Flwa.is, New York, ·1970• 

Kerry Marshall, ed., Catalogue of Exhibit:ioDS, 1973-74, Western Asscciatioo 
. ~f Art Museums, Oakland, California~ 1973. 

Kerry Marsha~t', ed.", CaY,.!,'?,me;.of bb:l.bi"~tions, 1975·76, Western Association 
of Art Museums, Oakland, California, 1975. · · · 

.. Kerry Marshall, ed., gatalQS. Supp,lementart Bdition1 1915, Nm.np_~_Q.9£, 
Western Association of Art Museums, Oakland, California, 1975a 

1~vid Mayor, ed., ~ddMEnd A, Beau Geste Press, Devon, England, 1974a 

David l-layor, ed., Fluy.shoe, Beau Geste Press, Devon, England~ 1972. 

Maurizic Nannucci, A..U!t_.~, !cart Publications., GeneWl, Sttitzerlar..c-1 11 l9i5 .. 

Nam June Pai.lt, Yi~ea and Vj.d_eolpgr, Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse; 
New York, 1974. 

JeanMY~rc Poinsot, ed.~ !t~il Art: Communication a Diatanee, Editiocs 
C.E.D.I.C., Peris, France, 1972. 

Terry Reid, ed., with G. Kerr, l9£h Art Iss~!_, Auckland Univeoe:-sity Student 
Association, Auckland. New Zealand, 1975. 

Terry RBi,l, ed., 'dth G. Kerr, Q2.E!,n Drawe:rs, Mildura Art Centre, l-!ildura: 
Australia, 1975. 

Davie Sleet, ~&ing_H~al,th B!_ha;vior, San Diego l..fedical Socie.ty, 
San Diego, California, 19!3. 



'• 

Endre Tot, Incomplete Information, l.A.C. Editions, Oldenburg, Ge~ny~ 
1972. 

Marilyn E. Ravicz~ .A;esthetic AnthropoloBI: An Analysis of Pop and 
Conceptual Art in America; doctoral dissertation, University of 
California at Los Angeles, 1974. 

' 
Harold Szeemann,. and Banns Sohm, editors, FlU]tU& and Bappeni9Jh 

Kolnishcher Kunstverein, Cologne, Germany, 1970. 

Ben Vautier, ed., Festival of Non-Art. Galerie Ben, Nice. France, 1969. 

---""'!""'~' Whb's Who in American Art, Amer:l.ean Federation of the Arts 
and R. R. Bowker/Xerox, New York and ·tendon. 

. . 
------~-• Who 1a Who in tbe West,· Marquis, Chicago. 

I 

• 
' 

• 
~ ' • ' 



Multiple by Ken Friedman: 

1966: 

.9Jlen and Shut Case, Fluxus, New York 

Mandator.x. Hawening, Fluxus, New York. 

Garnisht Kigele Fluxfeas!,, Fluxua, New York. 

Garnisht Kigele Button, Fluxus & Uaderground Uplift Unl!mite~, Hew York .. . 

1967: 

J11st for You, Vluxus, Nev York • 

. Flu%us P.ostal Kit' (with Be.n Vautier. Bob Watts# Daniel Spoerri), Fluxus~ 
· New York. · ' · ' 

Jtoem Object$ Gallery Ten Editions, London1 England. 
. . 

·~core.S9. Plu~us W~st, San Diego, California~ 

1968: 

_flle~nl!!lc;!lS :q~s !'luxus, New· York. 

Flux.z~gbox 2, (with George Maciunas, George Brecht, Yoko Ono, Paul Sba.~its, 
Ben Vaut1er, Willem de Ridder, Eric Anderson, et. al.) Fluxua, 
New York. 

Fluxcorsage, Fluxus, New York. 

Broken Circle Haiku, Hard Press. Ventura, Californiaw 

1969: 

~~~~~ 1969, Kombinat 1, Cologne, Germany. 

Eingepackte~, Vice Versand 1 Remscheid, Germany. 



: 

, 

1970: 

Box One, (with Joseph Beuys, Robert Fillior, George Maciuoas, Stephan 
Wew~rua, Hermann Nitsch, et. al.) Edition Hundertmark. Berlin, 
Germany. 

Port Folio, Gnu MUsic Company, Berkeley, California. 

Two Scores, Gnu Music Company, Berkeley, California. 

1971: 

Corsage, Gemma Three, Kent, England. 

1972: 
. 

~~ Reflection Pr~aa, S~uttg~rt, ·Germany. 

Friedman~rk, Edition Hundertmark, Berlin, Germany • 

• Imas,e :Bank Multi_ple,. Image Bank, British Colu~bia, Canada. 

Last Work of 1972, Fluxus West, Angelus O~ks, California. 

~~!2 Second Piece, Fluxus West, Angelus Oaks, california. 

1973: 

~omAge a Diter Rot, Series One, Volume One, Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, 

J'Ema~ a Dite_r R2!7_, Series One, Volume Two, Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, 
Nebraska. 

Homase a Diter Rot, Series One, Volume Three, Joslyn Art Muce~mt Omaha, 
Nebra.ska • 

.§i'~c ... ~ Cl!!,~2 Composer/Performer Editions 1 S4crament:o, California .. 

1974: 

Idaho Number One Poster, Boise Gallery of A~t, Boise, Idaho. 

South Dakota Poster, South Dakota State University, Department of Art~ 
Brookings, South Dakota. 



··. 

·. •.: 

Codex, Edition Hundertmark, Berlin, Germany. 

]L~e ~ Dieter Rot, Series Two, Volume Four, Fluxua west, San Diego, 
california. 

V£-J!!Be a Dieter Rot, Series Two, ·Volume Five, Fluxus West, San Diego, 
California. 

Homase a Dieter_ Rot, Series Two, Volume Six, Fluxus West, San Diego, 
california. 

. . 
Fluxeoat Cammemora~ve Stamp, Centre for Communication and The Arts, 

Simon Fraser. ·univer~ity, ~~raaby, British Columbia, canada~ 

~at Print Poster, Graphic Gallery; La 3olla, California. 

197S: 
.. 

Idaho Number One Poster, Boise Gallery of Art-. Boise, Idaho. 

Soutb Dakota Poster,. South Dakota State University, Department of Art, 
Brookings, South Dakota. 

Codex, Edition Hundertmark, Berlin, Germany. 

Homage a Dieter Rot, .. Series Two, Volume Five, Fluxus Wost; San Dieg·,, 
california. 

~_&a a Dieter Rot, Series Two, Volume Six, Fluxus West, San Diego~ 
California. 



EVJn..wr8, FERFOniANCBS, AND ACTIONS BY KEN FRIBDMAH 

1956 

SCRtJB PIECE, New London, Connecticut 
TIE LIGHrBULB • New London~ Connecticut 

1959 

GREEN STREEr, New London, Connecticut 
. 
1960 

IMMIGRATION ACTS~ San Diego, Califomia 

1961 
I 

DJMl.GRAtD?N ACTS, San Diego, California 

1962" 

IMMIGRATION ActS. San Diego, California 
_ LlEBE VON Mit AN DICH, San Diego, California 

1963 

IMMIGRATION ACTS, San Diego, California 
IMMIGBATIDN ACTS, Los Angeles, California 
SBAET!', Los Angeles, California 
FRUIT SONATA, Los Angeles, Califomia 
PASS THIS ON TO A FRIEND, Pasadena, California 

1964 

IN THE OLD COUNTRY, Santa Monica, California 
JESUS SAVES, MOSES INVES~, Santa Barbara, California 
PENNIES FOR GOD. San Diego, California 
WHOOP, Del Mar, Califomia 
WATERMELON SYMPHONY, Redlands, California 
SUMMA TBEOLOGICA, Santa Barbara, California 
PlmLIC NOTICE, Los Angeles, California 
BATrLE CRY, Pasadena, California 
Tim PASADENA TRAVELER, Pasadena, Cal:l.fomia 
TBE TRULY INCREDIBLE FRIEDMAN, San Diego, California 
CHRISTMAS TREE EVENTS • Torrance and Redondo Beach, California 

. 1965 

TR..I\NSPORTA'l!!ON MID YOU, San Diego, California 
CHESTERFIELD FOR PEACE 1 Orange Count-}', Califom:la 
GOFF S'XREET, Lag-..taa Beach, Ca11fo1"nia 



ZE!l IS WBBN~ San Diego, Califomia 
~ ZE REVOLDriON • Pasadena, California 
RIVERBOAT BRAWL, Disneyland, California 
WICkED JOHN BUS THE ROAD, Point Lama aud Pacific Beach, California 
CHEERS • Pasadena and Los Angeles, California 
ZEH RASQTBALL, Pasadena, California 
SNEEZE PIECE, Los Angelea. California 
ANNIVERSARY, Loa Angeles • California . 
SURPlUSE SNEEZE PIECE, San Mateo, California 
SUDDEN BARMONY DANCE .'l'I.JNE, Riverside, Calf.fomia 
TRAm S'l'OP, Mount Carroll, Illinois 
THE ADVEN.TURIRS • Mount Carroll. Illinois 
WEBS'l'ER'S DIC'rlONARY, Mount Carroll, Illinois 
'lBE ~RNING SER.Vl;CE, de Bsnneville Pines, ADgelus Oaks. Caltforn:ta 
FIRST TIME AROUND, M:I.·Con Midwinter, IlU.noia 
OPEN. AND SHUT CASE, Chicago, Illinois 
SBAN'J.Y 11 Chicago, Illinois· 

·1966 r 

TR.ANSPOR'lATION AND- •YOU, Greater Los Angeles Area, ,California 
CBRISTMAS DIE EVENtS, Los Angeles~ and Manhattan Beach, California 
IBN IBRAHIM ENSEMBLE. Motint Carroll, Illinois 
H!MH, Mount Carroll, Illinois 
RADIO GARNISHr KIGELE,. Station WRSB, Mount Carroll, Illinois 
FARTHER ALONG, Mount Carroll, . Ill:lnof.s .. ' · 
ZEN VAUDEVILLE~ New York City,. New YorJ:c .. 
INCOGNI'D> • ERGO SUM, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
HOMAGE '1'0 DAN'IBL SPOBRRI, Mount Carroll, Illinois 
FRUI'r nt THREE ACXS, Los Angeles, California 
MELON MELODY, Los Angeles~ California 
'l!BE .ARABIC EMBASSY SCANDAL, Redlands, California 
RIJ.1'A LAMA, de Benneville Pines, Angelus Oaks, C.lifomia 
CELEBRATIONS, de Benneville Pines, Angelus Oaks, California 
FRUIT IN THREE ACTS, San Francisco, California 
THE WANDERER, Berkeley, california 
H!MN, San Francisco, California 
HYMN OF HER, San Francisco. Cal;tfornia 
HM'PENING, Open House, Pacific Beach, California 
:!!Luxus· SALE, Ithaca College, Ithaca, New Yo~k 
AJ,LAR sntGS :f Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 
BED'riME READER* New York City • New York (READING TBE BIG BOOK) 
AI.L THE NEWS THAT FITS IN PRINT, Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 
tom SAVED A SE..\T POR YOU, Marblehead, Massachusetts 
. 'l'UP.NING THE PAGES, Ithaca, Ne-J York 
MIDNIGHT MASS, Marblehead, Massachusetts 
SE".wLING PmCE~ Marblehead, Massachusetts 
VHEN I SHPEAK, New London, Counectieu't 
TRAVELLING FLUXSHOP,. New England States 
THREE DAY STONE~ Avenue C Fluxroom. New York City, New York 
SACBEM DRIVE, New York, Vermont, Contlecticut 
FV'JruS v1:SIT~ Vassar College 
'o/I.oxus VISIT, SEJ.~ah Lawrence College 



,. 

Ftt» 'IJS VISIT • Middlebury College 
8-UBT 1\Rnm VISit, Boston. Maasachusett:s 
FLU tUS/CONCEPT ART WRICSHOP, Palisades, New .Jersey 
NABASCBWIJLI EVENTS, San Diego, Caltfornia 
IN REPLY, La Jolla, california 
DICTUM, san Diego, California 
RIDntG '!'HE CREST, Costa Mesa, California· 
NAB, La Mesa, California 
FI;tJXUS lNVISIBLB THEATRE, San Diego, Cali-fornia 
FB.UCHT IN DllEI AKTBN, San Diego, California 
ONE/TWO, San Diego, California 
CAlm, New York City, New York 
CONTEST, Boston, Massachuaett& 
EDUCATIONAL DE/COLI..AGE, -Sao Diego ·State College, San Diego, California 
FLUXPILMS AND CONCERT, The UnicQrn. La Jolla, California 
STREET PIECES, San Diego, California . . 
GARNISHT IaGELE FESTIVAL• La Mesa, California 
SEB 'rBE LIGHT ~PPENING~ La Mesa, California. 
CELiBBATION OF SUNS AND THE MOOtj, La .Jolla,. Calif.ornia 
FESTIVALS,- La Mesa, California • ~ · . 
RACK TO RAVIOLI RBHJARSALS, La Jolla, Californ;f.a -
TRANSPORTATION AND YOU, Torrance, california 
KOZLOWSKY1 S 1lMBllBLL&, La Jolla, The Unicorn Theatre, ta Jolla~ California 

1967 

CHANTS, Fluxus ~st, San Franc~aco, California 
FLUXTAPES, fluxus West, San Franeisco, California 
STEW PIECES, Fluxus West,. San Francisco, California 
CONSTRUCTION PIECES, FluxllB West. San Francisco, California -
FOUR FLUXLBCT~S, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, California 
~E, San Francisco State College 
FOLLOW TBB LEADER, San Francisco State College 
SURREALIST PARTY CAMPAIGN, San Francisco State College 
POLITICAL. KAMIKAZE EVENTS, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, 

california 
T'$LEPHONE EVENES, San Francisco, California 

ICE!PING TOGJmiER MANIFESTATION IN$TANT THEATRE PERFOP.MANCES: 

At the FILLMORE AUDITORIUM for the PHOENIX BENEFIT, San Franciaco 
At DANCER'S WORKSHOP for the RAG BENEFIT, San Francisco 
At STEVE GASKIN'S CLASS (later THE MONDAY NIGHT CLASS), San Francisco 
At PROVO PARK in Berkeley 
At the JABBERWOCK in Berkaley 
At the STRAIUdT Tmt~ in San Francisco 
~t the PRINT MINT in S&n Francisco 
At CA.tiFOnNIA HALL in San Francisco for the EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE L.A .. ~i.F .. 

~I~~ARY EVEt~S, San Francisco State College 
Krcl TRAVELLING ~~S, San Franeisco, San Jose, Santa Cruz, California 

.. 



.. 

CITY,.Co~mons, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, California 
CO!~tESS OF AMERica, God's Eye Ice Cream Parlor, San Francisco 
11LUXUS SALES, Etcetera, Mission Valley, San Diego, California 
DlSTANr !BEATO SERIES, Greater San Diego Area 
ROCK PLACEMENT, Fluxus West, San Diego, C811fomia 
PAPER. BIRD WITH MILAN ICNlZAK, All over the United States 
NEW MUSIC EVIN'l'S, Greater San Diego Area 
IRSTANT lBEATRB SERMON, Unitarian Society of West Los Angeles, California 
mmEIMA.N' S CBOICB, Venice, California 
FLUX BXBIBI'l'ION, Fluxus West, San Diego, California 
RELIGION AS NOTHING ELSE, Unitarian Church, Sao Diego, California 
RECBPl'ION, Lindbergh Field, San Diego, California 
GUh""NEB.Y DRILL, lake Murray, Sao Diego, Celf.fornia 
DOING DIS 'fBING lrliTU iOU, ·La Jolla, California 
SOMETHING ELSE IV.DINGSa the Tiny Ork, La Jolla, California 
SQUASH GAME, The Red Shed,· ~oint' LoJDa, california 
NEO·HAilaJ THEATRE, The Red· Shed, Point Loma~ Califoraia 
VAUTlER THEATRE. The Re~ Shed·, Po,int Loma, Cali_f~rnia 
CRUISING; San Diego, California 
TWENTY GAttDNS~ Oxford, Ohio 
nm·. tostml COIDNBLS·. Oxford,· Ohio · 
P./lCO, TACO & PEDRO, Oxford, Ohio 
EVEN!S ~ Conference in San Diego 
KEN IS :SEN IS UN I S BEN, San Diego State College 
HQW CAN YOU BE ~ 'l ,. Sa·n Diego • Nice/ Paris./Tokyo 
WHEN YOU ARB TH!!E t, San Diego - Nice/Paris/T~kyo 
BIRD IN FLIGHT, San Francisco/New York/Boston 
M Mailing G, San Francisco/Boston 
EPIC THEOLOGICAL CONVOCAXION, Arlington S-treet Church,. Boston, Massachusetts 
MIDNIGHT P'LUJ040RSHIP EVEN'.£, Arlington Street Church, Boston, Massachusetts 
MEATBAtL. 'Boston, Massachusetts 
MOTORCYCLE, Massachusetts Highways 
POL DE NUIT, San Francisco/Boston 
THE FIVE FOOT BED, Fluxua Cooperative, New York City, New York 
TRIPS, Benevolent Fraternity of Unitarian Churches, Boston, Massaehr:eetts 
AR7uat GROUP PIECES, San Francisco 
KNlZAK PBOJJECT, San Francisco, California 
ODE TO POLITICIANS, San Francisco 
RESTAURANT EVENT, San Francisco 
TEU:CAR, San Francisco 
aN IS BEN. San Francisco 
BEN IS KEN, San Francisco 
DECLW.TION a San Francisco 
OPEN: FLUX lm"'w YEAR, Omaha~ Nebraska 
.JACK IN THE PULPIT, Omaha, Nebraska 
SNOWBALLS, Omaha, Nebraska 
CURRY NIMBLE'S NOMINATION, Omaha, Nebraska 

1968 

:JAMl JOSE ACTION nu!ATRE 1 San Jose, California 
SETUP FOR CAPtAIN OHIO. San Francisco State College 



.. 

FRIEDHAN/&WBIGER'l EVENINGS, Pluxua West~ San Francisco 
MIGERT/FRIEIHAH EVENINGS, Pluxua West. San Francisco 
THE SBt SMU.ING SK!'SCRAPD.111 San Francisco State College 
lNSmT 'limA"rU, de Beanevf.lle Pines, Angelus Oaks, California 
VACANT "EBEA'lRE, lluxus West, San Francisco 
INS'lAft THEAmE, P'luzua West, San Francisco 
VACANT LOT, Fluxus West, San Francisco 
PLATETsUS'lER 111 Pluxus West, San P'raacisco (PLATEBUSTERS) 
EGGBUSTERS, Plums West, San Francisco (EGGBUSTERS) 
BlllDUS'l'ER., Fluxus West, San Prancisco (BUNDUSTERS) 
INSTANT 'lHEAmE, SBL..wB.C Conference., Berkeley • California 
PIPE :oam, Berkeley, Califom:la 
VAtrriEll DAY, Santa Crus, California 
.DIZAK NIGHT, Drake's Bay, California 
PEATS OP EXBIBITlONXSK, San Francisco State College 
PAiT!, Fluxus Vest, San Francisco:~ California 
ORCH/EST/RA .. Big 'Bear, Galifomia 
CONCERT FOR. WINDS, Big. Bear, Cal,:l.fornia 

· MIDNIGHT WOB,SBIP 1 Big Bear, Cal:Lfpraia . 
N!Sf MUSIC CONCERT (~r:Lc Stratton); -Big BeB.f, C4tliforn:La 
CONCEP'r ART SEMINAl., Bts Bear, California · · 
FLUXDS MOTION WOlUCSBDP 1 Big Bear :to California 
THE EMPr!' !HBA'lRE (Rich Harris) • Big Bear. California 
FLUXMOUNT.AINCONCEB.T, Camp Oaks, Btg Bear, California 
STAR DOT, Fl~ West, San Diego, California · 
F.LtlXUS ·w.K Sli:M·1 Rad:f.o.mm, San Diego, Califom1a 
GOD'S OBVIOUS DESIGN, Fluxua West, San. 'Diego 
l!i.Y EVENT, l'luxue West~ San Diego 
UBU AMOS TAPDANCE, Pacific Beach, CAlifornia 
FttJn'OUCH, Ven:l.c:e, California 
AK1'UAL H:>NTH1 Fluxus West, San Diego 
SECOND SERMON, Unitarian Socf.ety of West Los Angeles, California 
FLUXUS LECTURE, Hoover High S~bool, San Diego, California 
A LIVING SEBMOR, Unitarian Church, San Diego. Cal!foruia 
PARTY, San Diego 1 California 
ALL NIGHT RAPS, Santa Monica, California 
THE BB.EAn.BQX WiNNER, Santa ~tonica, California 
DOING ·TBE BEACH, Santa Monica, Califomia 
CELEBRATIONS, Saint Jobn'a College, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
SURFIN' BIRD (BAR!ABA RIPPEY), Santa. Fe, New Mexico 
FL'DXDS CONCERT, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
POOLS!DE SUNLIGHT, Saint John r s College, S_anta Pe • New Mexl.co 
INSTANT 'tHEA'mE (w/ R.ICSABD KOSS(Il) a Saint John 1 s College 
TIJE FUNERAL» Santa Fe, New Mexico 
THE GOD SHOW (Ralph Cook) 1 Saint John t s College, S.anta Fe, Ne-r~ Uexico 
RECORD BREAK, Santa Fe, Nev Mexico 
THE LAS.T SERVICE, Continental Conference, Saint John's College, Santa Fe 
LARRY LADD'S INAUGURAL BALL, Santa Fe, New l'l~1co 
ON THE WAY, New Meld.co .. Illinois 
ROOT BEER SOLD HERE 1 Springfield, Co,.orado 
i.IDXING D..o\Y • Yellow Springs, Oh~o 



HOEOltiNG l1DBER1' BDMPBREY', Yellow Springs, Ohio 
KOSBER-NOSTRA SUPPBB., Cbmnpaign•Urbana, Illinois 
SURPRISE, San Francisco 
THE MACK 'N'mUQUB STB.DI; lWID, Flums West, San J'rane:taeo 
286, San Francisco-san Diego 
ROLL 'N'GO • Big Sur, California 
DEP IN rolJCH, Ventura, Cal1fom1a 
SEB./VICE, Ventura_, California 
LEAVE IT .ALL BEHIND, Thousand Oaks, California 
IDfAGE 10 MID MckiNLAY, Berkeley, califomia 
.AK!UAL/EVENTS m MD'liON, Fluxus West, San Diego 

1969 

THE MONlCBY 'S HIGHl OUT, Fl~ West, San Diego 
· B-HC /2, Ventura, ca11fomta . . 

TBB LIDIA'EURE OF YOUt V~tura, California 
FORMS· OF FUNC'l!ION AND MBAH:nm,· V~tura, C~1fomia 
A GAME OF_· TOUCH, Ventu'l'a, Califorpia · -- . . . · 
ArrUAL WALK,· de Beoneville Pines, Angelu.a oatca,.·califomia 
THE 'MmNIGB! HOVERS,. Ventura,· Califarnla • 
AnER SOIGTBIRG, WI:JAT ? , Unitarian Fellowship, Burbank,. California 
THE POSSDILI'l'!' OP YOU, Unitarian Society of Las Angeles, West 
CRUlSI;:JG FOR BUBGEJiS_, (G. Sweigert & D. Mendelsohn), Boston 
PA~DilS, Boston, 111lton Hotel 
WOltSHIP, Boa~, Massacbusette 
PAGi:NGS, San Prauciaco:. Intematioaal Airport 
S'lUDIO PIECES, Fluxus West, San Francisco 
MUSIC WORICSHOP • Camp Seabeck, Bremerton, Wesbington 
JUSt LlKB 'l'lfAT, Camp Seabeck, Bremerton, llasbington 
INSTANT THEAmE, Camp La Foret, Colorado Sprtass, Colorado 
JOUR./N!t San Francisco, San Diego · 
BANG INS, San Francisco, California 
TRA/VELS • Southern California 
HOMECOMING, Claremont:, California 
HANGINGS,. San Rafael, California 

1970 

V'01l, Big Sur. California 
ZEN SOFTBALL, Berkeley, California 
n.atiGRATION Acr WITH ALISON :KNOWLES, Los Angeles, California 
rua VOSTELL, San Francisco/Koln 
AUTO PIECE FOR ANDRE 'J!I:I)MKINS, Berkeley 
FOUNTAIN PICEt Berkeley/ Milan 
ICOI~ PIECE, Berkeley/Dusneldorf 
llrl'EEF PIECE, Berkeley/Koln 
KRISHNA BLESS M! OPENING, Richmond Art Center, Richmond, Cellfomia 
ROASTING OFF, Berkeley 
'l~BE NEW CRITIC, Berkeley 
TilE HA'RVBS'r, El Cajon, California 



F!AlfliC ACTION, Berkeley1 Califomia 
mE CHAM.ES VAN DAMMB FAMILY, Intel"!1at1onal 
l'&!•A•POBM, Berkeley. California 
mB SILINT NIGH!• Nevball, Qal:l.fomia 

1971 

DB SILENT NIGBT1 Newhall. California 
lo.ooo, Fluxas Wes~, NeWhall-Saugus. California 

THE PltlVACY SIRIIS consisted of all of the events performed by 
Ken Friedman between February ao.d July, 197111 sometimes with one o;r 
two friends• always uaannnuaced, undccumented and without publicity: 

PS·l 
PS 2 
PS 3 

· PS 4 
ll85 
-~S.6 
lS7 
PS 8 
PS 9 
PS 10 

· · PS··ll 
PS 12 
J!S 13 
PS 14 
P:S 15 
PS 16 
PS 17 
PS 18 
PS 19 
PS 20 
PS 21 
PS 22 
?S 23 
PS 24 
PS 25 
1$8 26 
PS 27 

All! :BOLOGN.l 
'l'BB PU~S RBHB&BSAL 
mE BAG. 
mB BAC REGAINED 

. · l'BB BAG REBUFP'D 
· A SliOULDE1t JOB 
OKL&BOMA~ -o.tt~ . 
OSAKAYA, O.K. 
SZALDIG 
WEBRLONG SL .. E 
YOUR. NATIONAL FORESt-· 
TR8CASK 
HONORAB7..B SIR AMITABBA 

. AMID THE DAIKON 
'l'BE lU'J:UAL MOOSE 
TBB WINK JOB 
MOOS DIR BO!S 
THE RONDRED MILB TB.IP 
I FORGOT 
CEMENT OV!RCOATS 
SBAB!<ED · !IF4RTS 
MAKING YOUR MONft SING 
Till sa GULL· 
THB DAiroDlG BAmrtJB 
PICRLBD INTAKE 
THE PBACTUBED DOOR. 
TDMINAL CASE 

Saugus. California 
Newhall-Saugus 
Pasadena 

.Paiadena 
PasadeQa 
Pasadena . 
Claremont ' .. 
Los Angeles 
Redlands 
San Diego 

'Re4lands/B1g Bear 
-Loa. Angeles . 
Los Angeles 
Los Angeles 
Rollywod 
Los Angeles 
Newhall-San Diego 
Greater Los Angeles Area 
Burbank 
Saugus-San Diego 
Berkeley 
Berkeley 
Mendocino 
Berkeley· 
~avis 
Sacramento 
Cordelia 

StlELL OF T!IE FUTDRE~ Berkeley, California 
A't-N' s FREE TUMBLER.. Berkeley 
SILEN'.r SliOES, Davis 
WSS, Davis 
CITIZEN'S CARD, Paris~ France 
BIENNAL PIECE, Paris, Fl:ance 
FIRS'£ CAUSE, Bermington, Vermont 
l'lfl1..LmG. Mendocino. California 
DE'nmMitiATE SENTENCES, Petaluma a California 



1972 

IMlGE BI.NQUBr, Vancouver, British Columbia. Canada 
!HE EMPJmOR.' S N1W XUE. Regina, Saskatchewan, Cuada 
LOOXlHG FOlt NEEDLIS, Barstow, C:alifornta 
ONE BELL oa. 1'WO r 1 Arlboy, california 
A. LONG Llrtalt, J.Ciogman, Arizona 
THB tass, Williams• Arizona 
GOmG BACKWARD SWIFEY, Flagstaff, Arizona 
SPIB.IT•ONE REJOICBS t Walnut B C8n}'On. Arizona 
A LENGTHY APPBOACH., Gallup, New Mexico 
WATER. DOG, Farmington, New Mexico 
SUM T~ IATJm.., Durqo, ·Colorado 
ON A JUNGLE PAm. Denver, Colorado 
t-TALKING·DOWN 'lO WASHING'.OON1 The Shaker. Seed House. tyringbam, Massachusetts 
CIVIC CENTER, Tyringham, Massachusetts 
ANOTHER l«>RLD; Worcester, Massachusetts 
A FLY BY NIGHT OPERATION, Something Else Eress, Barton,. Vermpnt: 
THK HAB.VEST, Somet~ng Else Jain;._ Barton, Ve~n~ 
NEl\.RER.1 CAPE COD, TO. ntEE, Cepe Cod, Masso!chus·etts 
D!NAMIQUIS,. Cape Cod,. l'f,asaaeh~setts · 
AUTRE MONDE, Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
ROUND tRIP., Colorado/New Mexico/Arizona/Utah 
LET'S TALK TlJiucEY, de Ben.ne1fi.lle Pines, Angel~s Oaks, California 
HAIL .70 1:HB ~~ .ECBS~ Davis. California 
HAIL 'lO THE BABE, ECBS, Davis~' california 

1973 

THE nros ARE Otrr WALKING, de Bennsville Pines, Angelus Oaks, California 
JUNGT ... E DANCE, Angelus Oaks, California 
FRUITS OF 'l'HE LAW, Omaha, Nebraska 
SHEEP,. Omaha, Nebraska 
ART IS INSPIRED BY PURE FEAR, Otnaha, Nebraska 
CALLING MRS & ROACH, Denver, Colorado 

. NICHOLAS SLON»IBKY' S BIRTHDAY, de Benneville Pines, Angelus Oaks, California 
SIX .. ACRE JAM, de Benneville Httes 
Pl-lE8T 1S Bm'l1IDAY MERINGVRS~ Laguna IJeaeh, california 
THE SOUTH, P.ART ONE, El Centro, California 
THE SOUTH, PART TWO, Yuma, Arizona 
THE FORTH OF JULY, Tucson, Arizona 
DESCENDING 'IO THE SEA, Boalevard, California 
CAMFitm~ Boulevard, california 
PRIAPUfl RISING, Bl!rlteley, California 
FLUXFURNITURE. La Jolla, California (for Lefty Adler) 
ROCK R!MOVAL FOR GEORGE MACIUNAS, San Diego, California 
ROCK ON. WITH WEL'tON JONES, San Diego-New York 



,t 

1974 

CROSSED PALMS Wl!H TERRY ARNOLD, Los Angelea, Califomia 
MD'liNG WITH HELCBBRT. Los Angeles, California 
SCBINDLER AltCBEOLOGY WITH TJEBRD DEELSftA, Bewport Beach, California 
PWB!T'S BIR!HDAY DRESS. Sant.a Barbara, caltfomia 
TBB.RJGBr RID!!, Interstate Five, California 
LABOR DAY, Philo, California 
OPEN, Saa Francisco,· C&lifornia 
OPEK NING, LaJo11a. California 
ST.AJIP ACt, La Jolla, California 
BAVIRG TBB CAD, NO! EATING IT, '100, Denver, Colorado 
BAVD'G !BE CAKE, NOT EATING, Denver, Colorado 
TBE. REST OJ.P THE ROOM, Denver • ~lorado 
smottER. • s PARADISE, sale Lake City, Utah 
IS !HAT THE SUN OR tHE HlON 11 Salt LUe City, Ut8h • (1) . 

. snm sTRUT NOODLE musE, Salt Lake City, u~ . 
I 1M NOt·. FROM THIS NEIGBBORmOD, Cheney, ·WaabtDg1;on 
WAI.lQ)lt! oif 'rBROUG~ WASHJNG'D>B II Cheney •. WashiDgtcm . 
THE G~ts·or·1BB ·BARE ,(with Chris Sublett), Cheney~ Washington· 
A VAI.BDICTOB.Y, A !'BAST (with Ruben 'lrejo), Cheney, Washington 
AN BVEJIJING WITH DR FB.IEmrAN, An4/0r, Seattle, Washington 
WHITE, Mmltl'r WRID, ·lSellinghalll, Waabf.Dgton 
sno INSltY I Jellingharit, ·Washinston . 

. CIGARS SH>taNG CIGARS, Belling~, Wasbiqton. 
THE PICNIC ON THE LAWN, Bell:l.ngham, Washington 
ZEUS AND DANAE, Bell1Dgbam., Washington 
SPACE PATCH, Vancouver. British ColUDibia, Canada 
BRITISH MO'l'OB. lMPORTS, Seattle, Washington 
FORTUNE, CLAUDIA, GOBDO, LIBYA, TlH, COOKIES~ Seattle/Tacoma 
YES, Missoula, Montana 
NO, Miesoula, Montaua 

. MAYBE, Missoula, Montana 
STEELDl1

, STEBLDI' ~WAY, Missoula, Montana 
ASK FOR MAC, Missoula, Montana 
THSEE·MAN PLAYOP'P'S, Missoula. Montana 
THE PARTY LINE, Billings, Montana 
DADA 1 S BICYCLE 
JllMPnt' JACK DANIELS, Boulder, Colorado 
CACTUS JACK FLASH, Boulder, Colorado 
GUESS Wlll 1S COMnlG '1'0 SUPPER, Boulder, Colorado 
l'LBANOR. YAWNING (with Diane Berendt), :Boulder, Colorado 
BOAtMAN'S HOLIDAY (with Georg Gugelberger), Riverside, California 
HOMAGE A 'l'OT ENDRE, San Diego, Califom:ta 

1975 

BDMA.GE AN ENDRE TOT, San Diego, California 
THE ZURCR FOR TRU!H AND JUSTICE, San Diego, California 
THE GUSTINE PIE~, Gustine, Califonia 
FmsT SINFONIE, San Franc.:lsc,, California 



LA WMELLE, San Franc:l.sco, California 
SHANGHAI 1 D IN AUBURN 11 Aubum, Cal:l.fomta 
Tim SP:ZED OF LIGR!' REACHES NEVADA, Ne'7ada/C4lifornia :Border 
BOOM'l'OWN OR. BUST • Verdi, Nevada 
THE SPEED or LIGHX BROTHERS ABB.IVI, Reno, Nevada 
DOING HIS THING WrtR YOU, ED MAR'liNEZ VARIATION, Reno, Nevada 
CHEERS 1 Reno • Nevada 
FRDDM..~ CRAPS OUT, PART Olm, Reno, Nevada.= 
FRIEDMAN CRAPS OUT, PART 'lWO, Elko, Nevada 
MY FAIE LAm: E, Blko, Nevada 
THE PIBC!:ABLE KINGDOMt Elko, Bevada 
THE SPEED OF LIGHT REACHES trfAH, Hevada/Utah Border 
TB! S~ OP LIGB! SLEEPS !BROUGH urAH, Utah Highways 
tHE HBBtm CREE~ REVEALED, Heber, Utah · 

· 'rBE SPIED OF LIGHT PASSES THBOOGH UTAL AS~J3P • Utah Highways 
TBE. SP.OD OF LIGHT HITS COLOBADO~ Colorado· Border 
OONTE NtEN 'UL ~PROCHE, Rocky Mountains, Colorado . 
CON'lllmNtAL DIVIDEND, Berthoud Pass, Colorado · 

. . THE SPEED OF LIGHT CROJSBS Df1'0 lWfSAS, . Colorad9/Xansas Border 
TD.. BULEISPIEGEL HBBTS COLLYER KANSAS, Collyer,· Kansas 
-ART m AMERICA,. Tt/AT OLQ FAMILIAR FEELING, Hays, 'KaiJ..sas 
~tAR ALPHABET, Wichita, Kansas ' 
WICBlTA lfAllVJ!:ST, Wichita~ Kansas 
ONB OF 'lBREE ACTS. Wichita. Kansas 
Ml.$SOUR.I AnER MIDNIGBT1 Hie~o~ri Border , · . 
. AN AC'l OF BBAGGADOCIO, Bragp.do!=iO, ~taa·ou~.i 
ONE MimJTE IN AnRANSAS, Missouri-Arkansas Border 
RIVERBOA~. GAMBOLIERS, Brasher, Missouri 
TENNESSEE YOU NOW OR. TENNESSEE YOU LATER, Tennessee State Line 
TI-m CONCERT~ .Jackson, Tennessee 
'XBE SPEED OF LIGHT MEETS GRAVIfi, Jackson, TennesseG 
TENNESSEE THE LONG WAY, Tennessee Highways 
SBARP AS A PIStoL, WHOA..Wli>A, B:ristol, Tennessee 
Dil'O VIRGINIA, INTO AND OUT AGAm, Bristol, Virg:f.n:La 
011, MOOSE:. OH FIRM MOOSE THIGHS, Johnsou City. Tennessee 
OR, MOOSE, OB MOOSE 'PIR!f THIGHS AND BREASTS, Johnson City, Tennessee 
I.tr"JIL WITH YOUR FROG., .NOW, BABY, Johnson City, Tennessee 
THE SCHOOL OF llARD XNOXVILL!, Knoxville, tennessee 
MARCHING ON TBROUGH GEORGIA, Tennessee/Georgia Bot'der 
DI PB.ntA ROMERO,. Rome, Georgia 
Tlt>BN! MW, YlOUD.t Berry • GeOTgf.a 
Tim KIDNIGUT on., Rome, Georgia 
CBAT'XM~OOKI!, Chattanooga, Tennessee 
DB, DUST ME OFF AGAIN, Atlanta, Georg1.a 
!BE n&ROLINA LAND GRANT, Georgia/South Carolina Border 

D'/hc 
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